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Aquarius’ business model and strategy
Aquarius has been uniquely successful in bringing into
operation smaller-scale deposits with the use of highly
mechanised, low-cost mining methods and operating systems
that differ from those used by major players in the industry. The
Aquarius strategy includes:

• Identifying, acquiring and mining smaller-scale, cost-effective
PGM deposits

• Using capital-intensive mining methods
• Using contractors to mine and run plants, thus enabling

Aquarius to benefit from contractor expertise and resources.
This allows for quicker build-ups, a leaner and more cost-
effective structure and greater operational flexibility

• Minimising overheads across the group – from exploration
through to corporate financing. This includes the timely
and cost-effective raising of capital

• Entering into long-term contracts for the sale of concentrate,
thus overcoming the significant technical barriers to
establishing and operating large-scale processing facilities as
well as the infrastructure necessary to market refined PGMs
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Growth in Aquarius’ resource base (Moz)

FY2008 FY2009 FY2010 FY2011 FY2012*

* Forecast
Buttonshope (Booysendal South)

Annual attributable revenue ($m)

FY2009 310

FY2010 472

FY2011 683

Production by metal – FY2011

Platinum 57%
Palladium 32%
Rhodium 9%
Gold 2%
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WHY

The special qualities of
platinum make its use crucial to

technology, industry and 
the environment 

PLATINUM
NOBLE
METAL
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REPORT
PROFILE

In this report, platinum group metal (PGM)
production refers to the three primary platinum
group elements (PGE) – platinum, palladium and
rhodium – and gold, which are together referred
to as 4E or 3E+Au. Throughout this report,
financial data is reported in US Dollars and,
where applicable to South African subsidiaries in
the operational review, in South African Rands. 

Included in this report is the group Mineral
Resource and Reserve statement in which
Aquarius’ Mineral Resources, Mineral Reserves
and exploration results for its operations in South
Africa and Zimbabwe are reported in accordance
with the South African Code for Reporting of
Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves
(SAMREC 2007) and its equivalent, the Australian
Code for the Reporting of Mineral Resources and
Ore Reserves (JORC 2004). This statement has
been signed off by the relevant Competent
Persons as defined by these codes. A fuller, more
extensive Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserve
Technical Statement 2011 will be available on the
corporate website, www.aquariusplatinum.com
from mid-December 2011.

The corporate governance statement presented
in this report has been compiled in line with the
Australian Securities Exchange’s Corporate
Governance Principles and Recommendations

(with 2010 amendments) with reference to the
Combined Code on Corporate Governance
2008, as prepared by the Financial Reporting
Council in the United Kingdom. The annual
financial statements were prepared in
accordance with the International Financial
Reporting Standards and audited in accordance
with International Standards on Auditing.

A separate, more detailed report on Aquarius’
sustainable development activities, compiled
in line with the principles of the G3 reporting
guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative
(GRI), will be available on the corporate
website, www.aquariusplatinum.com, in
November 2011. A summary of that report is
presented in this annual report.

Key performance indicators
The key performance indicators (KPIs) reported
throughout this Annual Report cover health and
safety, operations, financial metrics and are used
by the Board of Aquarius and operational
management to monitor the Company’s
performance over time. They are reported here to
provide all stakeholders with the tools necessary
to assess the Company’s results on a clear and
consistent basis. The Company aims to deliver
consistent improvement across all of its KPIs.

The 2011 Annual Report for Aquarius Platinum Limited (Aquarius) covers the period from 1 July 2010 to 
30 June 2011 and presents the operational and financial performances of the group over this period. This
report has been compiled in line with the regulations of the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX), which hosts
Aquarius’ primary stock exchange listing.
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Strategic highlights

• Global mining best practice hangingwall support
methodology implemented across South African
mines following accident at Marikana in 
July 2010

• Acquisition of Afarak Platinum, concluded 
5 April 2011, for $109.7 million will
facilitate potential extensions to mine life at
Kroondal and Marikana

• Agreement reached to acquire Buttonshope
(Booysendal South) for R1.2 billion
(approximately $160 million) to extend mine
life and expand production at Everest

• Afarak and Buttonshope transactions to increase
Aquarius PGM resources by approximately 23%

• Agreement reached on acquisition of an
additional 41.7% of Platinum Mile for
approximately $17 million, increasing
ownership in that asset to 91.7%

For operational highlights see page 34

Financial highlights
• Revenue up by 45% to $682.9 million

(FY2010: $472.2 million)

• US Dollar PGM prices increased materially, offset
to some degree in South Africa by a
strengthening Rand-Dollar exchange rate

• Mine operating net cash flow rose by 44% to
$162.3 million (FY2010: $112.8 million)

• Mine EBITDA increased by 40% to $203.2 million
(FY2010: $145.1 million)

• Headline earnings (before exceptional items)
increased more than fivefold to $142.8 million
(FY2010: $23.6 million)

• Headline earnings per share of 30.85 US cents
per share (FY2010: 5.17 US cents per share)

• Asset impairment of the Ridge assets (non-
cash) of $159.8 million following cessation
of operations

• Reported net loss of $10.4 million (equivalent
to US 2.25 cents per share) as a result of Blue
Ridge impairment

• Group cash balance at financial year-end of
$328.1 million

• Final dividend of US 4 cents per share
declared, taking full year dividend to US 8 cents
per share (FY2010: US 6 cents)

HIGHLIGHTS 
FY2011
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Aquarius is a focused, independent platinum group
metals (PGM) producer, with assets on both the
Bushveld Complex in South Africa and the Great
Dyke in Zimbabwe, the two most renowned PGM-
bearing deposits in the world. Aquarius mines the
UG2 reef on both the western and eastern limbs of
the Bushveld Complex and the Main Sulphide Zone
on the Great Dyke. 

The primary metals produced are platinum,
palladium, rhodium and gold, with iridium and
ruthenium as co-products. Significant by-product
metals are nickel, copper and chrome. 

• In South Africa:
Aquarius’ assets, which are operated through
Aquarius Platinum (South Africa) (Proprietary)
Limited (AQPSA), are the Kroondal, Marikana
and Everest mines. Operations at Blue Ridge
were suspended during the year.

Through Aquarius’ wholly-owned subsidiary,
Aquarius Platinum (South Africa) (Corporate
Services) (Proprietary) Limited (ASACS), at
year-end, the group held a 50% interest in the
Chromite Tailings Retreatment Plant (CTRP),
and in Platinum Mile Resources (Pty) Limited,
both of which recover PGMs from the tailings
streams of various platinum and chrome

mining operations on the western limb of the
Bushveld Complex. During the year, Aquarius
agreed to acquire a further 41.7% of
Platinum Mile.

• In Zimbabwe:
Aquarius’ interest in Mimosa, one of the
lowest cost producers in the PGM industry, is
held through a 50% stake in Mimosa
Investments Limited.

Aquarius’ attributable PGM (4E) production
for the 2011 financial year increased by 15%
to total 487,404 ounces. At year-end,
Aquarius reported total attributable Mineral
Resources (after application of geological
losses) of 118.28Moz and Mineral Reserves
of 7.03Moz. 

Aquarius also has an active exploration
programme with a particular focus on the
eastern limb of the Bushveld Complex, as well
as at and around existing mines.

Aquarius’ shares are quoted on the Australian
Securities Exchange (ASX), the main board of
the London Stock Exchange (LSE) and the
Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE). The
company also has a sponsored Level 1 ADR
program in the United States. As at 30 June
2011, Aquarius had a market capitalisation
of $2.36 billion (R15.98 billion)

CORPORATE
PROFILE
ASX – AQP.AX
LSE – AQP.L
JSE – AQP
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Everest
S 25° 10' 64.5'' 
E 30° 11' 82.5''

Marikana
S 25° 44' 16.52''
E 27° 25' 11.48''

Kroondal
S 25° 42' 20.2''
E 27° 19' 34.7''

CTRP
S 25° 42' 48.4"
E 27° 20' 10.4"

Platinum Mile
S 25° 38' 55.9"
E 27° 19' 02.0"

Mimosa
S 20° 19' 40.52''
E 29° 49' 32.26''

Blue Ridge
S 25° 05' 36.13''
E 30° 37' 22.46''

Location of Aquarius’ 
operations in southern Africa

Geographic distribution
of shareholders

United Kingdom 28%
Australia 25%
United States 22%
South Africa 15%
European Union 7%
Asia 3%
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PROGRESS
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

VSFY2010 FY2011

Operating performance –  PGM production

422,645 ounces 487,404 ounces

Financial performance –  Attributable revenue

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $$$$$$
$472 million $683 million

Productivity –  Production per employee

38 PGM ounces 48 PGM ounces 

Market performance –  Average weighted basket price received

$1,172 per PGM ounce $1,416 per PGM ounce

Safety –  Disabling injury incidence rate (DIIR)

0.55 per 200,000 hours worked 0.50 per 200,000 hours worked
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OBJECTIVES

15%
increase

45%
increase

26%
increase

21%
increase

9%
decrease

Recent acquisitions in South Africa are in line with corporate objectives to increase
volumes produced and extend the life of mine of operations.

Significant increase in attributable revenue a function of the higher level of
production and the rise in the weighted PGM basket price received for the year.

Optimisation programmes are being carried out at all Aquarius operations so as to
improve productivity, enhance efficiencies and contain increases in costs. 

Given likely future global supply constraints, the medium-term outlook for PGM prices
is exceptionally positive. However, global macro-economic concerns are cause for
concern in the short term.

Employee safety is a constant focus with the overall aim being that of ‘zero harm’.
Aquarius is dedicated to maintaining industry-leading safety standards.
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OPERATIONS
AT A GLANCE

Group
Aquarius operations currently include four
operating, mechanised low-cost producing
mines, two retreatment facilities and one non-
operating mine.

An active exploration programme is underway at
and around existing Aquarius operations. During
FY2011, a total of 13,466m were drilled in
South Africa, mainly on the eastern limb of the
Bushveld Complex, and 91 boreholes were
drilled in Zimbabwe. Current projects and
prospects currently contribute 95Moz to Aquarius’
PGM resource base.

“THE WORLD’S 
FOURTH LARGEST
PRIMARY PRODUCER 
OF PLATINUM”

Key attributable data for FY2011:

PGM production:
3PGM+Au: 487,404 ounces 
5PGM+Au: 576,800 ounces

Group revenue: $683 million

Group mineral resource: 118.28Moz

Group mineral reserve: 7.03Moz

Weighted average basket price received:
Group: $1,416 per PGM ounce
South African operations only:
R10,230 per PGM ounce 

Weighted average cash costs:
Group: $923 per PGM ounce
South African operations only: 
R6,910 per PGM ounce 

Group capital expenditure: $142 million

Aquarius, a mid-tier PGM producer, is the world’s fourth largest primary platinum producer. Its suite of assets
is found in South Africa on both the western and eastern limbs of the world-renowned Bushveld Complex and
in Zimbabwe on the Great Dyke. These geological entities together account for more than 80% of the world’s
platinum resources.
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Kroondal
Kroondal, the flagship operation in the Aquarius
group, is managed in a 50:50 pooling and
sharing agreement (P&SA1) with Anglo American
Platinum (Amplats), and all concentrate produced
is sent to Amplats for further processing, smelting
and refining.

“THE FLAGSHIP
OPERATION”

Key attributable data for FY2011:

PGM production: 207,473 ounces 

Contribution to group revenue: $268 million

Mineral resource*: 3.39Moz

Mineral reserve: 2.37Moz

Cash costs:
$892 per PGM ounce
R6,273 per PGM ounce

Capital expenditure: $25 million

* After application of geological losses
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Mimosa
Aquarius’ operation in Zimbabwe, Mimosa is
overseen jointly by 50:50 partners Aquarius and
Impala Platinum Holdings Limited (Implats). In
term of an agreement with Centametal AG,
Switzerland, concentrate produced is delivered
to IRS in South Africa for further processing 
and refining.

“STAR PERFORMER IN
AQUARIUS STABLE”

Key attributable data for FY2011:

PGM production: 104,008 ounces 

Contribution to group revenue: $170 million

Mineral resource*: 9.42Moz

Mineral reserve: 1.75Moz

Cash costs: $695 per PGM ounce

Capital expenditure:$25 million

Everest
Everest is wholly owned and situated on the
eastern limb and production continues to ramp
up following the resumption of operations in April
2010. Concentrate produced here is smelted,
refined and marketed by IRS. 

“PRODUCTION 
RAMPING UP”

Key attributable data for FY2011:

PGM production: 100,252 ounces 

Contribution to group revenue: $143 million

Mineral resource*: 3.22Moz

Mineral reserve: 1.46Moz

Cash costs:
$1,091 per PGM ounce
R7,677 per PGM ounce

Capital expenditure:$28 million

Marikana
Situated not far from Kroondal, Marikana is also
managed in a 50:50 pooling and sharing
agreement (P&SA2) with Amplats. Concentrate
produced is processed either by Amplats or by
Impala Refining Services (IRS), depending on the
source of the reserve originally mined. 

“OPERATIONS NOW
TOTALLY UNDERGROUND”

Key attributable data for FY2011:

PGM production: 52,962 ounces 

Contribution to group revenue: $71 million

Mineral resource*: 2.73Moz

Mineral reserve: 1.44Moz

Cash costs:
$1,193 per PGM ounce
R8,394 per PGM ounce

Capital expenditure: $8 million

* After application of geological losses
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Chromite Tailings Retreatment Plant
Located adjacent to Kroondal, this plant retreats
chrome tailings on the Kroondal property and
tailings streams from the beneficiation process at
neighbouring chromite mines.

“RETREATS 
CHROME TAILINGS ”

Key attributable data for FY2011:

PGM production: 2,438 ounces 

Contribution to group revenue: $3 million

Cash costs:
$1,027 per PGM ounce
R7,223 per PGM ounce

Capital expenditure:$0.2 million

Platinum Mile
Platinum Mile, in which Aquarius had a 50%
interest at year-end, operates a retreatment
facility on Amplats’ Rustenburg Platinum mine’s
lease area. Concentrate produced here is
sold to Amplats with whom there is a profit
sharing agreement in place. 

“INCREASED STAKE 
POST YEAR-END”

Key attributable data for FY2011:

PGM production: 11,417 ounces 

Contribution to group revenue: $14 million

Cash costs:
$694 per PGM ounce
R4,795 per PGM ounce

Capital expenditure:$0.2 million

Blue Ridge
Aquarius took over management of the Blue
Ridge mine following the acquisition of Ridge
Mining plc and at year-end had an effective
stake of 50% in the mine. During the course of
the financial year, operations at the Blue Ridge
mine were suspended, pending a final decision
to place the mine on care and maintenance. 

“OPERATIONS HAVE
BEEN SUSPENDED”

Key attributable data for FY2011:

PGM production: 8,854 ounces 

Mineral resource*: 4.16Moz

Capital expenditure: $55 million

* After application of geological losses
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As reported in earlier letters, we remain
committed to being one of the safest operators of
PGM mines. Following the rock fall at Marikana
on 6 July 2010, which tragically killed five
workers, we instructed international consultants,
S. Godden & Associates, to review the South
African national safety standards and to make
recommendations. These were to improve roof
support standards and techniques for the earlier
detection of geological anomalies. 

The consultants reported in October 2010 and
steps were taken for the immediate
implementation of their recommendations. The
financial effects will be marginally detrimental
but that we are now seen by independent
experts Pakalnis & Associates as being the
industry leader is of great importance to the
safety of our miners and is an essential cost in
discharging our duties to our workers. 

Accidents are endemic in many industries but
most noticeably in mining and there were three
more fatalities on our mines later in the year;

these could have been avoided by a change in
attitude towards established safety procedures
by workers. We continue to train and re-train our
workforces to bring about behavioural
improvement while working with the Department
of Mineral Resources, other mining companies
and the trade unions towards eradicating mine
fatalities and accidents. On behalf of us all, 
I extend our deepest sympathy to the families
and friends of the deceased. 

Early in our financial year there seemed to be the
glimmerings of hope that the financial crises in the
West would decline. This led to a rise in prices at
a time when we were limiting our cost increases
and ramping up production at Everest. 

As investors turned to real assets there were
increases in the prices of silver, gold and, to a
much lesser extent, PGMs, helped by greater
interest in exchange traded funds. 

This was not mirrored by significant increases in
the industrial use of PGMs which is materially
affected by increases in the production of

CHAIRMAN’S
LETTER

Dear Shareholder,

The year ended 30 June 2011 was both challenging and rewarding, delivering improved headline earnings
and cash flow and enabling an increase in the total dividend by a third, to 8 US cents per share.
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Has expertise in turning 
to account small-scale, 

shallow deposits

WHY
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diesel engines for use in environmentally
friendly jurisdictions, but was helped by
unexpectedly high demand from China for
platinum for jewellery. 

Platinum rose in price by 14% in Dollar terms
over the year to close at $1,722 per ounce.
Our basket price per PGM ounce in South
Africa rose from R10,075 ($1,321) at 30 June
2010 to the year's high of R11,832 in
February and to R10,260 ($1,518) at 30 June
2011, representing an increase of 15% in
Dollar terms but less than 2% in Rands, in which
currency the bulk of our costs in South Africa are
incurred. We do not hedge PGM prices nor
currencies, and we remain naturally long of
Dollars as that is the currency of our pipeline
financing and settlement. Our finance committee
manages our cash holdings, supported by
professional advice.

Production at our mines has been mixed.
Mimosa had yet another record year. Production
at Everest was restarted in April 2010 and from
a very low base increased ten-fold. Kroondal
was flat and Marikana's output fell following a
two-week closure after the fatal accident in July
2010; in both cases, time spent on re-
engineering support systems and difficult ground
conditions had an adverse effect on production.
Overall, production from these mines increased
by 64,785 PGM ounces. 

The directors of our subsidiary Ridge Mining
decided to cease operations at the mine
during the year. The flat Rand basket price and

the higher than anticipated costs made it
uneconomic to proceed with the planned
capital expenditure necessary to bring the
mine up to a state where it could be efficiently
operated. The 8,854 PGM ounces attributable
to Aquarius were capitalised and the
investment was written down by $160 million.
Aquarius is a senior lender to Blue Ridge and
has an active role in determining its future. The
mine has a substantial resource and when
further development becomes financially viable
it is likely to be reopened. Happily more than
80% of the displaced workers were found
other employment.

Dollar revenue increased by 45% to 
$683 million for the financial year. Headline
earnings – operational earnings before
exceptional write downs – rose five-fold to 
$143 million while the write-down of the
investment in Ridge Mining resulted in an
accounting loss for the year of $10 million. 

Cash flow increased 44% to $162 million,
leaving $328 million of net cash on the
consolidated balance sheet at year-end. The
Afarak acquisition was paid for in the year and
we continue to examine ways in which these
assets may be exploited to the best advantage
of your company and the interests of actual and
potential joint venture partners.

Since 1 July 2011, the level of volatility in the
price of PGMs has been unprecedented as has
the relationship between the price of platinum
and other precious metals. You will understand
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why I am, as ever, reluctant to express any view
on which way the price of PGMs may go. What
we will continue to do on your behalf is to exploit
our existing assets as safely and as efficiently as
may be and to seek out new opportunities in
mining PGMs. We believe that we are well
positioned financially and with sufficient skill sets
to do this. 

I am delighted that your Board has been in a
position to declare a second dividend of 4 cents
a share, increasing the total for the year from 
6 cents to 8 cents. 

I would like to express, yet again, my appreciation
and thanks to your directors, the Company's
management, employees and contractors and to
you, the shareholders, for your support without
which, of course, none of this would be possible.

Yours sincerely,

Nicholas Sibley
Chairman
28 October 2011
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Together with increased production, this resulted
in stronger cash generation for a second year
running. We were also able to make some
significant acquisitions at sensible prices, as
ongoing Rand strength and the associated not-
quite-high-enough Rand PGM basket price
brought with them both opportunities and
challenges. We expect these acquisitions to
enable the expansion and life extension of our
core South African assets, and ultimately to prove
transformational for the Company. There were
also casualties of the low price environment,
unfortunately, as the Blue Ridge mine became
uneconomic during the year and operations
there ceased. On balance, developments at
Aquarius during the 2011 financial year were
positive, though overshadowed by regulatory
uncertainty in our home jurisdictions and the
continuing challenges posed by the weakened
global economy.

Aquarius began the year under review in a
strong position relative to much of the PGM
industry, with a healthy balance sheet and, in
Everest, the ability to deliver profitable

production growth over the year for a modest
capital outlay. Focus was firmly on the
optimisation of existing assets, seeking to ensure
that our mines remained cost competitive and
operationally efficient in the face of high on-mine
cost inflation. At the same time, we were able to
begin to put our balance sheet to work,
increasing the resource base by approximately
23% and providing flexibility in our capital
allocation decisions though the purchase of
additional PGM-bearing properties. The ramp-up
of Everest has proceeded satisfactorily, and the
long-term future of the Company’s South African
operations has been secured. At the end of the
year, Aquarius retained over $300 million on its
balance sheet. 

From an operational perspective, the first six
months of the year were largely free of significant
challenges, with Kroondal, Everest and Mimosa
all performing well and only Marikana
experiencing difficulties as a result of the
accident in July 2010 and subsequent shaft
closure. However, even in the best of years,
mining for PGMs is a complex and difficult

16

After a lamentably tragic start, the 2011 financial year saw Aquarius achieve notable progress towards the
fulfilment of its core strategic aims, while at the same time delivering another improved financial result.
The price of platinum continued to improve in US Dollar terms over the year while palladium returned a
record performance, positive developments which were not quite offset by a weaker rhodium price and 
a stronger Rand. 

CEO’S 
REVIEW
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pursuit, and reality reasserted itself in the second
half. Absenteeism and overzealous application
of safety stoppages by government inspectors
negatively impacted production at the South
African operations in early 2011, and this was
exacerbated by complications arising from the
new hangingwall support installation and, at
Everest, a deeper-than-anticipated oxide zone. In
the end production at Kroondal was stable year-
on-year, and the ramp-up at Everest remained
largely on track. Poor ground conditions at
Marikana led to lower production and higher
costs at that mine, with a shaft closed there on
economic grounds during the year. Production
from the tailings operations was down slightly,
though as changes to the plants are bedded
down and feedstock availability improves, this is
expected to increase. Once again, Mimosa
delivered record production, despite some
challenging ground conditions there too. 

The continued ramp-up of Everest was the primary
cause of higher attributable production for the
year as a whole. Together with improved
average PGM basket prices over the year, this
enabled the business to significantly increase its
net cash generation from operations,
notwithstanding the accounting loss recorded as
a result of the non-cash write-down of the Blue
Ridge assets.

Health, safety and environment
The Marikana disaster affected the whole
company deeply, resulting in a marked focus on
health, safety and environmental matters during
the year that culminated in a complete revision of
the mining codes of practice at our South African
operations and the introduction of world best
practice hangingwall support standards. We
pride ourselves on our historically excellent safety
record and remain dedicated to maintaining
industry-leading safety standards. We believe
that our response to the accident was

comprehensive and no expense has been
spared to ensure the safety of our employees.

It is with deep regret that I must advise that in
addition to the five men who died in the Marikana
accident in July 2010, three further fatalities were
recorded during FY2011, one each at Kroondal,
Mimosa and Blue Ridge. A single death is one too
many and we have redoubled our efforts to effect
true behavioural change in the attitudes to safety
and risk at our mines. 

The victims of the Marikana accident were listed
in my review of FY2010. The other men who
died in FY2011 were: 

• At Kroondal, Mr Vasco Macamo, who was
fatally injured when he was caught between
the LHD he was operating and another vehicle
on surface at the start of the shift. 

• At Mimosa, Mr Innocent Ndlovu, who was
fatally injured in an explosion when an
operating rock drill intersected a socket
containing misfired explosives as a result of
a failure to observe established safety
procedures.

• At Blue Ridge, Mr V.M. Cossa, who was
fatally injured in a blasting accident caused
by a failure to follow ignition procedures.

On behalf of the Board of Directors, I extend
my deepest sympathy to their families, friends
and colleagues.

Safety performance continues to be a key focus,
and disabling injury incidence rates continued to
improve at Mimosa and Marikana, and
remained flat at Blue Ridge. A slight deterioration
in this metric at Kroondal was caused by an
underground fire which, though commendably
dealt with, resulted in a large number of minor
but reportable injuries. At Everest, the absolute
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safety statistics remain good, although a slight
deterioration occurred there too, largely as a
function of increased operational intensity. Safety
improvement initiatives with a particular focus on
behavioural change continue to be driven at all
operations and are yielding positive results, with
Kroondal achieving one million fatality-free shifts
during March. 

Safety efforts for much of the 2011 financial
year centred on the prevention of rock falls,
which remain the single most frequent cause of
fatalities in the South African underground mining
industry. Our investigations into the Marikana
accident suggested that the existing South
African hangingwall support standards were
outdated and insufficient. As a result, we have
spent a great deal of time and money
redesigning and upgrading our hangingwall
support methodologies, the details of which have
been the subject of comprehensive previous
disclosures. These new measures, which support
100% of potential fallout height, are being rolled
out across our operations and should make
Aquarius’ mines the safest in the industry.

We continue to drive the Areboleleng (“let’s talk”)
campaign to entrench improved behavioural
safety practices within the workforce, and remain
focussed on risk assessment in respect of the four
most common causes of safety issues, namely
falls of ground, trackless mining equipment
dangers, conveyor belt and fire risk hazards. The
mandatory codes of practice in place across our
operations embody these themes and are
significantly reducing the incidence of accidents.

Following the materially increased incidence of
so-called Section 54 stoppages imposed by the
South African Department of Mineral Resources
(DMR) across the industry during the third fiscal
quarter, a constructive dialogue was initiated
between the industry and the DMR which has
resulted in a more pragmatic approach by the

safety inspectorate. The incidence of Section 54
stoppages is now declining once more, through
renewed dedication to both safety and
practicality on the part of the mines and the DMR. 

Recognising that its operations have an impact on
the natural environment, Aquarius is committed to
meeting and exceeding environmental legislative
requirements through responsible and progressive
approaches to environmental management,
impact mitigation and rehabilitation. We closely
monitor our carbon emissions and usage of
water, and we have participated in the Carbon
Disclosure Project for several years and, for the
first time this year, the Water Disclosure Project as
well. Aquarius is committed to the full
rehabilitation of its mines at the end of their
operational lives, and in this regard the
rehabilitation of the now mined out Marikana
open pit operation has commenced and will
continue over the remaining life of the Marikana
Pooling and Sharing Agreement. We continue to
interact with the relevant regulatory authorities
both in South Africa and Zimbabwe in order to
achieve best practice environmental outcomes in
the regions in which we operate, and Aquarius
remains compliant in respect of all relevant
environmental legislation.

In keeping with our commitment to improve the
lives of those living closest to our operations, we
continue to pursue extensive community
programmes. These range from the provision of
facilities for education and clean drinking water
to housing and the establishment of formal
settlements near our mines. AIDS and
tuberculosis both remain serious health issues
afflicting the South African mining industry, and
through its contractor MRC, Aquarius has an
employee wellness programme that caters for
health testing and advice on these and other
health issues.
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Market review
The US Dollar prices of the platinum group
metals in FY2011 followed a similar pattern to
that seen in the previous financial year, with
strong improvements in the first eight months
driven by recovering automobile demand in the
developed world, the implementation of
emissions standards for heavy duty trucks and
other diesel applications in Europe and the US,
the increasing likelihood of auto emissions
regulations in developing world nations and
mining supply constraints in South Africa and
Zimbabwe. Thereafter, various macroeconomic
shocks, including the Japanese earthquake and
tsunami, and the debt crises in the US and
Europe conspired to cause US Dollar prices of
the metals to stagnate. 

While the market for palladium was arguably in
balance during the year, a continued surplus in
platinum rendered the PGM market vulnerable to
swings in investor sentiment. The resultant
volatility to some degree obscured the continuing
positive trend in fundamental industrial demand
for PGMs. Automobile and catalyst
manufacturers continued to restock during the
year, and their order books remain healthy. 

Chinese demand for platinum from both the
jewellery and investment segments remained
robust despite relatively high US Dollar prices.
Among other things, this reflected the higher gold
prices which caused substitution away from gold
jewellery on the one hand, and increased
alternative ‘hard asset’ investment purchases on
the other. China has also introduced the
equivalent of the Euro IV automobile emissions
standards from 2012 for gasoline engine cars,
and from 2013 for diesel cars. These factors
have kept PGM prices broadly stable in the face

of pronounced global economic uncertainty and
equity market weakness during the past few
months. Investors gained exposure to PGMs
largely through the physically-backed platinum
exchange traded funds (ETFs), and flows into
these ETFs supported prices by absorbing excess
metal which would otherwise have represented a
fundamental demand surplus, while at the same
time increasing price volatility at the margin. 

Platinum rose 14% over the year to close at
$1,722 per ounce and averaged $1,706 per
ounce for the financial year, an 18%
improvement over the prior year. Palladium rose
75% over the year and 76% on average,
outperforming for a second year running due to
expectations of autocatalysis in expanding
markets for gasoline engines, as well as
technological advances permitting some
substitutability of palladium for platinum in
diesel engines. 

The average rhodium price fell by 20% versus
the prior year, lacking support from any
material investment demand. The gold price
rose by 22% during the period, achieving
parity with the platinum price shortly after year-
end. Marked improvements in the prices of the
minor PGMs (ruthenium and iridium) were also
recorded, driven largely by demand for
electronic components.  

Since the end of September 2011, PGM prices
have fallen markedly, with the perceived link to
the safe-haven nature of gold and its ever-
stronger price exerting insufficient upward
pressure on the other precious metals and failing
to counterbalance prevailing market uncertainty.
The average platinum price recorded in the
period from 1 July to 30 September 2011 was
$1,771 per ounce.
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The Rand strengthened significantly over the
2011 financial year, starting the year at R7.72 to
the US Dollar and ending it at R6.80. This 12%
increase in the value of the currency was largely
driven by the uncertain global economic recovery
which has proven increasingly fragile, and the
developing debt crises in Europe and the US.
These factors both bolstered the Rand as a
commodity currency and made the returns
available from the Rand carry trade more
attractive, while also contributing to high intra-
year volatility. The Rand averaged 7.01 to the 
US Dollar during the year, 8% stronger than the
average of 7.59 recorded in the prior financial
year. Encouragingly for the PGM industry,
however, the Rand has weakened considerably
in the new financial year, having averaged
R7.14 to the US Dollar in the period from 1 July
to 30 September 2011.

As a consequence of the stronger US Dollar
PGM prices during the 2011 financial year, US
Dollar 4E basket prices in both South Africa and
Zimbabwe increased compared to the prior
financial year. The basket price was 18% higher
for the year across the South African operations
at $1,450 per 4E ounce, however in Rand terms
the basket price rose only 10% as a result of the
stronger Rand-Dollar exchange rate. The US
Dollar basket price in Zimbabwe increased by
29% on average compared to the previous year
to $1,280 per 4E ounce. 

The demand fundamentals for the PGMs remain
positive, particularly in the medium term, for all
the reasons mentioned above. At the same time,
the strong Rand and resultant low Rand PGM
prices continue to make it challenging for the
industry to grow supply in the short to medium
term. Growth in PGM supply remains very much
constrained as both brownfield and new
greenfield projects remain difficult to finance. 

WE FIND SMARTER
WAYS TO DO WHAT
WE DO BEST
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In South Africa, the new, deep, capital intensive
shafts needed to replace older existing mines are
being delayed or cancelled, and this is certain
to result in progressively lower PGM output for
the next several years. In Zimbabwe, the
ongoing negotiations between the PGM industry
and the government in relation to the
Indigenisation Act may also result in stagnant or
falling production from that country. 

I spoke of the juxtaposition of strong demand
fundamentals and a weak supply response in my
review of FY2010, and this situation still
pertains. The outlook for PGMs in the medium
term remains exceptionally positive, but market
uncertainty and the slow pace of economic
recovery is likely to mute this effect somewhat in
the short term. On the other hand, the fact that
the platinum price and the gold price have
reached parity may provide a positive insulating
effect from the worst of the economic uncertainty,
as platinum is increasingly seen by investors as
an undervalued and rare investment commodity.

Operational and financial performance
Production attributable to Aquarius and its
shareholders increased by 15% to 487,404 4E
ounces, largely as a result of the continuing
ramp-up of Everest, which produced 100,252
4E ounces in the year under review compared to
8,496 the year before. The Everest ramp-up will
continue in the 2012 financial year. Production
increased slightly at Kroondal but fell at
Marikana as a result of lost production following
the tragic accident in July 2010 and the closure
of uneconomic panels later in the year. All of the
South African operations suffered excessive
governmental safety stoppages during the
second half of the year, as did the rest of the
mining industry. Kroondal and Marikana also
lost production in the final quarter as a result of
timing issues relating to the manual installation of
roof support. The tailings operations also had a

tough year, with low volumes and quality of
feedstock reducing production levels and driving
up costs. Operations at Blue Ridge ceased
during the year, and the limited production there
was capitalised. In Zimbabwe, Mimosa
delivered yet another record performance,
producing in excess of its nameplate capacity of
200,000 4E ounces.

A detailed review of operations appears later in
this annual report, but the key operational
features of FY2011 include: 

• At Kroondal, the initial construction and
preparatory work at the K6 shaft began in July
2010. The earthworks and stabilisation were
completed by December that year and the first
decline blast took place in March, following
which the portal entrance to the three barrels
of the decline was established. The decline
system had advanced 166 metres by year-
end and total development amounted to 
543 metres. Work has begun on the surface
conveyor structures. The K6 shaft will replace
mined out capacity elsewhere at Kroondal,
which continues to run at steady state, despite
issues encountered in the final quarter relating
to the implementation of the new safety
measures. Shortly before year end, an
agreement was reached with Rustenburg
Platinum Mines (RPM) to mine some of the
Siphumelele 3 reserves using the Siphumelele
vertical shaft and Kroondal’s infrastructure.

• At Marikana, the final mining out of the open
pit was completed during the final quarter of
the year. Marikana’s 1 Shaft also became
uneconomical during the second quarter and
was placed on care and maintenance. The
underground ramp-up at 4 Shaft continues to
yield increased volumes of ore, but it was
slowed to some extent by the geological
anomalies intersected and factors relating to
the implementation of the new safety measures. 
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• At Everest, the re-establishment project was
completed and development began of the
additional Valley access decline during the first
half of the year. Development mining began
and progressed well in the Valley decline, a
system which will create mining flexibility and
enable additional and faster access to the
western orebody of the mine and, ultimately,
to the Buttonshope (Booysendal South)
orebody. In the final months of the year, friable
rock and bad ground conditions were
encountered in the oxide zone which
negatively impacted operations.  

• At Mimosa, record production was achieved
in FY2011 as a result of improved volumes
mined, higher head grade and better rates of
recovery. Much of the improved mining
performance was a result of the optimisation of
Wedza phase 5.5, which included a revised
blasting pattern and an emphasis on retraining
the workforce on processes and procedures.
Deteriorating ground conditions proved to be a
challenge during the year, and were
addressed through the upgrading of support
and safety systems. Panel widths were reduced
from 15m to 6m and mechanised roof bolters
have been introduced to allow for the
installation of deep anchored bolts and cables.

• At Blue Ridge, operations were suspended
following a determination by Ridge Mining
that the mine could not be operated
economically at the prevailing low rand PGM
prices and given the rate of on-mine cost
inflation in South Africa. Mining operations
and further mine development ceased in the
final quarter of the year, and over 80% of the
workforce was successfully placed at other
mines in the area.

A 21% increase in the weighted average PGM
basket price achieved for the year to $1,413 per
ounce for the group as a whole and a 15%

increase in production were the key contributors
to a 45% increase in revenue to $682.9 million.
Aquarius reported headline earnings of 
$142.8 million for the year and an accounting
loss of $10.4 million, following the $159.8 million
non-cash asset impairment of the Blue Ridge mine.

Corporate matters
Times are difficult both economically and
operationally across the PGM industry, and this
has brought with it challenges but also certain
opportunities. FY2011 was a gratifyingly
successful year for the Company from an
acquisitions perspective. It saw the execution of
several notable transactions which in time we
expect will address most of the longstanding issues
facing the company, both perceived and actual. 

The first of these to be consummated was the
acquisition of Afarak Platinum, which was
announced on 13 April 2011, and has since
been completed. Aquarius and Watervale (Pty)
Ltd, a BEE entity in which Aquarius has a minority
interest, together paid $109.7 million for Afarak
Platinum, which owns 100% of the Hoedspruit
PGM property near Rustenburg in South Africa,
close to Aquarius’ Kroondal and Marikana
operations, and some other exploration
properties. The purchase price was settled by
means of $70.2 million of cash and the
remainder in Aquarius shares, and we expect
that the acquisition of Hoedspruit in particular
will be instrumental in extending the operating
lives of both Kroondal and Marikana. 

Aquarius management has long since coveted
Northam Platinum’s Booysendal South property
as a logical extension of its Everest operation.
On 4 May 2011 we announced that an
agreement to acquire the southern portion of
Booysendal (Buttonshope) from Northam for the
sum of R1,200 million (c.$160 million) in cash
had been signed. The Buttonshope property is
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contiguous with our Everest mine and will be
exploited using the existing Everest infrastructure.
Aquarius plans to spend capital of
approximately R850 million (c.$110 million) to
integrate Buttonshope into its Everest operation,
increasing its mine life by approximately 
30 years. This transaction is subject to a lengthy
regulatory approvals process and is expected to
close in the second half of 2012. 

Aquarius also agreed to acquire a further 41.7%
stake in Platinum Mile from Mvelaphanda
Holdings Limited and Platinum Mile management
on 1 June 2011, bringing Aquarius’ holding in
that asset to 91.7%. Aquarius will pay the
vendors R115.5 million (c.$17 million) partly in
cash with an election to pay the majority in either
cash or shares. We plan to use Platinum Mile as
an important part of an expanded tailings
retreatment arm which could become an
important source of low-cost PGM ounces in an
environment of increasing mining costs. 

On a less positive note and as mentioned above,
the Blue Ridge mine ceased mining operations
and further mine development during the quarter,
largely as a result of the continuing low Rand
PGM price environment. Discussions continue
with the lenders to the mine on a suitable
resolution to its debt situation. Aquarius is a
significant creditor of the Blue Ridge mine and
has extended no corporate guarantees to the
other providers of third party debt to the mine.

In Zimbabwe during the year under review, the
Minister of Youth, Indigenisation and Economic
Empowerment published a statutory instrument in
the Government Gazette setting out the
requirements for the implementation of the
provisions of the Indigenisation and Economic
Empowerment Act and its supporting regulations
as they pertain to the mining sector. This notice
defines the minimum indigenisation and
empowerment quota as “a controlling interest or

51% of the shares or interests which in terms of
the Act is required to be held by indigenous
Zimbabweans in the non-indigenous mining
business concerned”, and requires that disposals
of the required indigenisation interests must be to
defined “designated entities”, which include
several organs of the Zimbabwean state and an
employee share ownership scheme or trust. As
has been widely publicised, Aquarius and other
foreign owners of mining operations in
Zimbabwe remain in negotiations with the
government of Zimbabwe on this issue, with a
view to reaching an arrangement acceptable to
all parties.

Other noteworthy corporate matters during the
year were the agreement of the new mining
codes of conduct relating to new hangingwall
support which have been exhaustively discussed
elsewhere, and the full and final settlement of 
the litigation with Moolman Mining. AQPSA
paid approximately $12 million to Moolman
Mining, representing payment for work actually
done but not yet paid for, and disregarding 
the Moolman Mining counterclaims of
approximately $67 million.

Appointments of senior personnel during the year
included that of:

• Jean Nel as Corporate Finance Executive at
Aquarius, based in Johannesburg. Jean is a
qualified chartered accountant (CA(SA) and
CFA), with 12 years of mining corporate
finance and commercial mining experience,
initially in Southern Africa. He was part of the
advisory team that structured the pooling and
sharing agreements for Kroondal and
Marikana on behalf of Aquarius, and will
manage the group’s commercial transactions.

• Wessel Phumo as General Manager of
AQPSA’s Kroondal mine, replacing Abraham
van Ghent who was appointed Senior
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General Manager: Operations at the end of
the 2010 financial year. Wessel began his
career as a learner official at Saaiplaas Gold
Mine in January 1988 and held various
positions in the Harmony Gold group until he
joined AQPSA in May 2007. He was
formerly General Manager: Marikana.

Looking ahead
After some uncharacteristic exuberance at the
half year, I concede that market conditions
worsened somewhat in the last few months of the
financial year, and the woes of the global
economy remain far from resolved. Aquarius has
shared the fate of many companies in the equity
market, having endured plunging share prices
driven by macroeconomic concerns rather than
fundamental problems. Despite the uncertainty
plaguing the market, I remain cautiously
optimistic on the outlook for PGMs. Fundamental
demand is returning, slowly but surely, with
fabricators reporting full order books and PGM
restocking. Jewellery demand out of China is
robust as the gold alternative is less expensive no
longer. Investment demand in developed nations
and in China has been strong, driven by the
knowledge that southern Africa is unable to raise
production to meet the growing medium-term
demand for these metals. In the short term,
however, prices are likely to be volatile despite
some positive countercyclical pressure on the
platinum price by gold, as market conditions
clearly remain fragile. 

Since the year-end, the Rand has weakened
considerably because of its trading link to the
falling Euro. While US Dollar PGM prices have
come off slightly, the relief afforded by the
weaker currency has left PGM producers only
slightly worse off. There is of course no
guarantee that this state of affairs will not
change, particularly in the event that the so
called ‘old world’ economies begin to debase

their currencies once again. In short, there are
too many variables to make any sort of sensible
prediction of metal prices or industry health over
the coming year, but demand fundamentals
remain sound and prices have to rise for the
world to continue to enjoy clean air. 

The new financial year will also bring
operational challenges. The labour unions in
South Africa remain militant and have once
again demanded and received double-digit
wage increases across most industrial sectors.
Electricity prices continue to climb, and
government intervention in both South Africa and
Zimbabwe is on the rise. The executive
management and employees of Aquarius have
extensive experience of this unique operating
environment and remain committed to managing
those aspects of the business within their control
to the best of their ability. Your company’s
balance sheet remains strong and its prospects
within the industry are uniquely positive. We will
continue to weather the challenges we face
during the coming year while using the time to
consolidate recent acquisitions and ensure that
your company emerges from the short-term
market malaise stronger than ever. 

Stuart Murray
CEO
28 October 2011
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Business model
A meaningful discussion of Aquarius’ strategy
requires an understanding of the Company’s
unique business model. Over the past fourteen
years, Aquarius has been uniquely successful in
bringing to account small, shallow, relatively low-
grade PGM deposits using innovative
technologies and mining methodologies. The
Company has developed a clear set of
differentiators which give it a significant
competitive advantage over larger conventional
PGM producers which historically have tended
to exploit largely the deeper, more capital- and
labour-intensive PGM deposits in South Africa.
Aquarius’ fundamental differentiators include:

• Mechanised mining techniques, which are
capital rather than labour intensive and bring
with them a higher degree of safety, lower
power requirements and other innovations in
design, mining and processing which are
now being emulated by some of the larger
industry players

• Mining of shallow PGM deposits via decline
shafts which require a fraction of the capital
cost of more conventional vertical shafts

• Contract mining and processing, which brings
with it "bought-in" expertise and resources,
training capability and procurement power,

allowing for a leaner and more cost-effective
structure and greater flexibility

• Selling concentrate directly to two customers
on life-of-mine contracts, thereby eliminating
the significant financial and technical risks
associated with the setting up and running of
smelting and refining facilities, and the need
for marketing infrastructure

• Low overhead structure, from exploration to
operations, management and corporate
financing

• Access to international capital markets through
three separate listings

Strategy
Aquarius has identified several strategic
imperatives to facilitate the delivery of
shareholder value in the face of uncertain short-
term market conditions and a challenging
operating environment. These are:

• To optimise costs and efficiencies at existing
operations in order to improve or at least
maintain the position of these mines on the
cost curve

• To seek growth through organic expansion or
the acquisition of PGM properties which are:

THE AQUARIUS
STRATEGY 
Aquarius has striven since its formation to consolidate and grow its resource and operational base so as to
deliver value and growth to its shareholders and other stakeholders. 
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POSITIVE
RETURNS

Poised for growth

WHY 

CONTINUE
TO INVEST
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• Contiguous with existing operations and
capable of exploitation through existing
infrastructure at low capital cost

• Relatively shallow, primarily UG2 orebodies
which lend themselves to the Group’s
established mechanised mining techniques

• To steadily grow production from current
levels to the extent that it can be done
profitably, while not hesitating to cut loss-
making production

• To evaluate the acquisition of other PGM
companies with caution, in terms of earnings
accretion rather than potential increases 
in production

• To remain a focused primary PGM producer,
which of necessity requires a continued focus
on southern Africa 

Aquarius is committed to functioning as efficiently
as possible, containing costs and maximising
profit for the benefit of its shareholders while
always remaining mindful of its other
stakeholders, such as employees, the
communities surrounding its operations, business
partners and suppliers, among others. 

Of paramount importance in this regard is the
commitment to conduct our business safely, to
cause ‘zero harm’, to respect the communities in
and around our operations, to rehabilitate the
land on which we have mined and to interact
with the relevant stakeholders with respect. 

Growth opportunities will continue to be
judged in terms of their potential capital
efficiency and ability to generate growth in
value versus their contribution to growth in
production, and the potential growth in free

Industry history and context – supply constraints

Aquarius lease
area boundary

Limit of Aquarius
mining method

Aquarius declines

From surface, developed on-reef,
currently at 200-400m vertical
depth, good to c.650m 1st generation

vertical shafts

Mined out
and/or closed

2nd generation vertical shafts

Operational, approaching end of
mine life

1,500 – 2,500m

3rd generation vertical shafts

Yet to be built

Very high capex requirements,
diffictult to justify in current
price environment

Target of Aquarius
growth strategy, via
entended joint ventures,
acquisitions of
contiguous properties
and organic growth

A good example of this
type is the Booysendal
South (Buttonshope)
acquisition

Aquarius Current Aquarius targets Conventional mining – other companies
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cash flow per share. The Company will
continue to manage its cash resources most
carefully during the coming years. This strategy
has been implemented to good effect in the
2011 financial year, during which Aquarius
has patiently and thoroughly evaluated the
potential acquisition of several junior PGM
companies, rejecting these in favour of the
acquisitions of Afarak Platinum and the

Buttonshope property. These are properties of
strategic importance to Aquarius’ existing
operations, and have together increased the
Group’s resources by almost 23% at a cost of
less than $300 million. They will be
instrumental in increasing the longevity of
Aquarius’ Kroondal, Marikana and Everest
mining operations, and the creation of future
shareholder value.

Hangingwall Hangingwall

Primary PGM-bearing band Chromite ore (PGM-bearing)

Nickel-copper sulphide ore (PGM-bearing)

Footwall

Increasing
PGM grade

c. 800mm c. 2,000mm
Parting

Chromite ore (PGM-bearing)

Footwall

Merensky Reef UG2 Reef – Western limb (Aquarius)

Conventional mining method
• Labour-intensive – hand-held drilling and

mining
• Mined material loaded into railcars and

railed to shaft for hauling to surface
• High electricity requirement

• Required on Merensky Reef and narrower
parts of UG2
• Too narrow for mechanised mining

Mechanised mining and DMS* (Aquarius)
• Waste rock in hangingwall, footwall and

parting increase mining panel height to a
minimum of 2.0m
• Allows for direct access mechanised

mining
• Selective blasting pattern and DMS

minimise dilution by waste rock and
maximise plant head grade

* Dense media separation (DMS) is an inexpensive addition to the processing circuit that permits the
exploitation of the density differential between waste rock and PGM-bearing chromite ore, which is
significantly denser. The crushed ore and waste are placed in a ferrosilicate gel with a density between
that of ore and waste rock. The waste floats and the ore sinks.
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Demand
PGM prices strengthened considerably in US
Dollar terms during the period under review,
primarily as a result of strong investment demand
for palladium during the first eight months of the
financial year and, to a lesser extent, for
platinum. The positive investor perception of
fundamental PGM demand was driven by
recovering automobile demand in the United
States and Europe, the implementation of higher
emissions standards for heavy duty trucks and
other diesel applications in Europe and the
United States, the increasing likelihood of auto
emissions regulations in developing nations such
as China, and mining supply constraints in South
Africa and Zimbabwe.

Investors gained exposure to PGMs largely
through the physically backed platinum and
palladium exchange traded funds (ETFs), and
flows into these ETFs supported prices by
absorbing excess metal which would otherwise
have represented a fundamental demand
surplus. From April 2011, US Dollar PGM prices
largely stagnated, following the Japanese
earthquake and tsunami and other
macroeconomic shocks such as the sovereign

debt crises in Europe and the US, which threw
the timing of a fundamental industrial deficit in
PGM supply into doubt. 

Supply
PGM supply remained broadly static in the
period under review, as production misses from
various producers more than offset the small
increases achieved by other companies.
Autocatalyst recycling levels did increase to
some degree during the year, but this influenced
the supply of palladium more than the other
PGMs as most of this recycling was undertaken
in the United States where the cars currently
being scrapped were produced approximately a
decade ago during a period when the Unite
States auto industry had adopted a palladium-
only catalyst strategy. 

Low Rand PGM prices continue to persist and in
this environment the PGM industry as a whole is
likely to postpone the large capital projects
necessary to maintain production at its current
level. In addition, greenfield projects and start-up
companies are likely to encounter funding and
infrastructure difficulties. As a result, PGM supply
is likely to remain static at best for the next
several years.

The continued, steady global economic recovery during the course of 2010 and into 2011 has underpinned
the increased demand for PGMs by the automotive, industrial and electronic sectors. Gross demand for
platinum rose overall by 16% in 2010 and that for palladium by 24%.

PGM MARKET 
REVIEW
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Pricing
Although volatility increased, PGM prices on
average did not drop significantly in the final
quarter of the year, as Chinese jewellery
demand was stronger than expected despite the
higher Dollar prices, and the safe-haven nature
of gold and its ever stronger price exerted some
upward pressure on the prices of other precious
metals. Platinum rose 14% over the financial year
to close at $1,722 per ounce and averaged
$1,706 per ounce for the financial year, an
18% improvement over the previous year.
Palladium rose 75% over the year and 76% on
average, outperforming for a second year
running due to expectations of auto catalysis in
expanding markets for gasoline engines, as well
as technological advances permitting some
substitutability of palladium for platinum in diesel
engines. The average rhodium price fell by 20%
versus the prior year, lacking support from any
material investment demand. The gold price rose
by 22% during the period.

As a consequence of the stronger US Dollar PGM
prices during the year, US Dollar 4E basket prices
in both South Africa and Zimbabwe increased.
For the Group as a whole, the weighted average
PGM basket price received was 18% higher for
the year at $1,416 per 4E ounce. However in
Rand terms, for the South African operations the
basket price rose only 10% to R10,188 per 4E
ounce. The US Dollar basket price in Zimbabwe
increased by 29% on average compared to the
previous year to $1,280 per 4E ounce.

RECENT ACQUISITIONS
BOOST RESOURCES
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Outlook
Post year-end, the prices of platinum, rhodium
and gold have converged, with the gold price
now firmly above the prices of the other two
metals. Concerns over the health of the global
economy continue to drive markets and while this
volatile state of affairs persists, it remains difficult
to predict movements in PGM prices in the
coming year with any certainty. Fundamentally,
however, the supply of PGMs remains
constrained for the foreseeable future. 

Demand for PGMs in developed markets
continues to recover slowly while the use of
PGMs in new applications and in developing
markets is set to increase materially. The industrial
use of PGMs constitutes legislated demand for the
most part, which is not discretionary and must be
met by available supply. Coupled with the
significant cost and regulatory pressures in South
Africa and Zimbabwe and the strength of the
South African Rand, these factors all suggest that
the outlook for PGMs remains extremely positive
in the medium term.

Platinum – demand by sector:
CY2010

Automotive 40%
Jewellery 31%
Other
(including industrial) 21%
Investment 8%

Platinum – demand by sector:
CY2009

Automotive 32%
Jewellery 41%
Other
(including industrial) 17%
Investment 10%

Palladium – demand by sector:
CY2010

Autocatalyst 57%
Jewellery 6%
Investment 11%
Industrial 26%

Palladium – demand by sector:
CY2009

Autocatalyst 52%
Jewellery 10%
Investment 8%
Industrial 30%

Monthly average prices: July 2010 to June 2011 ($/oz)
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Source: Johnson Matthey
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Platinum – supply and demand (000oz)

Calendar year 2010 2009 2008 2007

Supply

South Africa 4,635 4,635 4,515 5,070
Russia 825 785 805 915
North America and other 600 605 620 615
Total supply 6,060 6,025 5,940 6,600

Demand

Automotive 3,125 2,185 3,655 4,145
Jewellery 2,415 2,810 2,060 2,110
Investment 650 660 555 170
Other (including industrial) 1,690 1,140 1,720 1,845
Total gross demand 7,880 6,795 7,990 8,270

Recycling (1,840) (1,405) (1,830) (1,590)
Total net demand 6,040 5,390 6,160 6,680

Stock movements 20 635 (220) (80)

Palladium – supply and demand (000oz)

Calendar year 2010 2009 2008 2007

Supply
South Africa 2,575 2,370 2,430 2,765
Russia 3,720 3,635 3,660 4,540
North America and other 995 1,095 1,220 1,275
Total supply 7,290 7,100 7,310 8,580

Demand
Autocatalyst 5,450 4,050 4,465 4,545
Jewellery 620 775 985 950
Investment 1,085 625 420 260
Industrial 2,470 2,400 2,420 2,640
Total gross demand 9,625 7,850 8,290 8,395

Recycling (1,845) (1,430) (1,615) (1,565)
Total net demand 7,780 6,420 6,675 6,830

Stock movements (490) 680 635 1,750

Source: Johnson Matthey



Safety – DIIR
(per 200,000 hours worked)

FY2009 0.60

FY2010 0.55

FY2011 0.50

Production by operation – FY2011

Kroonal 42%
Marikana 11%
Everest 21%
Mimosa 21%
Platinum Mile/CTRP 3%
Blue Ridge 2%

Annual PGM production
(000oz)

FY2009 456

FY2010 423

FY2011 487

Average PGM basket price received
($/oz)

FY2009 1,044

FY2010 1,201

FY2011 1,416

Operational highlights
• Group attributable production increased by 15%

to 487,404 PGM ounces for the full year

• Production gains at Mimosa, which is
operating at peak capacity, at Everest, where
production is ramping up, and the retreatment
operations more than made up for the decline
at Marikana

• US Dollar PGM prices increased materially, but
this benefit offset to some degree in South Africa
by a strengthening Rand-US Dollar exchange rate

• Weighted average on-mine unit cash costs in
South Africa increased by 12% in Rand terms

• Mimosa on-mine unit cash costs up 14% as a
result of challenging ground conditions and
significant industry collective bargaining wage
settlements for unionised employees

• Everest mine ramping up successfully

• Marikana open pit mined out during the year

• Operations suspended at Blue Ridge mine and
Marikana’s 1 shaft due to low Rand PGM prices

34
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KROONDAL

The Kroondal Platinum Mine (Kroondal), Aquarius’ largest mine, is on the western limb of the Bushveld
Complex, not far from Rustenburg, in North West Province, South Africa. It is located up-dip of Rustenburg
Platinum Mines (RPM). Kroondal, which mines the UG2 reef in the Kroondal and Townlands ore bodies, has
four operating decline sections – Kopaneng, Simunye, Bambanani and Kwezi – as well as two concentrator
plants (K1 and K2) with a combined monthly processing capacity of 570,000t. A fifth decline shaft, K6, is
currently under construction. Kroondal has been managed in a 50:50 pooling and sharing agreement (P&SA1)
with Anglo Platinum since 2003.

Key statistics

FY2011 FY2010 FY2009

Operational

Tonnes milled Mt 6.24 6.18 6.48

Average head grade g/t 2.59 2.59 2.57

Recoveries % 80 79 79

Cost per PGM# ounce produced $/oz 892 761 573

R/oz 6,273 5,769 5,174

Price received per PGM ounce $/oz 1,454 1,227 1,044

R/oz 10,222 9,301 9,427

R/$ exchange rate R/$ 7.03 7.58 9.03

Total no of employees (including contractors) 4,868 4,530 6,125

Total production – in concentrate 

Platinum oz 243,991 240,441 250,525

Palladium oz 123,604 121,572 123,620

Rhodium oz 45,369 44,533 45,912

Gold oz 1,982 2,024 2,022

Total PGM production oz 414,946 408,570 422,078

Total PGM production (5PGM+Au) oz 507,646 499,400 514,786

Attributable PGM production oz 207,473 204,285 211,039

Financials – attributable

Revenue* $m 268 230 146

On-mine cash cost $m 210 177 135

Gross profit $m 58 53 11

Capital expenditure $m 25 13 15
# Unless otherwise specified, PGM refers to 3PGM + Au
* Net of foreign exchange sales variance
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Safety

There was regrettably one fatality at Kroondal
during the financial year, in July 2010. This was
the result of an accident involving two load haul
dump vehicles (LHD) on surface at the start of a
shift. The operation subsequently recorded one
million fatality-free shifts in March 2011. The DIIR
per 200,000 hours worked deteriorated to
0.77 from 0.57 in FY2010, largely as a result
of several lost-time injuries reported following a
fire incident which occurred at the Kopaneng
shaft in early July 2010, and several slip-and-fall
and material handling accidents. 

The issue-based risk assessment of Kroondal,
which began FY2010, was completed during
the year. This assessment focused on four major
areas of risk: traffic management, fires and
explosives, conveyor belts, and falls of ground.
The aim was to identify as many risks as possible
by considering a day in the life of all those
operating in these four areas. Several risks were
identified and procedures compiled and
implemented to mitigate these risks. A committee
comprising both Aquarius representatives and
union members agreed and signed off on all of
these procedures. Operator training on the new
procedures has begun and will be ongoing. 

Following the rockfall accident in July 2010 at
Marikana’s underground operation, where
mining conditions are similar to those at
Kroondal, new industry-leading hangingwall
support systems and methodologies are being
implemented at all four of Kroondal’s shafts.
Installation of the revised support standard which
supports 100% of the potential fallout height in
the hangingwall began in March 2011.

In order to promote and improve the working
relationship with the unions, regular weekly
alignment and relationship meetings are held
with them.  Regular workshops are conducted to
address workplace changes. Most recently the
LEAD AQP SA initiative, which is allied to the

national LEAD SA campaign, was launched at a
workshop. The aim of the Aquarius initiative is to
encourage all employees ‘to do the right thing’ in
terms of their behaviour regarding safety in the
workplace. The initiative encourages employees
to avoid shortcuts and not to accept work that is
sub-standard. 

The unions are also involved in all investigations
and audits involving the Department of Mineral
Resources and presentations to the department.

Operating performance 

Attributable production at Kroondal rose by
1.6% to 207,473 PGM ounces, which was
equivalent to 42% of total attributable group
production. Improved operating efficiencies and
stable industrial relations compared to the
previous year enabled Kroondal to increase
production in the first half of the 2011 financial
year, but these gains were largely negated
during the second half of the year.

Absenteeism over the Christmas and Easter
periods, a significant increase in the number of
Section 54 safety stoppages by government
inspectors (which affected the industry as a whole)
and disruption to the production cycle, due to the
manual installation of the new hangingwall
support, all impacted negatively on mining
volumes in the final two quarters of the year. The
long lead times and delayed delivery of new
drilling rigs made it necessary to install support
manually. Towards the end of the year, the
direction of mining was also shifted to run
obliquely to the natural fracturing in the rock,
which reduced the available mining face length as
new faces had to be established, and temporarily
impacted head grade. Adjustments have now
been made to accommodate these factors, and
production levels are returning to normal. 

Primary development increased by 51% over the
period to a total of 14,331m, and stockpiles at
the end of the financial year were approximately
14,000t. In the period under review, the two
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year wage agreement reached with the National
Union of Mineworkers (NUM) at the conclusion of
the strike in 2009 remained in force. Wage
negotiations for the 2012 financial year began
shortly after year-end.

Initial construction and preparatory work began
at the K6 shaft in July 2010. The earthworks
and stabilisation were completed by December
that year and the first decline blast took place in
March, following which the portal entrance to
the three barrels of the decline was established.
The decline system had advanced 166m by
year-end and total development amounted to
543m. Work has begun on the surface
conveyor structures. Stoping operations will
begin at K6 in June 2013, and full annual
production of 100,000 ounces is forecast. The
K6 shaft will replace mined out capacity
elsewhere at Kroondal. 

Mining has begun at the Bambanani shaft,
accessing Anglo Platinum’s Siphumelele reserves
to which Kroondal now has access, with the
balance of these reserves being accessed via
the Marikana decline shafts. A heads of
agreement was signed with Anglo Platinum post
year-end to enable a second phase of mining at
Siphumelele using the previously mothballed
Siphumelele vertical shaft.

Financial performance

Both Dollar and Rand revenues were higher year-
on- year, up by 16% and 7% respectively, having
been boosted by increases in both the Dollar
and Rand PGM basket prices received.

The 9% increase in unit rand cash costs at
Kroondal was due in part to the impact of the
fixed cost base on lower-than-optimal mining
volumes, as well as the addition of costs
associated with the new safety measures
implemented during the year, and inflationary

factors linked to electricity, labour, fleet
maintenance and the international oil price. The
Rand strengthened over the year on average,
exacerbating this effect on US Dollar costs,
which rose 17% on a per ounce basis.

A performance efficiency and cost-optimisation
initiative, Savuka, was launched at Kroondal
towards year-end. Its aim is to improve
productivity and contain costs. This initiative has
led to improved blasting efficiencies. 

Capital expenditure for the year on a 100%
basis amounted to R349 million ($50 million),
and was classified as sustaining in nature. The
bulk of this went towards the implementation of
the new safety support systems underground, the
purchase of LHDs and new infrastructure.

Outlook 

Once the installation of the new support system has
been completed (scheduled for the end of 2011),
production levels should normalise. 

The Afarak transaction completed in May 2011
includes the acquisition of the Hoedspruit
property, which is situated close to Kroondal.
This orebody, although deeper than that of
Kroondal, contains a well understood resource
and has the potential to extend Kroondal’s
operating life significantly.
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MARIKANA

The Marikana Platinum Mine (Marikana) is located on the western limb of the Bushveld Complex,
approximately 8km east of Kroondal, in North West Province. Marikana mines the UG2 reef in the Marikana
and 4 shaft ore bodies by means of underground operations which are accessed via the 4 and 5 shafts; 
1 and 2 shafts remain on care and maintenance and the open-cast operation was mined out in the year under
review. The concentrator plant at Marikana has a monthly processing capacity of 220,000t. Marikana has
been managed in a 50:50 pooling and sharing agreement (P&SA2) with Anglo Platinum since 2005.

Key statistics

FY2011 FY2010 FY2009

Operational 
Tonnes milled Mt 1.95 2.23 2.58
Average head grade g/t 2.34 2.65 2.84
Recoveries % 72 72 67
Cost per PGM# ounce produced $/oz 1,193 941 739

R/oz 8,394 7,133 6,677
Price received per PGM ounce $/oz 1,451 1,228 1,035

R/oz 10,201 9,308 9,346
R/$ exchange rate R/$ 7.03 7.58 9.03
Total no of employees (including contractors) 1,528 1,904 1,650

Total production – in concentrate 
Platinum oz 62,863 82,523 97,203
Palladium oz 31,287 38,226 43,618
Rhodium oz 11,154 13,863 16,166
Gold oz 620 806 950
Total PGM production oz 105,924 135,418 157,937
Total PGM production (5PGM+Au) oz 129,062 164,080 192,807
Attributable PGM production oz 52,962 67,709 78,969

Financials – attributable
Revenue* $m 71 79 54
On-mine cash cost $m 78 74 69
Gross profit $m (7) 4 (15)
Capital expenditure $m 8 6 4

# Unless specified PGM refers to 3PGM+Au
* Net of foreign exchange sales variance
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Safety

Tragically, five employees were fatality injured in
a fall-of-ground incident at Marikana’s 4 Shaft on
6 July 2010, as reported on in detail in
Aquarius’ 2010 Annual Report and 2010
Corporate Citizenship Report. Since this
accident, further safety initiatives have been
agreed with the Department of Mineral
Resources and are currently being implemented
at Marikana, together with amendments to
hangingwall support methodologies and the
direction of mining. These additional safety
measures were independently audited and found
to be industry-leading globally. Comprehensive
detail on this tragedy and the remedial actions
taken is available in previous corporate
disclosures, including the 2010 Annual Report. 

Safety remains of paramount importance at
Marikana, as borne out by the improvement in the
DIIR per 200,000 hours worked to 0.48 for the
2011 financial year (FY2010: 0.74).
Management has increased its focus on improving
the safety behaviour of employees and
encouraging effective interaction with supervisors.

As at Kroondal, the issue-based risk assessment
of Marikana, which was given added impetus
by the rockfall accident in July 2010, was
completed during the year, focusing on the same
issues. Following on from the identification of the
major risks, an intensive safety enhancement
programme was undertaken at Marikana.
Important aspects of this programme were: the
Plan, Do, Check, Act system which is aligned
with OHSAS requirements; an extensive traffic
management plan; and regular weekly site visits

by senior management to reinforce ‘safe’
behaviour. Procedures were compiled and
implemented to mitigate these risks. A committee
comprising both Aquarius representatives and
union members agreed and signed off on all of
these procedures. Operator training on the new
procedures has begun and will be ongoing.

Following the rockfall accident in July 2010 at
Marikana, new industry-leading hangingwall
support systems and methodologies are being
implemented across Marikana’s operations.
Installation of the revised support standard which
supports 100% of the potential fallout height in
the hangingwall began in March 2011.

A formal consultation process together with an
open door policy for all stakeholders was
implemented. The unions were included in all
communication sessions and were consulted
during all safety reviews and investigations.

Operating performance

Attributable production at Marikana fell by 22%
to 52,962 PGM ounces in the 2011 financial
year. This was equivalent to 11% of group
production. The decreased production of ore
from the Marikana operations resulted from two
weeks of lost underground production as a result
of the Section 54 suspension notice relating to
the fall of ground accident in July 2010, as well
as the same absenteeism that was encountered
at Kroondal. Poor ground conditions remained
a challenge. 

In addition, 1 shaft became uneconomical
during the second quarter and was placed on
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care and maintenance. The open pit was finally
mined out and closed during the final quarter of
the year. The underground ramp-up at 4 shaft
continues to yield increased volumes of ore, but
it was slowed to some extent by the geological
anomalies intersected and factors relating to the
implementation of the new safety measures,
including a change in the direction of mining. 

Production at 5 shaft (the incorporation of the
Firstplats orebody into the Marikana operation)
began as scheduled and contributed 10,941
PGM ounces from 234,000t milled for the
financial year. Development of the Siphumelele 3
reserves has been done in readiness for mining to
begin here in FY2012. This reserve is expected
to yield 25,000 PGM ounces.

The deterioration in the achieved plant head
grade was also due to the higher incidence of
potholes which led to increased off-reef mining
due to difficulties in packing waste underground.
As with Kroondal, these issues have largely been
dealt with and production is improving in the
new financial year. 

Primary development increased by 25% year-on-
year to 10,306m.

Financial performance

Given the decline in production, revenue fell in
both Rand and Dollar terms by 17% and 10%
respectively. Higher received PGM prices
mitigated these declines to some extent. The
18% increase in Rand unit cash costs at
Marikana was a function of the same
inflationary factors that impacted Kroondal,

although this increase was aggravated by the
lower production volumes as the effect on this
on the fixed cost base was more marked here,
as were the additional costs associated with the
new safety measures. The Rand strengthened
over the year on average, exacerbating this
effect on US Dollar costs, which rose 27% on a
per ounce basis. The unplanned cost of the
settlement of the Moolman case also impacted
cost at Marikana.

Capital expenditure for the year amounted to
R124 million ($18 million) on a 100% basis, and
was classified as sustaining in nature. The bulk of
this was spent on establishing ongoing
underground infrastructure and the implementation
of the new hangingwall safety support systems
underground.

Outlook 

Production levels at Marikana are expected to
improve in the new financial year, as the ramp-
up of 4 shaft proceeds and once the roll-out of
the new support system installation has been
completed (scheduled for the end of February
2012). 6 Shaft feasibility will begin during
FY2013.

As stated in the review of Kroondal above,
certain of Anglo Platinum’s Siphumelele reserves
will be accessed from Marikana’s decline shafts
in the coming year. Management are working
towards further life of mine extensions at
Marikana, and as with Kroondal, the Hoedspruit
property acquired by the group may assist with
these endeavours. 
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EVEREST 

The Everest Platinum Mine (Everest) is located on the eastern limb of the Bushveld Complex, near Mashishing
in Mpumalanga, South Africa. The Everest operation now comprises three decline shaft systems – North
Decline, which is a belt, people and vehicle access way system and South Decline, which is a belt and people
access way. The third access way, via the Valley Box Cut, was commissioned during the year and will be used
as a people and vehicle access way for the lower sections of the mine. The Everest concentrating plant currently
has a monthly processing capacity of 250,000t.

Key statistics

FY2011 FY2010*** FY2009**

Operational
Tonnes milled Mt 1.38 0.15 0.84
Average head grade g/t 2.76 3.09 2.89
Recoveries % 82 57 83
Cost per PGM# ounce produced $/oz 1,091 1,219 761

R/oz 7,677 9,150 6,686
Price received per PGM ounce $/oz 1,437 1,321 1,224

R/oz 10,102 9,908 10,759
R/$ exchange rate R/$ 7.03 7.59 9.03
Total no of employees (including contractors) 1,664 1,054 2,300

Total production – in concentrate 
Platinum oz 57,777 5,098 37,643
Palladium oz 31,794 2,655 19,365
Rhodium oz 9,735 660 6,499
Gold oz 947 84 562
Total PGM production oz 100,252 8,496 64,068
Total PGM production (5PGM+Au) oz 120,295 9,842 78,295
Attributable PGM production oz 100,252 8,496 64,068

Financials – attributable
Revenue* $m 143 10 33
On-mine cash cost $m 120 17 57
Gross profit $m 23 (7) (24)
Capital expenditure $m 28 32 9

# Unless otherwise specified, PGM refers to 3PGM + Au
* Net of foreign exchange sales variance
** Five months: July – November 2008
*** Three months: April – June 2010
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Safety

There was a committed focus on safety
performance for the first full year of operation
following the resumption of mining activity in April
2010. There were no fatalities during the 2011
financial year and the DIIR per 200,000 hours
worked was 0.41. Furthermore, the mine attained
1 million fatality-free shifts during the year. 

The re-employment of previous employees
contributed to the safety performance as most of
the current workforce had previously been
employed by the mine and understood mine
procedures and standards. Nevertheless, all
employees attended the required re-training and
induction courses during the course of FY2011. 

Operating performance 

As the ramp-up at Everest progressed,
attributable production for the year amounted to
100,252 PGM ounces, significantly up on that
of FY2010. This was equivalent to 21% of total
group attributable production. 

The re-establishment project and development of
the additional Valley access decline were
completed during the first half of the year.
Development mining began and progressed well
in the Valley decline, which system will create
mining flexibility and enable additional and faster
access to the western orebody of the mine and,
ultimately, to the Buttonshope orebody.

Recruitment and training of new production
crews was completed during the year, in line
with the planned ramp up in production. In line
with the retrenchment agreement signed with the
unions when operations were suspended in
December 2008, most of those currently
recruited are former employees.

The ramp-up in production initially progressed as
planned for the first eight months of the year with
grades and recoveries both improving steadily. In
the final months of the year, mining was

scheduled to take place on the shallower fringes
of the Everest orebody, where an oxidised zone
of approximately 50m in depth was anticipated.
However, the actual oxidised layer was found to
occur significantly deeper (at approximately
75m), and the resulting friable rock and bad
ground conditions encountered negatively
impacted mine production, head grade and
consequently unit costs during this period. 

Problems were also encountered with large
rocks/boulders (+300mm), created by the
blasting of oxidised material. This led to
bottlenecks in the ore handling and conveyor
system, mainly at the tips. Everest was not
designed with a scalping system to handle waste
boulders. To mitigate the problem, new tip
designs have been rolled out to facilitate
handling of the large rocks while impact breaker
tips have been introduced which will help break
the large rocks into smaller pieces. In addition,
initial blasting trials have begun on the use of
emulsion explosives that have a higher level of
shock energy and are more efficient in breaking
the rock into smaller pieces.

Primary development amounted to 5,037
metres. Stockpiles at the end of the financial year
were approximately 3,000t. 

Plant stability allowed for slightly improved
recoveries, despite the oxidised material being
treated. The oxidised material and associated
bad ground conditions negatively impacted
production in the final months of the year, and
caused the mine to produce below plan. The
mining cycles have been adjusted to take into
account the area of oxidisation and to allow for
the installation of additional support, and
production levels are returning to normal. 

Processed tonnes improved during the year to
1.38Mt. A head grade of 2.77g/t 4E was
achieved for the year. The lower-than-expected
grade is attributed to the increase in waste
mined. Recoveries increased by 44% to 82%,
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with the plant operating optimally. Tail grades for
the year averaged 0.43g/t. 

The chrome recovery spiral plant was
commissioned early in the year and has been a
notable success for Everest with a total of
101,640 tonnes of chrome ore concentrate
being processed and sold.

Financial performance

Boosted by both production and higher Dollar
PGM prices, revenue for the 2011 financial year
increased to R997 million. Unit costs for the year
decreased by 16% in Rand terms and 10% in
Dollar terms as the ramp-up in production
continued to reduce the impact of the mine’s fixed
cost base. This decline in costs was interrupted in
the final quarter of the year by the poor ground
conditions encountered but is expected to resume
in future as production continues to grow. US
Dollar costs also fell, but by a lower margin
because of increased Rand strength.

A total of R197 million was spent on capital for
the year of which R115 million was sustaining
capital and R82 million was expansion capital
to complete the re-establishment project and the
additional Valley boxcut access.

Outlook

In terms of the planned ramp up at Everest,
production of 150,000 PGM ounces is
anticipated for FY2012, with a further ramp up
to 180,000 PGM ounces the following year.
The recent acquisition of Booysendal South will
allow for a more interlinked development plan
for Everest overall which will enable an
increased level of mining and the processing
plant to operate at capacity. Initial indications
show potential annual production ramping up to
between 230,000 and 250,000 PGM ounces

by 2017, which will make Everest the group’s
largest operation by attributable production.
These additional reserves will increase the life of
mine to more than 30 years from the current
eight years planned.

EFFICIENT LOW-COST
MINING
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Blue Ridge

Blue Ridge is an underground mine accessed via two decline shafts, situated on the south-western extension
of the eastern limb of the Bushveld Complex, in the province of Mpumalanga, South Africa. The mine ceased
operations during FY2011 as a result of an insufficiently high prevailing Rand basket price to justify further
capital expenditure. At the time of suspension of operations, the Blue Ridge mine had reached a depth of
275m below surface. 

When restarted, the mine has the potential to
be extended to a depth of approximately
800m. Aquarius has an effective stake of

50% in the Blue Ridge mine, having acquired
this on its acquisition of Ridge Mining plc in
July 2009. 

Key statistics

FY2011 FY2010

Operational 
Tonnes milled 000t 327 1,082
Average head grade g/t 2.30 2.36
Recoveries % 73 71
Price received per PGM# ounce $/oz 1,428 1,183

R/oz 10,039 8,955
R/$ exchange rate R/$ 7.03 7.57
Total no of employees (including contractors) 33 1,665

Production – in concentrate 
Platinum oz 10,664 35,179
Palladium oz 5,181 17,340
Rhodium oz 1,680 5,525
Gold oz 183 573
Total PGM production oz 17,707 58,617
Total PGM production (5PGM+Au) oz 21,561 70,768
Attributable PGM production oz 8,854 29,309

Financial
Capital expenditure $m 34 16

Rm 236 118
# Unless otherwise specified, PGM refers to 3PGM + Au
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Safety

Regrettably, one fatality occurred at Blue Ridge
during the 2011 financial year. The DIIR
deteriorated to 1.91 per 200,000 hours
worked from 1.86 the previous year.

Operating performance 

Given the low rand basket prices prevailing at
the time and an inherited sub-optimal mine
design, a decision to redevelop the Blue Ridge
mine and install infrastructure was taken in
September 2010. The implementation of the
project began during the second quarter, and
approximately 900 employees were
redeployed, some to other operations, in a
process that was concluded satisfactorily and
with retrenchments kept to a minimum. 

While undertaking the redevelopment project,
Ridge Mining determined that the mine could
not be operated economically at the prevailing
low rand PGM prices and given the rate of mine
cost inflation in South Africa. It was determined
that the mine would generate insufficient
margins to justify further development
expenditures and Ridge Mining recommended
that the Blue Ridge mine be placed on care and
maintenance pending a full review of the mine’s
economic viability. 

Mining operations and further mine
development were suspended in the final
quarter of the year, and more than 80% of the
workforce was successfully placed at other
mines in the area.

Financial performance 

All revenues generated and costs incurred by the
Blue Ridge mine in FY2011 were capitalised. 

Discussions continue with the lenders to the mine
on restructuring of the asset-level debt. The
lenders are the Industrial Development
Corporation and the Development Bank of
Southern Africa, which are collectively owed
approximately R370 million in interest-bearing
debt by Blue Ridge. This debt is ring-fenced in
the Ridge Mining group. Aquarius is a significant
creditor of the Blue Ridge mine, ranking equally
with other senior lenders, and has extended no
corporate guarantees to the other providers of
third party debt to the mine.

Capital expenditure of R84 million was invested
at the Blue Ridge mine in the 2011 financial
year on a 100% basis.

Outlook 

Ridge Mining has suspended funding of the
Blue Ridge mine pending a final decision by
the Board of Blue Ridge to place the mine on
care and maintenance, and operations have
ceased. Pending a significant and sustainable
improvement in the Rand PGM basket price,
operations will remain suspended.

Blue Ridge management will conduct a
comprehensive evaluation of the mine to explore
alternative mine plans and establish whether the
Blue Ridge orebody can be profitably exploited
in a low rand price environment.
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Mimosa

The Mimosa mine is located in the Wedza sub-chamber of the southern portion of the Great Dyke in
Zimbabwe, 150km from Bulawayo and 30km from the town of Zvishavane. Mimosa is a relatively shallow
underground operation accessed via a decline shaft, delivering ore to a surface concentrator with a monthly
capacity of 185,000t. Mimosa is the lowest cost producing mine in the Aquarius portfolio.

Key statistics

FY2011 FY2010 FY2009

Operational – total

Tonnes milled Mt 2.31 2.28 2.10

Average head grade g/t 3.63 3.59 3.60

Recoveries % 77 76 74

Cost per PGM# ounce produced $/oz 695 610 501

Price received per PGM ounce $/oz 1,280 993 931

Total no of employees (including contractors) 1,796 1,802 1,810

Total production – in concentrate 

Platinum oz 104,915 101,241 91,520

Palladium oz 80,247 76,603 69,423

Rhodium oz 8,391 8,708 7,170

Gold oz 14,282 13,702 11,909

Total PGM production oz 208,016 199,625 180,023

Attributable PGM production oz 104,008 99,812 90,011

Total PGM production (5PGM+Au) oz 219,666 210,318 189,298

Financials – attributable

Revenue* $m 170 126 61

On-mine cash cost $m 57 52 39

Gross profit $m 75 69 41

Capital expenditure $m 25 18 31
# Unless specified PGM refers to 3PGM + Au
* Net of foreign exchange sales variance



Safety

The DIIR for the year per 200,000 hours worked
at Mimosa improved to 0.03 from 0.07 in
FY2010. Despite this improved safety
performance during the year, a single fatality
occurred at Mimosa in September 2010 as a
result of a drilling accident. By year-end,
Mimosa had achieved more than 1 million
fatality-free shifts and nine months without a lost-
time injury.

During the year, refresher training to reinforce
compliance with standard operating procedures
and courses on pre-task mini-risk assessments
were conducted, while explicit fundamental
safety rules were developed specifically for
particular work areas. Managerial safety
sessions were conducted to discuss and analyse
existing safety systems and training programmes
and to develop and improve on these.

Mimosa remains committed to safety and
achieving ‘zero harm’, the overall aim of its
safety training and employee behaviour-
modification programmes.

The mine received its recertification for OHSAS
18001 and ISO 14001, and remains committed
to maintaining these. 

Operating performance

Mimosa achieved record production in FY2011,
as a result of improved volumes mined, higher
head grade and better rates of recovery.
Mimosa produced 104,008 attributable PGM
ounces for the year, representing 21.3% of
group production.

Much of the improved mining performance was
a result of the optimisation of Wedza phase 5.5,
which included a revised blasting pattern, an
emphasis on retraining the workforce on

processes and procedures and management
commitment and motivation at Mimosa. 

Despite these successes, deteriorating ground
conditions proved to be a challenge during the
year. To address this, support and safety systems
were upgraded. Panel widths were reduced
from 15m to 6m and mechanised roof bolters
have been introduced to allow for the installation
of deep anchored bolts and cables.

As part of the optimisation programme,
management has begun a review of the
maintenance and use of underground mining
equipment. Positive results for the trial of a larger
load haul dumper (LHD) indicate that the size of
the LHD fleet could be reduced by a third which
would contribute significantly to reduced costs in
the future. 

The performance of the plant exceeded
expectations in FY2011, a consequence of plant
optimisation and improvement initiatives
implemented during the year which bore fruit in
the second half of the year in particular. The
stockpile remained stable during the course of
the year. 

The supply of power was relatively stable in
FY2011 compared with previous years.
Meetings are held quarterly with the national
power entity, ZESA, to discuss potential outages
so as to facilitate planning and to improve the
reliability of the power supply. 

Financials

Attributable revenue rose by 35% to $170
million, a function of the higher level of
production and improved PGM and other metal
price levels. Base metal revenue contributed
25% of overall revenue.

Costs for the year were 14% higher at $695 per
PGM ounce, as a result of increased labour and

REVIEW OF OPERATIONS CONT.
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power costs, the support systems implemented to
counter bad ground conditions, and the
strengthening Rand (given that much of Mimosa’s
procurement is from South Africa). To combat the
latter, inputs were sourced from outside the Rand
monetary area to the extent possible, generating
significant savings. By-product credits reduced
costs overall by 59%. The maintenance cost of
mobile underground equipment rose, as a result
of the higher cost of spares and the deployment
of additional LHDs in areas of bad ground so as
to ensure that production levels were maintained. 

Labour costs rose following salary adjustments
made to ensure Mimosa’s competitiveness in the
labour market. As part of Mimosa’s optimisation
programme, steps are to be taken to enhance
work functions and rationalise the workforce in
the coming year so as to reduce labour costs. 

Total capital expenditure during the year was $50
million (attributable: $25 million). A high
proportion of this was spent on the completion of
the housing project ($21.7 million). In all, 143
houses have been built to house Mimosa
employees. Expenditure of an additional $10.4
million has been approved for the construction of
another 128 houses in FY2012. The balance of
the expenditure was spent on stay-in-business
projects such as the ongoing installation of
underground infrastructure ($22.85 million) and
the remainder on business optimisation and
growth projects. 

Zimbabwean legislation – Indigenisation  

The Zimbabwean Indigenisation and Economic
Empowerment Act was passed into law in 2007,
in terms of which 51% of the equity in all foreign-
owned companies larger than $500,000 are
required to be transferred to local Zimbabwean
entities. Regulations pursuant to this Act were
promulgated in Zimbabwe in April 2011 which
included mining sector-specific proposals on the

implementation of the Act, and requiring mining
companies to submit indigenisation proposals to
the Zimbabwean government.

Mimosa duly submitted an indigenisation
proposal on 9 May 2011, within the required
timeframe. On Friday 19 August, a letter was
received from the Minister of Youth Development,
Indigenisation and Empowerment rejecting this
proposal and requiring that a further proposal be
submitted. Mimosa’s management remains in
discussions with the various relevant authorities to
ensure a satisfactory conclusion within the
required timeframes.

Outlook

The optimisation of mining and processing
functions will continue so as to enhance
performance and maximise production within the
specifications of Wedza phase 5.5. The
feasibility study into Wedza phase 6 began
during the year and is scheduled for completion
in FY2012. Exploration into the North Hill area
continues (see exploration section).

Output from Mimosa is expected to remain
steady in FY2012. The ongoing optimisation
review programme will continue during the
coming year, focusing on improved productivity
and cost management, with the overall aim of
ensuring safe and profitable production ounces.
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Chromite Tailings Retreatment Plant

Located adjacent to the Kroondal mine, the Chromite Tailings Retreatment Plant (CTRP) retreats material
contained in existing tailings dams and dumps, and tailings streams currently being generated by the
beneficiation process at neighbouring chromite mines. CTRP is a low cost producer of PGM ounces, and its
operation benefits the environment by removing and reprocessing mine dumps that are remnants of earlier
chromite mining in the area. CTRP is jointly owned by Aquarius (50%), GB Mining (25%) and Sylvania South
Africa (25%).

Key statistics

FY2011 FY2010 FY2009

Operational – total 
Tonnes processed 000t 122 293 247
Average head grade g/t 2.97 2.28 2.34
Recoveries % 42 30 38
Cost per PGM ounce produced $/oz 1,027 521 332

R/oz 7,223 3,951 3,003
Price received per PGM ounce $/oz 1,560 1,301 1,241

R/oz 10,967 9,861 11,206
Total no of employees (including contractors) 29 17 18

Production – in concentrate 
Platinum oz 3,013 3,892 4,145
Palladium oz 1,048 1,420 1,512
Rhodium oz 804 1,074 1,151
Gold oz 11 13 15
Total PGM production (3PGM+Au) oz 4,876 6,399 6,824
Total PGM production (5PGM+Au) oz 6,907 9,274 10,013
Attributable PGM production (3PGM+Au) oz 2,438 3,200 3,412

Financial – attributable 
Revenue* $m 2.6 4.1 2.6
On-mine cash cost $m 2.7 3.7 2.3
Gross profit $m (0.4) 0.4 0.3
Capital expenditure $000 237 56 79

R000 1,666 408 711
# Unless otherwise specified, PGM refers to 3PGM + Au
* Net of foreign exchange sales variance
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Safety

CTRP again had no fatalities and a DIIR of zero
for the year. 

Operation performance

The supply of tailings from current providers
declined during the year as existing dumps were
exhausted and the volume of current tailings

arising from chrome mining operations in the
area diminished. As a result it became necessary
to truck in additional material from other sources.
The treatment of this material posed handling
challenges which necessitated the installation
and commissioning of more appropriate
equipment, resulting in significant plant
downtime during this period. 

The volume of material processed declined by
58% to 122,000t in FY2011. A significant
increase in recoveries was insufficient to offset this
and production declined by 24% to 2,438
attributable PGM ounces, equivalent to 0.5% of
group production.

Financial performance

Gross revenue declined to R35 million 
($5.2 million) with attributable revenue
amounting to R17.5 million. This reduction in
revenue was a function of lower production and
was contained to some extent by the 11%
increase in the US Dollar-denominated PGM
basket price. The PGM basket price at CTRP
rose 20% in US Dollar terms. 

The basket price for CTRP was negatively
affected by the fall in the rhodium price, as CTRP
produces proportionally more rhodium than the
other group operations. The cash margin for the
year was a negative 1% (FY2010: 49%) while
the lower volumes treated contributed to a 97%
increase in unit costs in rand terms. 

Outlook

The new supplies of feedstock that were secured
during the year are expected to enable CTRP to
increase production of PGM ounces and reduce
costs in FY2012. Following the installation of
new equipment, both recoveries and volumes
are expected to improve in the coming year. 
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Platinum Mile

Platinum Mile is a tailings retreatment facility located adjacent to the Kroondal mine on Anglo Platinum’s
Rustenburg Platinum Mine (RPM), from which it receives PGM tailings for retreatment. This facility provides a
consistent source of profitable low-cost ounces. Concentrate produced by Platinum Mile is sold to RPM, with
which there is a profit-sharing agreement. Post year-end, Aquarius agreed to increase its original stake of 50%
in Platinum Mile to 91.7%.

Key statistics

FY2011 FY2010 FY2009

Operational – total 
Tonnes processed Mt 4.4 7.0 8.7
Average head grade g/t 0.68 0.58 0.67
Recoveries % 23 15 9
Cost per PGM# ounce produced $/oz 694 747 398

R/oz 4,795 5,618 3,586
Price received per PGM ounce $/oz 1,477 1,278 855

R/oz 10,206 9,610 7,704
Total no of employees (including contractors) 57 63 61

Total production – in concentrate
Platinum oz 13,191 11,446 9,484
Palladium oz 7,126 6,015 5,069
Rhodium oz 1,927 1,789 1,471
Gold oz 589 420 329
Total PGM production (3PGM+Au) oz 22,833 19,670 16,353
Total PGM production (5PGM+Au) oz 27,353 22,809 18,931
Attributable PGM production (3PGM+Au) oz 11,417 9,835 8,176

Financial – attributable 
Revenue* $m 14.3 11.2 6.8
On-mine cash cost $m 8.5 12.1 4.3
Gross profit $m 1.0 (0.9) 2.5
Capital expenditure $m 0.2 0.7 5.2

# Unless otherwise specified, PGM refers to 3PGM + Au
* Net of foreign exchange sales variance
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Safety

Platinum Mile had no fatalities and a DIIR that
remained at zero for the year.

Operations

Despite a 37% decline in volumes processed
year-on-year, production rose by 16% to an
attributable 11,417 PGM ounces as a result of

significant improvements in both the grade of the
material supplied and recovery rates. The latter
was a consequence of the plant optimisation
project undertaken the previous year. Production
from Platinum Mile represented 2.34% of group
production in FY2011. 

Platinum Mile continued to focus on the
retreatment of Merensky tailings rather than UG2
tailings during the year, in order to capitalise on
higher PGM grades and beneficial rates of
recovery. The decline in volumes processed for
the year resulted from the halt in UG2 tailings
supplied to Platinum Mile. 

Financials

Platinum Mile generated attributable gross
revenue of R100 million ($14.3 million), an
increase of 16% on the previous year, due to
increased production of PGM ounces and a
stronger basket price.

Costs declined year-on-year, a function of the
increased production. In Rand terms, unit costs
per PGM ounce declined by 15% to R4,795
and by 7% in US Dollar terms to $694. The cash
margin for the year was 45% (FY2010: 36%).

Total capital expenditure of slightly over R1.0 million
was comparable with the R1.3 million spent 
in FY2010. 

Outlook

Given the group’s increased stake in Platinum
Mile, the contribution made by Platinum Mile to
attributable group production is expected to
increase substantially from FY2012. Aquarius is
also exploring the possibility of securing
additional feed for Platinum Mile from
Kroondal’s K1 and K2 plants, and a feasibility
study to determine the viability of this is currently
under way. 
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Reporting of Mineral Resources, Mineral
Reserves and Exploration Results is done in
accordance with the South African Code for
Reporting of Mineral Resources and Mineral
Reserves (SAMREC 2007) and the Australian
Code for Reporting of Mineral Resources and
Ore Reserves (JORC 2004).

The JORC code is the Australasian equivalent of
SAMREC and is prepared under the auspices of
the Australasian Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy (AusIMM). The SAMREC Code and
SACNASP (South African Council for Natural
Scientific Professions) are officially recognised on
a reciprocal basis by AusIMM.

Regulatory compliance
The Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves for
Aquarius have been prepared under the
guidance of the company's Competent Persons
who are duly registered with the South African
Council for Natural Scientific Professions
(SACNASP). This ensures that the Mineral
Resource statements are compliant with the
SAMREC code which is analogous with the
JORC code. The company's Competent Persons

have taken into account the definitions included
in both codes and the Mineral Resource and
Mineral Reserve quantities reported here are
considered to be fully compliant in all material
aspects to the requirements of both codes.

Definitions of the different Mineral Resource and
Mineral Reserve categories, the requirements for
reporting of exploration results as well as the
requirements for qualification as a Competent
Person are detailed in the expanded Mineral
Resource and Mineral Reserve Technical Statement
2011 which will be available on the Aquarius
corporate website, www.aquariusplatinum.com,
by mid-December 2011. These definitions may
also be found by downloading the SAMREC code
at www.samcode.co.za or the JORC code at
www.jorc.org/main.php.

Competent Persons
The Competent Persons for the Mineral
Resources and Mineral Reserves and technical
statements have striven to report in an unbiased
and balanced manner and acknowledge the
release of this document into the public domain
by Aquarius Platinum Ltd.

MINERAL
RESOURCE 
AND RESERVE STATEMENT

This 2011 Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserve statement reflects the Mineral Resources and Mineral
Reserves of Aquarius’ operations in South Africa (through AQPSA) and in Zimbabwe (through Mimosa
Investments Limited) as at 30 June 2011. A summary of exploration conducted on existing mines and the
various exploration projects and prospects is also provided.
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MINERAL RESOURCE AND RESERVE STATEMENT CONT.

Competent Persons for mining operations:

Kroondal Mine: J.E. (Ernie) Venter (B.Sc.Hons., Pr. Sci. Nat. 400241/07, GSSA 60352)
Ernie Venter has 17 years’ experience in the platinum industry.

Marikana Mine: J.E. (Ernie) Venter (B.Sc.Hons., Pr. Sci. Nat. 400241/07, GSSA 60352)
Ernie Venter has 17 years’ experience in the platinum industry.

Everest Mine: C. (Cecilia) Hattingh (B.Sc.Hons., Pr. Sci. Nat. 400019/03, GSSA
963902)

Cecilia Hattingh has 14 years’ experience (11 years in platinum) in the industry.

Blue Ridge Mine: S. (Steve) Savage (B.Sc. Hons, M.Eng., Pr.Sci.Nat. 400205/04, GSSA
60508) – Mineral Resource.
Steve Savage has 17 years’ experience of which 8 years have been in the
platinum industry.

Mimosa Mine: D. Mapundu (B.Sc., Pr.Sci.Nat. 200021/05)
Dumisani Mapundu has 20 years’ experience in the mining industry, of which
17 years have been in platinum mining.

Competent Persons for projects:

Hoogland Project: J.E. (Ernie) Venter (B.Sc.Hons., Pr. Sci. Nat. 400241/07, GSSA 60352)
Ernie Venter has 17 years’ experience in the platinum industry.

Vygenhoek Project: C. (Cecilia) Hattingh (B.Sc.Hons., Pr. Sci. Nat. 400019/03, GSSA 963902)
Cecilia Hattingh has 14 years’ experience, of which 11 years have been in the
platinum industry.

Chieftains Project: C. (Cecilia) Hattingh (B.Sc.Hons., Pr. Sci. Nat. 400019/03, GSSA 963902)
Cecilia Hattingh has 14 years’ experience, of which 11 years have been in the
platinum industry.

Zondernaam Project: C. (Cecilia) Hattingh (B.Sc.Hons., Pr. Sci. Nat. 400019/03, GSSA 963902)
Cecilia Hattingh has 14 years’ experience, of which 11 years have been in the
platinum industry.

An audit of Mimosa’s resource and reserve
estimates is conducted annually by F.H. (Ina)
Cilliers (M.Sc., Pr. Sci. Nat. 400032/02, GSSA
96578 – on behalf of Aquarius) and J.J. (Seef)
Vermaak (M.Sc., Pr. Sci. Nat. 400015/88 – on

behalf of Implats). Ina Cilliers has 24 years’
experience in mining and exploration (15 years of
which have been in the platinum mining industry)
and Seef Vermaak, 25 years’ experience in the
platinum mining industry.
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Co-signatories
The following technical specialists were
involved in the preparation of the Mineral
Reserves and have appropriate experience in

their field of expertise to the activity that they
are undertaking and consent to the inclusion in
the report of the matters based on their
technical information in the form and context in
which it appears.

Millennium Project: S. (Steve) Savage (B.Sc. Hons, M.Eng., Pr.Sci.Nat. 400205/04, GSSA
60508) – Mineral Resource
Steve Savage has 17 years’ experience of which 8 years have been in the
platinum industry.

Sheba’s Ridge S. (Steve) Savage (B.Sc. Hons, M.Eng., Pr.Sci.Nat. 400205/04, GSSA
Project: 60508) – Mineral Resource

Steve Savage has 17 years’ experience of which 8 years have been in the
platinum industry.

Booysendal Project: AQPSA has obtained written confirmation and consent from Northam Platinum
that the information disclosed in this report pertaining to the Mineral Resources
and Mineral Reserves is compliant with the SAMREC Code and can be
published in this form.

Hoedspruit Project: AQPSA has obtained written confirmation and consent from Afarak Platinum (Pty)
Ltd that the information disclosed in this report pertaining to the Mineral
Resources and Mineral Reserves is compliant with the SAMREC Code and can
be published in this form.

Kruidfontein Project: AQPSA has obtained written confirmation and consent from Afarak Platinum (Pty)
Ltd that the information disclosed in this report pertaining to the Mineral
Resources and Mineral Reserves is compliant with the SAMREC Code and can
be published in this form.

Kroondal Mine: W. (Wessel) Phumo (NHD Mining Eng, B.Tech Mining Eng)
General Manager Operations: Kroondal

Marikana Mine: J. (Jenkins) Kroon (B.Eng)
Acting General Manager: Marikana

Everest Mine: G. (Gus) Simbanegavi (B.Sc. Mining Eng, MBA, MAusIMM)
General Manager Operations: Everest

Blue Ridge Mine: T. (Tony) Joubert (NHD Metal Mining, MDP ECSA Reg. 201090005)
General Manager Operations: Blue Ridge

Mimosa Mine: H. (Herbert) S. Mashanyare (B.Sc. M Phil, M.Sc Eng, DIC)
Technical Director: Mimosa Mining Company
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Mr Phumo began his career as a learner official
at Saaiplaas Gold Mine in January 1988 and
held various positions at the Harmony Gold
Mining Company Limited prior to joining AQPSA
in May 2007 as Mine Manager. Mr Phumo was
appointed General Manager Operations:
Marikana in December 2007 and general
Manager Operations: Kroondal in March 2011.

Mr Kroon started his mining career in 2000 as
a Learner Official with Anglo Platinum. After one
year’s experience on Rustenburg Platinum Mine,
he studied mining engineering at the University
of Pretoria, graduating in 2004. After he was
adequately conversed with conventional narrow
reef mining at Anglo, he joined Xstrata Chrome
in 2006 as Projects Overseer, in a low profile
mechanised section. He progressed through the
ranks to Mine Manager, a position he held until
August 2009. He joined AQPSA as Mine
Manager of Kwezi Shaft at the Kroondal
operations in September 2009. Mr Kroon was
subsequently appointed as Acting General
Manager: Marikana on 7 March 2011.

Mr Simbanegavi joined AQPSA in May 2008
as Mine Manager for Marikana operations. He
was recently appointed General Manager
Everest Mine. Prior to joining AQPSA, Mr
Simbanegavi was employed by Zimplats, where
he had begun working in 2001, and held
several senior management positions for both
open-pit mining and mechanised underground
mining. He has more than 10 years’ mine
management experience in both gold and
platinum mining.

Mr Joubert has 28 years’ experience in the
mining industry of which 15 years were spent
working on deep level gold mines in South

Africa. Tony also worked on a coal mine for one
year after which he moved to base metal mining
for three years, the last of which was at a copper
mine in Zambia. He then joined the platinum
industry in 2001 and Aquarius in 2008 as Mine
Manager. He was appointed as General
Manager Operations for Blue Ridge Mine in
August 2009. 

Mr Herb Mashanyare joined the organisation
(Union Carbide then, later Zimasco Group of
Companies and thereafter Mimosa Mining
Company) initially as Consulting Metallurgist in
1991, having previously held a number of senior
positions within Rio Tinto (Zimbabwe) over a nine
year period and the Institute of Mining Research
Zimbabwe (six years). He was appointed
Technical Director of Mimosa seven years ago
with responsibility for Mimosa’s growth and for
overseeing support to the mining and processing
operations and all major brownfields projects. In
his more than 30 years of experience in the
mining industry, Herb has had exposure to base
metals (nickel and copper and also chrome),
gold, PGMs and iron and steel.

Mineral rights’ status
Aquarius’ operations in South Africa

In 2011, Aquarius further enhanced its strategic
options by acquiring mineral rights through the
purchase of Afarak Platinum (Proprietary) Limited,
and conditionally agreeing to acquire mineral
rights on farms adjacent to Everest Mine,
collectively known as Buttonshope. These
acquisitions underpin the implementation of
Aquarius’ strategy to grow its resource, reserve
and future production base. Both potentially
increase Aquarius' resource base by nearly 23%.
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Currently, Aquarius holds the following mining rights:

Mine Province Type of right

Kroondal Mine North West Converted mining right

Marikana Mine North West Converted mining right

Salene conversion North West Awaiting conversion by DMR, thereafter transfer to AQPSA

Firstplats conversion North West Awaiting conversion by DMR, thereafter transfer to AQPSA

Firstplats Ptn 20 North West New order mining right – under consideration by DMR

Everest Mine Limpopo Converted mining right

Hoogland 28 JT Limpopo Included in the Everest mine's converted mining right

Sterkfontein Limpopo Included in the Everest mine’s converted mining right

Blue Ridge Mine Limpopo Approval of the conversion of the mining right is awaited
from the DMR

The mineral rights that Anglo Platinum contributed
to both the P&SA1 and P&SA2 were old order
mining rights. Anglo Platinum’s application to the
DMR for conversion of these rights in terms of the
MPRDA was accepted. A transaction to acquire
the mining assets of First Platinum (Pty) Ltd and
Salene Mining (Pty) Ltd, known collectively as
Firstplats, was concluded during FY2010. The
Firstplats asset is contiguous to Marikana P&SA2,
and the P&SA partner, Anglo Platinum, has
contributed a pro rata addition that is contiguous
to the Kroondal and Townlands blocks of the
Kroondal P&SA1. The Firstplats acquisition
includes both the Firstplats and Salene old order
mining rights and the surface rights to both
companies. AQPSA is awaiting conversion to a
new order mining right by the DMR, after which
the mining right will be transferred to AQPSA. 

Following the conclusion of the acquisition of
Ridge Mining plc, AQPSA officially took over

management in August 2009. The transaction
entailed 50% ownership in the producing Blue
Ridge mine and 39% ownership of the Sheba’s
Ridge project which is under feasibility study. The
remaining 50% of Blue Ridge was held by
Imbani Platinum (Pty) Ltd (Imbani). The partners in
the Sheba’s Ridge project are Anglo Platinum
with a 35% interest and the Industrial
Development Corporation of South Africa (IDC)
with a 26% interest.

The application for the inclusion of portions 
10 and 11 of the farm Blaauwbank into the
Blue Ridge mine mining right has been
submitted to the DMR. This application will be
finalised simultaneously with the conversion of
the mining right for Blue Ridge. All mining rights
are held in good order and there is no
perceived risk as to Aquarius’ right to continue
mining for minerals on the specific sites.
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The prospecting rights currently held by Aquarius are as follows:

Mine Province Type of right

Vygenhoek Mpumalanga Converted prospecting right

Chieftains Plain Limpopo New order right

Walhalla Limpopo New order right

Hoogland 38 JT Mpumalanga Converted prospecting right

Sheba’s Ridge Limpopo New order prospecting rights and awaiting renewal of
prospecting rights

Rooikraal Limpopo Converted prospecting rights and await granting of
renewed rights by DMR

Fonte Verde Mpumalanga Converted prospecting right and await granting of
renewed rights by DMR

Millennium Mpumalanga Converted prospecting rights

Zondernaam Limpopo New order prospecting right

Afarak (Hoedspruit North West New order prospecting rights
and Kruidfontein)

Aquarius, through its wholly owned subsidiary
Aquarius Platinum (SA) Corporate Services (Pty)
Ltd (ASACS), concluded the consolidation of a
number of exploration properties into a special
purpose vehicle know as Zondernaam Mining.
The consolidation included the exploration rights
of Bakgaga Mining (Pty) Ltd and that of MinEx
Projects (Pty) Ltd. This consolidation brings
together a total of seven contiguous farms. The
DMR has agreed to the consolidation and the
change in ownership. The consolidation of these
rights, which has been executed, gives ASACS
a 74% interest in Zondernaam Mining, with
Bakgaga Mining holding a 26% interest. These
prospecting rights are new order prospecting
rights issued in terms of the MPRDA.

The rights for the Millennium block, contiguous to
the producing Blaauwbank block of Blue Ridge
mine, are held under converted old order
prospecting rights. As part of the Ridge Mining
transaction, AQPSA obtained ownership of the
Fonte Verde, Rooikraal and Red Bush Ridge

projects. However, Ridge Mining sold the
prospecting rights to Bushveld Platinum but has
not received full payment for the purchase. In the
interim, AQPSA ensures that all requirements
regarding the submission of progress reports to
the DMR and the renewal of the prospecting
rights as per the MPRDA are complied with.

The Chrome Tailings Retreatment Plant (CTRP) is
owned by a three-member consortium which
comprises ASACS, GB Mining and Exploration
SA (Pty) Ltd and Sylvania South Africa (Pty) Ltd.
Aquarius holds a participation interest of 50%
while each of the partners holds 25%. CTRP
treats chromite tailings streams from
neighbouring mines.

In April 2011, the Aquarius group acquired
Afarak Platinum (Pty) Ltd (Afarak), a private
company incorporated in South Africa. As a
result of this transaction, Aquarius now holds,
both directly and indirectly, 74% of the
outstanding share capital of Afarak, with the
remaining 26% held by Watervale (Pty) Ltd, an
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empowerment company controlled by Savannah
Resources (Pty) Ltd, Aquarius’ major shareholder
and black economic empowerment partner for
many years. Afarak’s assets comprise interests in
the new order prospecting rights to two properties
known as Hoedspruit and Kruidfontein, both
underlain by the Merensky and UG2 reefs, located
on the western limb of the Bushveld Complex.
Afarak has a 100% interest in Hoedspruit and the
right to earn a 50% interest in Kruidfontein through
additional exploration expenditure.  

In May 2011, AQPSA entered into a binding
Sale of Rights Agreement with Northam Platinum
Limited and its subsidiaries to acquire the platinum

group metals and associated base metals mineral
rights on farms adjacent to Everest Mine on the
eastern limb of the Bushveld Igneous Complex.
The mineral rights to be acquired comprise several
farms underlain by both the UG2 and Merensky
Reefs, collectively called Buttonshope.

The UG2 orebody at Buttonshope is contiguous
with and immediately downdip of Aquarius’
Everest mine, and as a result Aquarius is uniquely
placed to access this reef horizon in the short to
medium term from the existing Everest
infrastructure. The closing of this transaction is
subject to several conditions precedent, of which
the most material are:

• Written consent by the Minister of Mineral
Resources in terms, inter alia, of Section 102
of the MPRDA to amend Everest’s converted
mining right to include Buttonshope and to
amend Northam Booysendal’s converted
mining right to exclude Buttonshope;

• Regulatory approvals including approval by the
South African Competition Commission; and

• A binding tax ruling from the South African
Revenue Service, acceptable to all parties,
confirming the tax consequences of the
transaction.

The parties to the agreement will co-operate in
fulfilling the conditions precedent as soon as
practically possible and it was anticipated that
it would take between 12 to 18 months from the
date of signature of the agreement to fulfil all of
them and to close the transaction. Should all
conditions precedent not be fulfilled within 
24 months of the date of signature, the
agreement will terminate unless extended by
mutual agreement by the parties.

Aquarius has in addition increased its stake in
Platinum Mile Resources (Pty) Ltd (Platmile) to
91.7% by agreeing to purchase a 41.7%
interest in Platmile from a combination of
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Mvelaphanda Holdings Limited (Mvela) and
Platmile management, subject to certain
conditions precedent, including the approval of
the South African Competition Commission and
the final approval of the Boards of both Aquarius
and Mvela. Platmile is a tailings retreatment
operation situated close to AQPSA’s Kroondal
operation which could potentially re-treat
Kroondal tailings.

All prospecting rights are held in good order and
there is no perceived risk as to Aquarius’ rights to
prospect for minerals or continue with mining on
their projects. Where Aquarius is currently mining
or prospecting in areas not listed in these tables,
the work is being done in agreement with the
particular company holding the mining or
prospecting right. All these rights and agreements
are currently held in good order.

Aquarius’ operations in Zimbabwe

In Zimbabwe part VIII, Section 135 of the Mines
and Minerals Act Chapter 21.05 enables the
holder of a registered mining location or of
contiguous mining locations to make a written
application to the mining commissioner for the
issue to them of a mining lease in respect of a
defined area within which such mining location
is situated.

On 5 September 1996 a mining lease, mining
lease number 24, was granted to Mimosa Mines
(PVT) Limited (Mimosa) for an area of 6 591ha.
The mining lease comprises the consolidation of
39 registered claims. The lease was registered for
nickel, copper, gold, silica, chromite and platinum
group minerals. Mimosa currently holds the mining
rights to that lease.

The Government of Zimbabwe gazetted the
Indigenisation and Economic Empowerment
Act in 2007. This act made provision for the
indigenisation of up to 51% of all foreign-
owned businesses operating in Zimbabwe.
Regulations in support of the act were

subsequently published in February 2010 in
preparation for the implementation of the
provisions of the act. 

The Minister of Youth, Indigenisation and
Economic Empowerment published a statutory
instrument in the Zimbabwean Government
Gazette, General Notice 114 of 2011 (the
Notice), setting out the requirements for the
implementation of the provisions of the
Indigenisation and Economic Empowerment Act
and its supporting regulations as they pertain to
the mining sector. The Notice defines the
minimum indigenisation and empowerment quota
as “a controlling interest or 51% of the shares or
interests, which in terms of the Act is required to
be held by indigenous Zimbabweans in the non-
indigenous mining business concerned”. 

The Notice requires that disposals of the required
indigenisation interests must be to defined
‘designated entities’, which include the National
Indigenisation and Economic Empowerment
Fund, the Zimbabwe Mining Development
Corporation or any company incorporated by
that entity, a statutory sovereign wealth fund that
may yet be created, or an employee share
ownership scheme or trust. The Notice called for
all non-indigenous mining businesses to submit
an indigenisation implementation plan to the
Minister within 45 days of the date of the
Notice, setting out the manner in which such
businesses plan to achieve the indigenisation
quota. Such a plan, once approved by the
Minister, was to be implemented within six
months of the date of the Notice.

The deadlines contained in the Notice have
passed and Aquarius confirms that its Zimbabwean
operating subsidiary, Mimosa, remains engaged
in discussions with the relevant authorities in order
to establish a position that will be compliant with
the act and beneficial to stakeholders. Further
information will be made available as and when
discussions have been finalised. 
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Mimosa’s mining right for the South and North
Hill areas covers 20km of strike of the Great
Dyke, including virtually almost all the PGE
resources within the Wedza sub-chamber. Not
included is a 5km strike length along the
western side of the Great Dyke, where Anglo
American holds the claims. Aquarius has a 50%
interest in Mimosa through its 50% shareholding
in Mimosa Investments Limited.

Geological setting

The Bushveld Complex – South Africa

The 2 billion-year-old Bushveld Complex,
located in South Africa, is the world’s largest

tabular, layered igneous intrusion. This rock
formation is believed to be the result of
gravitational crystal settling from a magma
during slow cooling, resulting in laterally
persistent layering which can be traced for
hundreds of kilometres from west to east.

The Bushveld Complex consists of a 7km to 9km
thick sequence of magmatic rocks exposed in
four so-called limbs (the western, eastern,
northern and Bethal limbs) covering an area of
about 65,000km2. The western limb supplies
most of South Africa’s platinum-group element
production which predominantly comes from
both the Merensky and the UG2 Reefs.

Other PGM mining operations
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These cyclic, layered mafic to ultramafic units,
the Rustenburg Layered Suite, comprise five
major zones (from bottom to top): the Marginal
Zone, Lower Zone, Critical Zone, Main Zone
and Upper Zone. The Critical Zone hosts the
world’s largest and most important resources of
PGE and associated base metals and other
compounds. Two mineralised layers, which
contain the economically important PGEs, are
the Merensky Reef and the Upper Group No. 2
chromitite layer (UG2 Reef).

The Merensky Reef is not mined at any of the
AQPSA mines. The UG2 Reef is locally defined as
the main chromitite layer, termed the ‘Main Seam’,
and contains most of the PGE-mineralisation. This
is overlain by a feldspathic pyroxenite, the
‘Parting’ and the lowermost chromitite layer of the
UG3 or Triplets, termed the ‘Leader Seam’. These
two chromitite layers and the intervening waste
parting together form the mineable reef. Pyroxenite

bands or lenses occasionally occur in either of the
chromitite layers.

The Great Dyke – Zimbabwe

Zimbabwe’s Great Dyke is an elongate, NNE-
trending layered intrusion that is 550km long
and 4km to 11km wide. It is V- or Y-shaped in
section, with layering dipping in towards the axis
of the intrusion. It comprises at least two
chambers separated by floor-rock highs: a north
chamber consisting of the Musengezi,
Darwendale (formerly the northern part of the
Hartley Complex) and Sebakwe sub-chambers;
and a south chamber consisting of the Selukwe
and Wedza sub-chambers. The Mimosa mine is
within the Wedza sub-chamber. 

These sub-chambers were initially isolated, but
merged as the layering accumulated upwards
and became more sill-like. Layering generally
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Selukwe Complex

Locality of the Great Dyke and some PGM mining operations in Zimbabwe
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dips inwards from the sides of the Great Dyke
towards the axis, but in localised sub-chambers
or basins the dip is centripetal. 

The Great Dyke is divided vertically into a lower
ultramafic sequence, dominated from the base
upwards by cyclic repetitions of dunite and/or
serpentinite, hartzburgite and pyroxenite and an
upper mafic unit consisting of gabbro and
gabbro-norite and repetitions of dunite and/or
serpentinite, hartzburgite and pyroxenite.

Economic PGE mineralisation occurs within the
Main Sulphide Zone (MSZ), which is generally 
10m to 20m from the top of the Ultramafic
Sequence. Because it lies just below the Mafic
Sequence, the PGE resources coincide with the
four main erosional remnants of these rocks. 

The MSZ is typically 2m to 3m thick, but is
locally up to 20m with a marked decrease in
grade with thickening of the zone. Areas of very
thick, uneconomic MSZ are mainly restricted to
the axis of the Darwendale and Musengezi
chambers. 

The Great Dyke is intrusive into Archaean
granite, gneisses and greenstones. The latest
dating indicates this occurred 2.5 billion years
ago, which is 500 million years older than the
Bushveld Complex.

Various north-north-east-trending satellite dykes
with the same age are located east and west of
the main intrusion.

Important reporting criteria
• The Mineral Resource is inclusive of the

Mineral Reserve.
• Unless otherwise stated, Mineral Resource

tonnages and grades are reported exclusive
of internal and external waste dilution.

• The in situ corrected 4E PGE-grade is used for
the estimation of Mineral Resources.

• All dyke volumes are excluded from Mineral
Resource and Mineral Reserve estimations.

• The Mineral Reserve is quoted as fully diluted
delivered to the plant.

• Mineral Resources for the UG2 Reef (South
Africa’s Bushveld Complex) includes both the
Leader and the Main Seams.

• Mineral Resources are stated inclusive and
exclusive of geological losses.

• Mineral Resource estimates for the Main
Sulphide Zone (Zimbabwe’s Great Dyke) are
based on optimal mining widths.

• Rounding off of numbers in the tables may
result in minor computational discrepancies;
this is deemed insignificant where it occurs.

• All references to tonnage are to the metric unit.
• All references to ounces are troy with a

conversion factor of 31.10348 used to
convert from metric grams to ounces.

• Only Aquarius’ attributable Resources and
Reserves are listed in the summary tables.

• The Mineral Reserve is that portion of the
Mineral Resource which geological, technical
and economic studies have confirmed to be
economically extractable according to the pre-
feasibility study criteria as set out in SAMREC.

• Metal price and exchange rate forecasts are
based on conservative but realistic internal
views derived from comparisons with average
and consensus pronouncements by major
international commentators and financial
institutions.

• Aquarius uses a discounted cash flow model
that represents production, financial and
economic statistics in the valuation of their
mineral assets. Key inputs and forecasts are:
• Metal recoveries
• Production profile
• Capital expenditure
• Operating expenditure
• Rand/US Dollar exchange rate
• Relative rates of inflation in South Africa

and the United States

The outputs are net present value, internal rate
of return, annual cash flow, project payback
period and funding requirements.
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Mineral Resources
Summary and comparison of Aquarius’ attributable Mineral Resources as at 30 June 2011
(after application of geological losses)

2011 2010

Inferred Inferred

Measured Indicated Inferred (Oxides) Total Measured Indicated Inferred (Oxides) Total

Kroondal – UG2  
Mt 14.99 2.47 0.24 17.70 16.98 2.55 0.27 19.80  
g/t 5.90 6.20 6.33 5.95 5.86 6.22 5.76 5.91  
Moz 2.84 0.49 0.05 3.39 3.20 0.51 0.05 3.76  
Marikana – UG2  
Mt 8.93 6.05 1.82 16.79 7.13 8.27 2.07 17.46  
g/t 5.38 5.07 3.43 5.06 5.44 4.90 4.05 5.02  
Moz 1.54 0.99 0.20 2.73 1.25 1.30 0.27 2.82  
Everest – UG2
Mt 26.53 3.54 1.46 31.54 15.26 13.14 5.83 34.24  
g/t 3.17 3.16 3.27 3.18 3.73 3.27 2.74 3.38  
Moz 2.71 0.36 0.15 3.22 1.83 1.38 0.51 3.73  
Blue Ridge – UG2 
Mt 14.77 18.65 7.14 40.56 14.89 18.65 7.14 40.68  
g/t 3.32 3.09 3.17 3.18 3.30 3.10 3.17 3.18  
Moz 1.57 1.86 0.73 4.16 1.58 1.86 0.73 4.17   
Everest Southern Resource – Hoogland – UG2
Mt 2.71 3.89 6.60 2.71 3.89 6.60  
g/t 3.16 2.68 2.88 3.16 2.68 2.88  
Moz 0.28 0.33 0.61 0.28 0.33 0.61  
Everest North – Vygenhoek – UG2
Mt 1.39 1.39 2.77 2.77  
g/t 5.11 5.11 5.11 5.11  
Moz 0.23 0.23 0.46 0.46  
Chieftains Plain – Merensky (incl. Walhalla) 
Mt 88.26 88.26 300.00 300.00  
g/t 5.93 5.93 5.70 5.70  
Moz 16.82 16.82 54.97 54.97  
Chieftains Plain – UG2 (incl. Walhalla)  
Mt 171.55 171.55 220.00 220.00  
g/t 5.91 5.91 4.30 4.30  
Moz 32.61 32.61 30.41 30.41  
Sheba's Ridge – PGEs 
Mt 31.15 37.91 167.02 236.08 200.22 143.02 1.03 344.27  
g/t 0.89 0.85 0.99 0.95 0.87 0.95 0.85 0.09  
Moz 0.88 1.04 5.18 7.10 5.61 4.37 0.03 10.01  
Hoedspruit – Merensky* 
Mt 12.46 2.86 15.32
g/t 6.01 5.72 5.99 
Moz 2.45 0.53 2.98
Hoedspruit – UG2*
Mt 15.60 1.64 17.24
g/t 4.98 5.36 5.00 
Moz 2.53 0.28 2.81   
Kruidfontein – Merensky*   
Mt 2.52 26.67 29.19      
g/t 8.37 8.37 8.37 
Moz 0.68 7.18 7.86  
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Kruidfontein – UG2*   
Mt 4.53 40.67 45.20
g/t 5.64 5.51 5.53
Moz 0.82 7.21 8.03
Zondernaam – Merensky  
Mt 44.23 44.23
g/t 5.18 5.18
Moz 7.28 7.28
Zondernaam – UG2 
Mt 35.28 35.28 
g/t 8.10 8.10
Moz 9.05 9.05
AQPSA – total 
Mt 97.75 106.44 592.74 796.94 257.25 188.34 553.22 998.81  
g/t 3.11 3.36 4.60 4.25 1.68 1.60 4.99 3.50  
Moz 9.78 11.49 87.59 108.87 13.92 9.70 88.78 112.41  
Mimosa – North Hill – MSZ  
Mt 8.77 8.11 1.04 4.76 22.68 19.15 17.36 3.47 3.32 43.31  
g/t 3.49 3.56 3.53 3.39 3.49 3.99 3.44 3.85 3.70 3.74  
Moz 0.98 0.93 0.12 0.52 2.55 2.46 1.92 0.43 0.40 5.20  
Mimosa – South Hill – MSZ 
Mt 21.44 13.81 2.15 2.22 39.63 24.32 24.32  
g/t 3.96 3.62 3.72 3.58 3.81 3.64 3.64  
Moz 2.73 1.61 0.26 0.26 4.85 2.84 2.84  
Mimosa – Far South Hill – MSZ
Mt 5.67 5.67
g/t 3.78 3.78   
Moz 2.02 2.02  
Aquarius – total
Mt 127.96 128.37 601.59 6.98 864.91 276.41 205.71 581.01 3.32 1,066.44
g/t 3.28 3.40 4.65 3.45 4.25 1.84 1.76 4.93 3.70 3.51  
Moz 13.49 14.03 89.98 0.78 118.28 16.38 11.62 92.06 0.40 120.45
Transaction in progress:
Buttonshope – Merensky*
Mt 3.80 16.00 70.80 90.60
g/t 2.74 3.21 3.69 3.55
Moz 0.30 1.60 8.40 10.40
Buttonshope – UG2*  
Mt 14.60 52.90 140.70 208.10
g/t 3.31 3.44 2.95 2.92
Moz 1.60 5.80 13.30 20.70

* The resources stated here are according to the inventory received. AQPSA is currently in the process of evaluating
these orebodies and, once completed, the Resource Statement will be updated accordingly.
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2011 2010

Inferred Inferred

Measured Indicated Inferred (Oxides) Total Measured Indicated Inferred (Oxides) Total
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Mineral Reserves
Summary and comparison of Aquarius’ attributable Mineral Reserves as at 30 June 2011

2011 2010

Opencast Underground Opencast Underground

Proved Probable Proved Probable Total Proved Probable Proved Probable Total

Kroondal – UG2
Mt 20.22 3.49 23.71 23.63 3.47 27.10
g/t 3.08 3.28 3.11 2.85 3.22 2.90
Moz 2.00 0.37 2.37 2.17 0.36 2.52
Marikana – UG2
Mt 0.48 0.30 8.29 4.01 13.08 0.59 0.39 7.82 5.65 14.46
g/t 4.95 5.42 3.38 3.20 3.43 4.51 5.29 3.3 3.19 3.36
Moz 0.08 0.05 0.90 0.41 1.44 0.09 0.07 0.83 0.58 1.56
Everest – UG2
Mt 14.16 0.43 14.59 13.46 7.42 20.88
g/t 3.12 3.28 3.12 3.00 2.89 2.96
Moz 1.42 0.05 1.46 1.30 0.69 1.99
Blue Ridge – UG2
Mt 10.92 0.89 11.81
g/t 2.83 2.82 2.83
Moz 0.99 0.08 1.08
Everest Western Resource – Sterkfontein – UG2
Mt
g/t
Moz
Everest Southern Resource – Hoogland – UG2
Mt
g/t
Moz
Everest North – Vygenhoek – UG2
Mt
g/t
Moz
Chieftains Plain – UG2
Mt
g/t
Moz
Chieftains Plain – Merensky
Mt
g/t
Moz
Walhalla – UG2
Mt
g/t
Moz
Walhalla – Merensky 
Mt
g/t
Moz
Sheba's Ridge – PGEs
Mt
g/t
Moz
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2011 2010

Opencast Underground Opencast Underground

Proved Probable Proved Probable Total Proved Probable Proved Probable Total

Hoedspruit – Merensky
Mt
g/t
Moz
Hoedspruit – UG2
Mt
g/t
Moz
Kruidfontein – Merensky
Mt
g/t
Moz
Kruidfontein – UG2
Mt
g/t
Moz
Zondernaam – Merensky
Mt
g/t
Moz
Zondernaam – UG2
Mt
g/t
Moz
AQPSA – total
Mt 0.48 0.30 42.66 7.94 51.39 0.59 0.39 55.82 17.44 74.25
g/t 4.95 5.42 3.15 3.24 3.19 4.51 5.29 2.95 3.05 2.99
Moz 0.08 0.05 4.32 0.83 5.28 0.09 0.07 5.29 1.71 7.15
Mimosa – North Hill – MSZ
Mt 7.75 8.97 16.72
g/t 3.66 3.21 3.42
Moz 0.91 0.92 1.84
Mimosa – South Hill – MSZ
Mt 9.47 6.06 15.53
g/t 3.59 3.39 3.51
Moz 1.09 0.66 1.75
Mimosa – Far South Hill – MSZ
Mt
g/t
Moz
Aquarius – total
Mt 0.48 0.30 52.13 14.00 66.92 0.59 0.39 63.57 26.4 90.96
g/t 4.95 5.42 3.23 3.31 3.27 4.51 5.29 3.03 3.1 3.07
Moz 0.08 0.05 5.41 1.49 7.03 0.09 0.07 6.2 2.63 8.99
Transaction in progress:
Buttonshope – UG2
Mt
g/t
Moz
Buttonshope – Merensky
Mt
g/t
Moz



Notes on the Mineral Resource statement:
• The Mineral Resource is inclusive of the

Mineral Reserve.
• The Mineral Resource tonnages and 4E

grades are reported exclusive of internal and
external waste dilution.

• The in situ corrected 4E grade is used for
the estimation of Mineral Resources and
Mineral Reserves.

• All dyke volumes are EXCLUDED from Mineral
Resource estimations.

Kroondal block:
Geological losses applied
• Kopaneng shaft 11.5%
• Simunye shaft 18.6%
• Kopaneng deep 15%
• Simunye deep 19%
• Bambanani shaft     23%
• Central deep 18%

The geostatistically estimated density is used for
the chromitite and 3.12t/m3 for the waste
material in the underground areas. A density of
3.8t/m3 is used for the chromitite and 3.0t/m3

for the waste in the opencast areas.

Townlands block:
Geological losses applied
• Kwezi shaft 25.0%
• K6 shaft 28.0%
• North-east of Townlands block 28.0%

The lower geological loss applied to Kwezi shaft
results from the continuously lower geological
losses realised in the operation. Adjustments to
the geological loss have been made to the
blocks juxtaposed with current workings resulting
in an overall loss of 25%. 

The geostatistically estimated density is used for
the chromitite and 3.12t/m3 for the waste
material in the underground areas.

Kroondal operations
Mineral Resources

The tables below encompass the Mineral Resources and Mineral Resources after the application of
geological losses contained in the Kroondal and Townlands blocks of Kroondal as well as the
additions by joint venture partner Anglo Platinum.
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Mineral Resources after application of geological losses (as at 30 June 2011)

Kroondal 

Kroondal Townlands Kroondal Mine attributable

block block Mine to AQPSA

4E 4E 4E 4E 4E 4E 4E 4E

Category Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz

Measured 16.67 5.56 2.98 13.31 6.33 2.71 29.98 5.90 5.69 14.99 5.90 2.84

Indicated 0.78 5.10 0.13 4.16 6.40 0.86 4.94 6.20 0.98 2.47 6.20 0.49

Inferred 0.49 6.33 0.10 0.49 6.33 0.10 0.24 6.33 0.05

Total 17.45 5.54 3.11 17.96 6.35 3.66 35.41 5.95 6.77 17.70 5.95 3.39

g/t = corrected 4E PGE-grade (Pt+Pd+Rh+Au)
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Mineral Reserves

The table below encompasses the Mineral
Reserves contained in the Kroondal and
Townlands blocks of Kroondal Mine as well as
the additions by partner Anglo Platinum.

Current practice at Kroondal is to mine the
Leader Seam, Parting (internal waste), Main
Seam and 0.2m of footwall waste with a

minimum stoping width of 2.0m. Allowance
for the under cutting of the Leader seam has
been made in areas where the total channel
width (Leader Seam, Parting, Main Seam) is
greater than 2.3m.  In these areas a stoping
width of greater than 2.5m would be realised
should the whole package plus 0.2m of
footwall be mined. The maximum practical
stoping width is 2.5m.

Mineral Reserves (as at 30 June 2011)

Kroondal 

Kroondal Townlands Kroondal Mine attributable

block block Mine to AQPSA

4E 4E 4E 4E 4E 4E 4E 4E

Category Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz

Underground

Proved 21.70 2.84 1.98 18.74 3.36 2.02 40.44 3.08 4.00 20.22 3.08 2.00

Probable 1.15 2.52 0.09 5.83 3.44 0.64 6.99 3.28 0.74 3.49 3.28 0.37

Total 22.85 2.82 2.07 24.58 3.38 2.67 47.43 3.11 4.74 23.71 3.11 2.37

g/t = corrected 4E PGE-grade (Pt+Pd+Rh+Au)



Notes on the Mineral Reserve Statement:
• The Mineral Reserve tonnages and 4E grades

are reported inclusive of internal and external
waste dilution.

• The Mineral Reserve is quoted as fully diluted
delivered to the plant.

Kroondal Block
• Pillar loss varies between 10% and 30%

depending on the depth below surface.
• A mining loss of 5% is applied to the ROM ore
• Scalping of waste material applied:

• Kopaneng and Simunye shafts 
10% of Parting

• Bambanani shaft
7% of Parting

• Additional hangingwall dilution of varying
widths is applied in the Bleskop and Brakspruit
blocks where the width between the lowermost
chromitite stringer in the hangingwall and the
top of the Leader Seam is less than 0.3m.

Townlands Block
• Pillar loss varies between 14% and 22%

depending on the depth below surface.
• A mining loss of 5% is applied to the ROM ore
• Scalping of waste material applied:

• 30% of parting.
• Allowance has been made for additional

hangingwall dilution due to the close proximity
of hangingwall chromitite stringers to the top
of the Leader Seam.

Siphumelele Tribute area
An agreement has been concluded between
AQPSA and Anglo Platinum regarding the mining
of the Siphumelele 2 and 3 shaft blocks over
three years, starting in 2010. In accordance with
this agreement, 50% of the ounces will be P&SA1
(50% attributable to Kroondal) mined ounces
(mined at P&SA1 costs) and 50% of the ounces
will be bought via the existing purchase of
concentrate agreement. Anglo Platinum will also

MINERAL RESOURCE AND RESERVE STATEMENT CONT.
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Kroondal block metal split

Pt 56.7%
Pd 31.9%
Rh 10.6%
Au 0.8%

Townlands block metal split

Pt 57.1%
Pd 29.9%
Rh 10.0%
Au 0.7%

receive a royalty fee on 50% of the reserve
tonnes mined out of this block.  

The estimated Mineral Resource after application
of geological losses for the Siphumelele 2 Phase
1 and 3 blocks is indicated in the alongside table:

Mineral Resources after application of
geological losses (as at 30 June 2011)

Siphumelele Tribute Agreement Phase 1 and 3

4E 4E
Category Mt g/t Moz 

Measured 2.10 5.79 0.39
Indicated 0.19 6.00 0.04
Inferred 0.51 5.24 0.09

Total 2.81 5.71 0.51
g/t = corrected 4E PGE-grade (Pt+Pd+Rh+Au)

Mineral Reserves (as at 30 June 2011)

Siphumelele Tribute Agreement Phase 1 and 3

4E 4E
Category Mt g/t Moz 

Underground
Proved 3.14 2.87 0.29
Probable 0.30 2.77 0.03

Total 3.44 2.87 0.32
g/t = corrected 4E PGE-grade (Pt+Pd+Rh+Au)
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Marikana operations
Mineral Resources

The tables below encompass the Mineral
Resources and Mineral Resources after
application of geological losses contained in
the Marikana and 4 Shaft orebodies of
Marikana Mine as well as the addition of the
Firstplats and Salene blocks. The Mineral
Resources of the 4 shaft block is inclusive of the
area previously referred to as the Firstplats block
and the Marikana orebody is inclusive of the
Salene Mineral Resources respectively

Notes on the Mineral Resource statement:
• The Mineral Resource is inclusive of the

Mineral  Reserve.
• The in situ corrected 4E PGE-grade is used for

the estimation of Mineral Resources.
• All dyke volumes are EXCLUDED from the

Mineral Resource estimations.

Marikana orebody:
• Mineral Resource tonnages and PGE-grades

are reported inclusive of internal waste dilution.
• A buffer zone of 2.5m to 5m either side of the

major faults and dykes has been EXCLUDED.
• Geological losses applied:

• Opencast 4%
• Underground 6%

• The following densities are applied:
• Topsoil and oxide ore 3.0 t/m3

• Transitional ore 3.3 t/m3

• Fresh ore – geostatistically estimated from
borehole data

4 Shaft orebody:
The Mineral Resource tonnages and PGE-grades
are reported exclusive of internal and external
waste dilution.

• Geological losses applied:
• Southern portion west of decline 36%
• Southern portion east of the decline 39%
• Deeper portion west of the decline 24%
• Deeper portion east of the decline 28%
• Remainder of 4 shaft 22%

• The geostatistically estimated density is used
for the chromitite and 3.12 t/m3 for the waste
material in the underground areas.

A density of 3.8 t/m3 is used for the chromitite and
3.0 t/m3 for the waste in the opencast areas.

Firstplats addition:
• Geological losses applied:

• Underground 35%
• The geostatistically estimated density is used

for the chromitite and 3.12 t/m3 for the waste
material in the underground areas.

Salene addition:
• Geological losses applied:

• Opencast 4%
• Underground 6%

• The geostatistically estimated density is used
for the chromitite and 3.12 t/m3 for the waste
material in the underground areas.

The remaining parameters are the same as those
for the Marikana orebody.
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Mineral Resources after application of geological losses (as at 30 June 2011)

Marikana 

Marikana 4 Shaft Marikana Mine attributable

orebody block Mine to AQPSA

4E 4E 4E 4E 4E 4E 4E

Category Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz

Measured 2.97 3.60 0.34 14.89 5.82 2.75 17.86 5.38 3.09 8.93 5.38 1.54

Indicated 4.34 4.17 0.58 7.76 5.68 1.39 12.10 5.07 1.97 6.05 5.07 0.99

Inferred 3.06 3.05 0.30 0.57 5.41 0.10 3.63 3.43 0.40 1.82 3.43 0.20 

Total 10.36 3.68 1.22 23.23 5.67 4.24 33.59 5.06 5.46 16.79 5.06 2.73

g/t = corrected 4E PGE-grade (Pt+Pd+Rh+Au)

Mineral Reserves

The tables below encompass the Mineral
Reserves contained in the Marikana and 4 Shaft
orebodies.  The Mineral Reserves of the 4 shaft
block and the Marikana orebody are inclusive of
the Firstplats and Salene Mineral Reserves
respectively. Current practice at Marikana is to
mine the Leader Seam, Main Seam, all internal
waste and allowance for 0.2m footwall
overbreak in the underground sections.

During 2010, an investigation into Marikana’s
viability resulted in the closure of 1 shaft and

the scaling down of mining operations at 3
shaft. This resulted in Marikana reporting a
significantly reduced reserve base of 26.26Mt
at 3.44g/t for 2.91Moz as compared to the
previously reported 28.91Mt at 3.36g/t 
for 3.13Moz.

Notes on the Mineral Reserve statement:
• The Mineral Reserve is quoted as fully diluted

and delivered to the plant.
• Mineral Reserve tonnages and PGE-grades

are reported inclusive of internal and external
waste dilution.
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Mineral Reserves (as at 30 June 2011)

Marikana 

Marikana 4 Shaft Marikana Mine attributable

orebody block Mine to AQPSA

4E 4E 4E 4E 4E 4E 4E 4E

Category Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz

Opencast

Proved 0.95 4.95 0.15 0.95 4.95 0.15 0.48 4.95 0.08 

Probable 0.61 5.42 0.11 0.61 5.42 0.11 0.30 5.42 0.05 

Underground

Proved 16.57 3.38 1.80 16.57 3.38 1.80 8.29 3.38 0.90

Probable 8.02 3.20 0.83 8.02 3.20 0.83 4.01 3.20 0.41 

Total 26.16 3.43 2.88 26.16 3.43 2.88 13.08 3.43 1.44

g/t = corrected 4E PGE-grade (Pt+Pd+Rh+Au)

Marikana orebody:
• All dyke volumes are EXCLUDED from Mineral

Reserve estimations.
• A buffer zone of 2.5m to 5m either side of the

major faults and dykes has been EXCLUDED. 
• A pillar loss of 25% is applied in the

underground section.
• No underground or surface scalping is

applied. A mining loss of 2% is applied to the
ROM ore (opencast and underground).

• External waste dilution of 17% is applied for
the underground areas. 

• A crownpillar of 20m between the opencast
and underground workings.

• The following densities were applied:
• Topsoil and oxide ore 3.0 t/m3

• Transitional ore 3.3 t/m3

• Fresh ore – geostatistically estimated from
borehole data
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Marikana Mineral Reserve reconciliation – 4E (000oz)
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4 Shaft orebody:
• All dyke volumes are EXCLUDED from Mineral

Reserve estimations.
• Pillar loss varies between 10% and 30%

depending on the depth below surface.
• Scalping of waste material applied: 

• 7% of parting
• A mining loss of 5% is applied to ROM ore.

Additional hangingwall dilution of varying
widths is applied where the width between
the lowermost chromitite stringer in the
hangingwall and the top of the Leader Seam
is less than 0.3m.

Firstplats addition:
• A pillar loss of 25% is applied in the

underground section.
• A mining loss of 2% is applied to ROM ore.

The remainder of the parameters is the same
as for the 4 shaft orebody. 

Salene addition:
• All the same parameters as for the Marikana

orebody are applied to the underground section.

Marikana orebody metal split

Pt 57.9%
Pd 29.1%
Rh 12.1%
Au 0.9%

4 Shaft orebody metal split

Pt 58.2%
Pd 31.1%
Rh 10.0%
Au 0.6%
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Everest operations

Mineral Resources

Mineral Resources after application of
geological losses (as at 30 June 2011)

Everest Mine

4E 4E

Category Mt g/t Moz 

Measured 26.53 3.17 2.71
Indicated 3.54 3.16 0.36
Inferred 1.46 3.27 0.15

Total 31.54 3.18 3.22

g/t = corrected 4E PGE-grade (Pt+Pd+Rh+Au)

Notes on the Mineral Resource statement:
• The Mineral Resource is inclusive of the

Mineral Reserve.
• The in situ corrected 4E PGE-grade is used for

the estimation of Mineral Resources.
• All dyke volumes are EXCLUDED from Mineral

Resource and Mineral Reserve estimations.
• A buffer zone of 5m either side of the major

dykes and faults has been EXCLUDED.
• All internal waste, encompassing mineralised

internal waste, is included in the Mineral
Resource estimations.

• Geological losses of 10% are applied.

Everest metal split

Pt 59.0%
Pd 29.5%
Rh 10.5%
Au 1.0%
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Mineral Reserves

The table below encompasses the Mineral
Reserves contained in the Everest mine.

Mineral Reserves (as at 30 June 2011)

Everest Mine

4E 4E

Category Mt g/t Moz 

Underground
Proved 14.16 3.12 1.42
Probable 0.43 3.28 0.05

Total 14.59 3.12 1.46

g/t = corrected 4E PGE-grade (Pt+Pd+Rh+Au)

Notes on the Mineral Reserve statement:
• All dyke volumes are EXCLUDED from Mineral

Reserve estimations.
• A buffer zone of 5m either side of the major

dykes and faults has been EXCLUDED. This
has been reduced from 10m after the success
of development through the dykes.

• A mining loss of 2% is applied to the ROM ore
in the underground section.

• All internal waste, encompassing mineralised
internal waste, is included in Mineral Reserve
estimations.
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Everest Mineral Reserve reconciliation – 4E (000oz)
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• No underground or surface scalping is applied.
• The reserve outline has been adjusted, based

on depth below surface and the proximity of
observed oxidation to the reef.

• There has been an adjustment to the crown pillar.
• The extraction rate has been adjusted to

incorporate the new mining layout in
relation to discussions with the DMR and the
adjusted mine design following the re-
opening of Everest.

Dilution includes:
• Footwall allowable overbreak of 0.15m
• A minimum hangingwall overbreak of 0.10m.
• Additional hangingwall dilution up to the top

of the hangingwall shear if the width between
the bottom of the shear and the top of the reef
is less than 1.50m.

Densities applied:
• Hangingwall waste 2.8
• Footwall waste 3.1
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Blue Ridge operations

Mineral Resources

The tables below encompass the Mineral
Resources and Mineral Resources after
application of geological losses contained in the
Blaauwbank and Millennium blocks of Blue
Ridge mine.

Notes on the Mineral Resource statement:
• The Mineral Resource is inclusive of the

Mineral Reserve.
• The Mineral Resource tonnages and PGE-

grades are reported exclusive of external waste
dilution but inclusive of internal waste dilution.

• The Mineral Resource tonnages and PGE-
grades are reported for the full width cut
including the A, B and C chromitite layers.

• The in situ corrected 4E PGE-grade is used for
the estimation of Mineral Resources.

• Due to the limited occurrence of dykes, dyke
losses are included in the percentage of
geological losses.

Blaauwbank block:
• Geological losses applied: 13%
• Dip correction 18°
• The geostatistically estimated density is used

for the chromitite and internal waste material.

Millennium block:
• Geological losses

• Rietkloof 25%
• Haakdoringdraai 30%

• Dip correction
• Rietkloof 12°
• Haakdoringdraai 12°

• The geostatistically estimated density is used
for the chromitite and internal waste material.
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Mineral Resources after application of geological losses (as at 30 June 2011)

Blue Ridge 

Blue Ridge Mine attributable

Blaauwbank Millennium Mine to AQPSA

4E 4E 4E 4E 4E 4E 4E 4E

Category Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz

Measured 29.55 3.32 3.15 29.55 3.32 3.15 14.77 3.32 1.57

Indicated 8.27 3.18 0.85 29.03 3.07 2.87 37.30 3.09 3.71 18.65 3.09 1.86

Inferred 8.36 3.24 0.87 5.92 3.07 0.58 14.28 3.17 1.45 7.14 3.17 0.73

Total 46.18 3.27 4.86 34.95 3.07 3.45 81.12 3.18 8.32 40.56 3.18 4.16

g/t = uncorrected 4E PGE-grade (Pt+Pd+Rh+Au)
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Notes on the Mineral Reserve statement:
Given the decision to cease operations at the
Blue Ridge mine, no reserve statement has been
included here for the Blaauwbank or the
Millenium blocks.

Blue Ridge metal split

Pt 60.8%
Pd 27.8%
Rh 10.2%
Au 1.3%
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Mimosa operations

Mineral Resources

The tables below encompass the Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves contained in the South Hill
(including oxidised zones), Far South Hill and North Hill areas (inclusive of oxides). Mineral Resources
are quoted at 2.0m and 2.25m (inclusive of pillars). 

North Hill: Mineral Resources based on a 2.0m cut (after application of geological losses) 
(as at 30 June 2011)

Total Attributable to Aquarius

4E 4E 4E 4E Ni Cu

Category Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz % %

Measured 17.53 3.49 1.97 8.77 3.49 0.98 0.14 0.10
Indicated 16.22 3.56 1.86 8.11 3.56 0.93 0.15 0.11
Inferred 2.07 3.53 0.23 1.04 3.53 0.12 0.14 0.10
Inferred (Oxides) 9.53 3.39 1.04 4.76 3.39 0.52 0.15 0.11

Total 45.36 3.49 5.10 22.68 3.49 2.55 0.15 0.11

South Hill: Mineral Resources based on a 2.0m cut (after application of geological losses) 
(as at 30 June 2011)

Total Attributable to Aquarius

4E 4E 4E 4E Ni Cu

Category Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz % %

Measured 42.89 3.96 5.46 21.44 3.96 2.73 0.14 0.11
Indicated 27.62 3.62 3.21 13.81 3.62 1.61 0.14 0.12
Inferred 4.30 3.72 0.51 2.15 3.72 0.26 0.14 0.12
Inferred (Oxides) 4.44 3.58 0.51 2.22 3.58 0.26 0.14 0.12

Total 79.26 3.81 9.70 39.63 3.81 4.85 0.14 0.11

Far South Hill: Mineral Resources based on a 2.0m cut (after application of geological losses) 
(as at 30 June 2011)

Total Attributable to Aquarius

4E 4E 4E 4E Ni Cu

Category Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz % %

Inferred 11.33 3.78 4.03 5.67 3.78 2.02 0.14 0.13

Total 11.33 3.78 4.03 5.67 3.78 2.02 0.14 0.13
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Notes on the Mineral Resource statement:
• Measured and Indicated Mineral Resources

are reported inclusive of Proved and Probable
Mineral Reserves respectively.

• Mineral Resources are quoted at a 2.0m cut
compared to 2.0m in FY2008 and 1.95m in
FY2007 as a result of the conversion of
mining methods from a combination of semi-
mechanised and mechanised to a fully
mechanised bord-and-pillar operation. 

• In situ grades have been used for the
estimation of Mineral Resources.

• Determination of the economic channel is
based on optimisation of the PGE metal
content only (excluding base metal content).

• No pillar losses have been applied to the
Mineral Resources.

• The above Mineral Resources have taken into
account the following loss factors: 
• Measured Resource – 6% for dykes, faults

and joints, 5% for washouts and
abnormal reef;

• Indicated Resource – 6% for dykes, faults and
joints, 8% for washouts and abnormal reef;
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Mineral Reserves

The table below encompasses the Mineral Reserves contained in the South Hill area at a stoping width
of 2.0m. Current mining practice at Mimosa is 12 mechanised sections including a down-dip semi-
mechanised development team.

South Hill: Mineral Reserves based on a 2.0 m cut (as at 30 June 2011)

Total Attributable to Aquarius

4E 4E 4E 4E Ni Cu

Category Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz % %

Underground

Proved 18.94 3.59 2.19 9.47 3.59 1.09 13.70 11.50
Probable 12.12 3.39 1.32 6.06 3.39 0.66 14.60 11.90

Total 31.06 3.51 3.51 15.53 3.51 1.75

g/t = 4E PGE-grade (Pt+Pd+Rh+Au)

• Inferred Resource – 6% for dykes, faults
and joints, 8% for washouts and abnormal
reef; and

• Oxides and bad ground – 13% for dykes,
faults and joints, 8% for washouts and
abnormal reef.

• North Hill Inferred Resource – 14% geological
losses.

• The 6% geological loss factor for unknown
dykes, faults and joints that is applied to the
Measured Resource was reduced to 2% for
the Proved Reserve due to the inclusion of
these losses in the pillar design. The pillar loss
thus increased from 13% in 2009 to a
weighted average of 16.7% in 2010.

• Known anomalous zones and washout
channels have been excluded from the
Mineral Resources. Allowances have been
made for unknown anomalous zones.

• Oxide material is quoted separately as
ongoing metallurgical test work is being
conducted to verify the economic viability of
these resources. A bulk sample has been
taken for test work during this financial year.

• 1.0Mt of oxide Mineral Resources had to be
removed due to sterilisation by surface
infrastructure.

• Upgrade of the resource categories was
possible given the following exploration:
• At North Hill, 73 additional boreholes

were drilled allowing for the upgrade of
parts of the resource to the Measured and
Indicated categories;  

• 18 exploration boreholes were drilled in
the western part of the South Hill orebody
allowing for the conversion of
approximately 7.37Mt from the Measured
to the Indicated category; and

• The drilling of four diamond exploration
boreholes as well as the mapping of the
outcrop facilitated the inclusion of the Far
South Hill deposit to an Inferred Mineral
Resource.

• The added information from the additional 73
boreholes resulted in a reduction in the
platinum grade from 1.86g/t to 1.71g/t in
the Measured Resource and to 1.76g/t in the
Indicated Resource category of North Hill.
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Notes on the Mineral Reserve statement:
• The Mineral Reserves have been quoted as

fully diluted delivered to the plant.
• The following losses have been applied

during conversion from a Mineral Resource to
a Mineral Reserve:
• 2% loss to dykes, faults and adverse ground

conditions for both Proven and Probable
Ore Reserves;

• 5% loss to washouts and abnormal reef
on Proved Reserves and 8% loss to
washouts and abnormal reef on Probable
Ore Reserves;

• 16.9% and 12.7% design pillar loss on
Proved and Probable Ore Reserves
respectively; and

• A lashing loss of 7% has been included in
mining losses.

Mimosa metal split

Pt 48.9%
Pd 38.2%
Rh 4.3%
Au 8.6%
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Zimbabwe
Exploration at Mimosa was limited to infill drilling
in the orebody. During the past financial year, a
total of 73 exploration boreholes and one
geotechnical borehole were drilled in the North
Hill area. Further exploration was conducted in
the South Hill area with 18 exploration
boreholes concentrated in the western part of the
orebody. The drilling of four additional boreholes
in the Far South Hill deposit enabled the
estimation of an Inferred Resource in this area.

Apart from the Mimosa mining right, Aquarius
does not hold options, claims or prospecting rights
to any other PGE-mineralisation in Zimbabwe.

South Africa
Exploration drilling in South Africa entailed infill
drilling on existing mines as well as execution of
the exploration programmes as described in the
prospecting works programmes of the
prospecting rights granted.  

Greenfields exploration is currently being
conducted at Zondernaam, Chieftains Plain and
Walhalla with brownfields exploration being
undertaken at Hoogland and Vygenhoek in the
vicinity of Everest.  These projects and prospects
combined have the potential to contribute PGM
resources of at least 36 million ounces. The
details of exploration conducted at each project
are described below.

Zondernaam Project
Aquarius, through its wholly owned subsidiary
ASACS, concluded the consolidation of a
number of exploration properties into a special
purpose vehicle know as Zondernaam Mining.
The consolidation included the exploration rights
of Bakgaga Mining (Pty) Ltd and those of MinEx
Projects (Pty) Ltd. This consolidation brings
together a total of seven contiguous farms
approximately 35km east of Lebowakgomo in
Limpopo Province to the north of the Phosiri dome,
and to the west of the producing Bokoni (formerly
Lebowa) mine. Once the required regulatory
processes have been concluded, ASACS will
have a 74% interest in Zondernaam Mining, with
Bakgaga Mining holding a 26% interest.

Exploration drilling continued over the past year
with a total core length to date of 13,810m
being drilled from six exploration boreholes.
Although at depths exceeding 1,500m below
surface, both the Merensky and UG2 Reefs
were intersected and the assay results received
are encouraging.
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Mineral Resources after application of geological losses (as at 30 June 2011)
Zondernaam Merensky Attributable to Aquarius

4E 4E 4E 4E 

Category Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz 

Inferred 58.20 5.18 9.58 44.23 5.18 7.28

Total 58.20 5.18 9.58 44.23 5.18 7.28

g/t = corrected 4E PGE-grade (Pt+Pd+Rh+Au)

Mineral Resources after application of geological losses (as at 30 June 2011)
Zondernaam UG2 Attributable to Aquarius

4E 4E 4E 4E 

Category Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz 

Inferred 46.42 8.10 11.90 35.28 8.10 9.05

Total 46.42 8.10 11.90 35.28 8.10 9.05

Notes on the Mineral Resource statement:
• All internal waste, encompassing mineralised

internal waste, is included in Mineral
Resource estimations.

• The in situ corrected 4E PGE-grade is used for
the estimation of Mineral Resources.

• The geostatistically estimated density is used.
• Geological losses applied: 30%

Red Bush Ridge Project

The Red Bush Ridge Project is located
approximately 7km west of the town of Steelpoort
in Limpopo, South Africa, on the farms Hert Fort
329KT, Corndale 330KT and Landsend 364KT.
To date, one borehole has been completed on
the project for a total length of 2,220m,
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intersecting both Merensky and UG2 Reefs of the
Bushveld Complex. Planned exploration for this
project will include an airborne magnetic survey
as well as continued exploration drilling targeting
both the Merensky and UG2 reefs.

Vygenhoek Project

The Vygenhoek Project is situated 35km south-west
of the town of Mashishing, previously known as
Lydenburg, and 30km north-east of Roossenekal in
Mpumalanga, South Africa. The depositional

model of the UG2 Reef being explored for is
thought to have been deposited in synclinal
structures in the floor rocks in which mineralisation
has ‘ponded’, as at Aquarius’ Everest South and
Marikana mines on the eastern and western limbs
of the Bushveld Complex respectively.

An application for a mining right has been
submitted to the DMR.  Should this application be
successful, Sylvania Platinum Limited will continue
with the mining of the orebody on Vygenhoek in
terms of an agreement with AQPSA, with 50% of
the ounces being attributable to AQPSA.

Notes on the Mineral Resource statement:
• All internal waste, encompassing mineralised

internal waste, is included in Mineral
Resource estimations.

• The in situ corrected 4E PGE-grade is used for

the estimation of Mineral Resources.
• All dyke volumes are EXCLUDED from Mineral

Resource estimations.
• The geostatistically estimated density is used. 
• Geological losses applied: 10%
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Mineral Resources after application of geological losses (as at 30 June 2011)

Vygenhoek Project Attributable to Aquarius

4E 4E 4E 4E 

Category Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz 

Measured 2.77 5.11 0.46 1.39 5.11 0.23

Total 2.77 5.11 0.46 1.39 5.11 0.23

g/t = corrected 4E PGE-grade (Pt+Pd+Rh+Au)



Sterkfontein Prospect
The Sterkfontein resource is a continuation of the
Everest orebody under the Groot Dwars River
towards the western boundary of the Everest
mining licence tenements, and occurs at depths of
0 –110m below the river. The resource consists of
two erosional outliers, with the UG2 occurring as
outcrop or sub-outcrop on the eastern side. The
outcrop positions have been mapped in the field
and hand-held GPS co-ordinates of these positions
were used to create the resource boundary. There
is no indication that the stratigraphy, lithology or
geological structure would be different to that
encountered at the Everest orebody.

This prospect resides under the mining right granted
to Everest and exploration will only commence after
completion of the Hoogland project.

Exploration target (as at June 2011)

Sterkfontein

4E 4E

Category Mt g/t Moz 

Inferred 13.00 3.50 1.46

Total 13.00 3.50 1.46

g/t = corrected 4E PGE-grade (Pt+Pd+Rh+Au)
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Hoogland Project
The Hoogland resource is located approximately
1.2km directly south of the Everest orebody. The
UG2 Reef occurs as an outcrop or sub-outcrop
around most of the perimeter of the two erosional
outliers. The UG2 Reef intersected in the
exploration boreholes resembles that of the Everest
orebody in that it consists of an upper chromitite
and a lower chromitite seam, with or without an
internal waste band occurring within the chromitite.

The application for a mining right has been
submitted with the DMR.

Mineral Resources after application of
geological losses (as at 30 June 2011)

Hoogland Project

4E 4E
Category Mt g/t Moz

Indicated 2.71 3.16 0.28
Inferred 3.89 2.68 0.33

Total 6.60 2.88 0.61

g/t = corrected 4E PGE-grade (Pt+Pd+Rh+Au)

Notes on the Mineral Resource statement:
• The Mineral Resource tonnages and PGE-

grades are reported exclusive of external
waste dilution.

• The in situ corrected 4E PGE-grade is used for
the estimation of Mineral Resources.

• The geostatistically estimated density is used.
• A buffer zone of 10 m either side of the major

dykes has been EXCLUDED.
• The Mineral Resource includes the upper and

the lower chromitite layers.
• Geological losses applied: 10%

Buttonshope Project (Booysendal)
As described in the first part of the Mineral
Resource and Reserve Statement, in May 2011,
AQPSA entered into a binding sale of rights
agreement with Northam Platinum Limited and its
subsidiaries to acquire the platinum group metals
and associated base metals mineral rights on
farms adjacent to Aquarius’ Everest mine on the
eastern limb of the Bushveld Complex. The
mineral rights to be acquired comprise several
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farms underlain by both the UG2 and Merensky
Reefs, collectively called Buttonshope. 

The UG2 orebody at Buttonshope is contiguous
with Aquarius’ Everest mine, and as a result
Aquarius is uniquely placed to access this reef
horizon in the short to medium term from the
existing Everest infrastructure. The closing of this
transaction is subject to several conditions
precedent, as stated above.

The Mineral Resources stated here are as received
from Northam Platinum. AQPSA is currently in the
process of evaluating the orebody and will update
the resource statement accordingly, following
closure of the transaction.

Mineral Resources after application of
geological losses (as at 30 June 2011)

Booysendal Merensky

4E 4E

Category Mt g/t Moz 

Measured 3.80 2.74 0.30 
Indicated 16.00 3.21 1.60
Inferred 70.80 3.69 8.40

Total 90.60 3.55 10.40

Mineral Resources after application of
geological losses (as at 30 June 2011)

Booysendal UG2

4E 4E

Category Mt g/t Moz 

Measured 14.60 3.31 1.60
Indicated 52.90 3.44 5.80
Inferred 140.70 2.95 13.30

Total 208.10 2.92 20.70

g/t = corrected 4E PGE-grade (Pt+Pd+Rh+Au)
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Chieftains Plain Project
The Chieftains Plain Project consists of two
contiguous prospecting rights on the farms
Chieftains Plain and Walhalla. The project lies to
the west of the Everest mine with the Buttonshope
project abutting on its southern border. To date
four boreholes with a total core length of
9,531.27m have been completed. All boreholes
intersected both the Merensky and UG2 reefs of
the Bushveld Complex.

The current Mineral Resource has excluded an
area in the southern half of the project where the
borehole intersected a potholed Merensky Reef
intersection. Due to the search radii, the area
around this borehole could not be included in the
Mineral Resource, but has been described as an
exploration target in the expanded Mineral
Resource and Mineral Reserve Technical Statement
2011 which will be available on the Aquarius
corporate website, www.aquariusplatinum.com.  

Mineral Resource

The tables alongside encompass the Mineral
Resources after application of geological losses.

The aerial extent of the Merensky Inferred
Resource is smaller than that for UG2 and is
related to the potholed intersection in borehole
WD1. The results of the sampling of this
borehole were NOT included in the estimation of
the resource.  

Mineral Resources after application of
geological losses (as at 30 June 2011)

Chieftains Merensky

4E 4E

Category Mt g/t Moz 

Inferred 88.26 5.93 16.82

Total 88.26 5.93 16.82

Mineral Resources after application of
geological losses (as at 30 June 2011)

Chieftains UG2

4E 4E

Category Mt g/t Moz 

Inferred 171.55 5.91 32.61

Total 171.55 5.91 32.61

g/t = corrected 4E PGE-grade (Pt+Pd+Rh+Au)
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Notes on the Mineral Resource statement:
• All internal waste, encompassing mineralised

internal waste, is included in the Mineral
Resource estimations.

• The in situ corrected 4E PGE-grade is used for

the estimation of Mineral Resources.
• The geostatistically estimated density is used. 
• A buffer zone of 10 m either side of the major

dykes has been EXCLUDED.
• Geological losses applied: 30.0%
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Sheba’s Ridge project
The Sheba’s Ridge project is situated
approximately 30km south of the town
Groblersdal in Mpumalanga, South Africa. The
base metal and precious metal mineralisation is
located in the Groblersdal bulge connected to
the eastern limb of the Bushveld Complex.
Following the acquisition of Ridge Mining plc,
Aquarius officially took over management of the
Sheba’s Ridge project on 1 August 2009.
Ownership is split, with Aquarius currently
holding a 39% interest in the project, Anglo
Platinum 35% and the Industrial Development
Corporation (IDC), 26%. Exploration at the
Sheba’s Ridge project began in April 2001
(Phase 1 – 34 boreholes) and identified three
distinct units of mineralisation: a layer similar to
the UG2 termed the ‘Platchro unit’, an upper
mineralised pyroxenite (UMP) analogous to the
Merensky Reef and a wide zone of mineralised
pyroxenite and associated mafic rock types. This
unit, termed the Sheba’s Reef, was interpreted to
be within lithologies analogous to the Lower
Zone of the Bushveld Complex.

Evaluation of Phase 1 drilling indicated that the
UMP and Platchro units did not constitute
economically viable targets due to the lack of
continuity of the mineralisation and the severe
disruption of the units by a late intrusive norite
body. Consequently, subsequent exploration
focused on sulphide mineralisation in the Sheba’s
Reef, which is largely unaffected by the late
intrusive norite body. The Phase 2 exploration
programme began in July 2002 and included
126 diamond boreholes of which 104 boreholes
(totalling 32,600m) were drilled on a 100m grid



Notes on the Mineral Resource statement:
• The oxide and transition zones have been

EXCLUDED from the Mineral Resource.
• The in situ corrected 3E PGE-grade is used for

the estimation of Mineral Resources.

• A cut of grade of 0.5g/t 3E PGE was used
for the Mineral Resource tabulation.

• The geostatistically estimated density is used. 
• Geological losses applied: 10%

along an arc of 5.5km in length. In 2004, Phase
4 involved the drilling of 45 boreholes to
investigate the oxide zone together with some
exploration of extensions to the mineralisation. By
2007, after eight phases of exploration including
geotechnical drilling, drilling for metallurgical test
work, drilling to ensure that no sterilisation of the
orebody occurs, the borehole database consisted
of 382 boreholes totalling 113,616m. 

The project area is divided into the ‘core area’,
the ‘eastern extension’ and the ‘Kameeldoorn
section’. The Sheba’s orebody in the core area
dips at 30° to the south. The Mineral Resource
identified lies within the approximately 250m-thick
sulphide mineralised Sheba’s Reef which is hosted
in a pyroxenite unit. The Sheba’s Reef contains a
higher grade mineralised continuous zone
approximately 80m thick (termed Sheba’s
Sulphide Zone or SSZ). The Mineral Resource has
been modelled to 450m below surface and
excludes overburden and oxidised material to a

depth of 40m. The feasibility study completed in
December 2007 envisaged mining 18Mt of
Sheba’s Reef (predominantly from the SSZ) per
annum over a 20-year mine-life based on using
conventional open-pit mining. This study examined
the project in considerable detail and included:
environmental and social impact studies, geology,
mineral resource and reserve estimation, a
groundwater study, mine planning, engineering
geology, mining equipment and method, waste
storage infrastructure, experimental metallurgy,
planning for the concentrator, smelter, convertors
and acid plant, further treatment of matte and a
detailed financial model. The project, however, is
currently under review.

Mineral Resource

The table overleaf encompasses the Mineral
Resources after application of geological losses
contained in the core area and eastern extension
of the Sheba's Ridge orebody.
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Mineral Resources after application of geological losses (as at 30 June 2011)

Total Attributable to Aquarius

3E 3E 3E 3E Ni Cu

Category Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz % %

Measured 79.86 0.88 2.26 31.15 0.89 0.88 0.20 0.07

Indicated 97.22 0.85 2.67 37.91 0.85 1.04 0.18 0.07

Inferred 428.26 0.96 13.28 167.02 0.99 5.18 0.19 0.08

Total 605.34 0.94 18.20 236.08 0.95 7.10

g/t = 3E PGE-grade (Pt+Pd+Rh)
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Rooikraal Project
The Rooikraal Project lies to the east of the Blue
Ridge mine on the farms Blaauwbank and
Rooikraal, in Mpumalanga, South Africa. To
date, 25 boreholes have been drilled with a total
length of 6,937m. The exploration results to date
will be re-evaluated. The project area is overlain
by the mafic phase of the Bushveld Complex,
which hosts the economically important Critical
Zone. Exploration at Rooikraal has targetted the
Rooikraal Unit, a zone described by Genmin’s

geologists as a “Merensky Reef-type horizon”, as
well as unique mineralisation originally reported
by Wagner in 1929.

Fonte Verde Project
The mineralisation at the Fonte Verde project is
contained within a Bushveld Complex satellite
body located close to the town of Delmas in
Mpumalanga, South Africa. To date, 70 boreholes
have been drilled for a total length of 4,351m.
Future plans for this project include a pre-feasibility
report and Whittle optimisation.  
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Hoedspruit Project
The Hoedspruit project is located near the town
of Rustenburg in North West Province and is
underlain by both the Merensky and UG2 reefs.
The property comprises an almost square block
of ground about 4km down-dip from RPM’s
Brakspruit Shaft and 4km along strike from the

Siphumelele Shaft (Bleskop) on Turffontein. Both
the Merensky and UG2 Reefs have been
developed on the property with the Merensky
Reef developed at depths ranging from 898m
to 1,315m while the depth of the UG2 reef
varies from 1,042m to 1,408m.

In total, 13 boreholes have been drilled to date
for a total length of 33,747m.

Notes on the Mineral Resource statement:
• A minimum width of 1.00m has been applied

to the resource selections.
• The in situ corrected 4E PGE-grade is used for

the estimation of Mineral Resources.
• The geostatistically estimated density is used. 
• Geological losses applied: 20.0%
• The Mineral Resources stated here is as

received from Afarak.  AQPSA is currently in
the process of evaluating the orebody and will
update the Resource Statement accordingly.

Mineral Resources after application of geological losses (as at 30 June 2011)

Hoedspruit Merensky Attributable to Aquarius

4E 4E 4E 4E 

Category Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz 

Indicated 12.46 6.01 2.45 12.46 6.01 2.45
Inferred 2.86 5.72 0.53 2.86 5.72 0.53

Total 15.32 5.99 2.98 15.32 5.99 2.98

g/t = corrected 4E PGE-grade (Pt+Pd+Rh+Au)

Mineral Resources after application of geological losses (as at 30 June 2011)

Hoedspruit UG2 Attributable to Aquarius

4E 4E 4E 4E 

Category Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz 

Indicated 15.60 4.98 2.53 15.60 4.98 2.53
Inferred 1.64 5.36 0.28 1.64 5.36 0.28

Total 17.24 5.00 2.81 17.24 5.00 2.81

g/t = corrected 4E PGE-grade (Pt+Pd+Rh+Au)
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Kruidfontein Project
The Kruidfontein project is located north of the
Pilanesberg Complex. The property is
underlain by both the Merensky and UG2
Reefs which have been developed on the
property with the Merensky Reef developed at
depths ranging from 1,135m to 2,395m while
the depth of the UG2 reef varies from 1,150m
and 2,409m. 

In total, 28 boreholes have been drilled to date.
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Mineral Resources after application of geological losses (as at 30 June 2011)

Kruidfontein Merensky Attributable to Aquarius

4E 4E 4E 4E 

Category Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz 

Indicated 5.05 8.37 1.36 2.52 8.37 0.68
Inferred 53.33 8.37 14.36 26.67 8.37 7.18

Total 58.38 8.37 15.72 29.19 8.37 7.86

Mineral Resources after application of geological losses (as at 30 June 2011)

Kruidfontein UG2 Attributable to Aquarius

4E 4E 4E 4E 

Category Mt g/t Moz Mt g/t Moz 

Indicated 9.07 5.64 1.65 4.53 5.64 0.82
Inferred 81.34 5.51 14.42 40.67 5.51 7.21

Total 90.41 5.53 16.07 45.20 5.53 8.03

g/t = corrected 4E PGE-grade (Pt+Pd+Rh+Au)

Notes on the Mineral Resource statement:
• A minimum width of 1.00m has been applied

to the resource selections.
• The in situ corrected 4E PGE-grade is used for

the estimation of Mineral Resources.
• The geostatistically estimated density is used. 

• Geological losses applied: 30.0%
• The Mineral Resources stated here is as

received from Afarak.  AQPSA is currently in
the process of evaluating the orebody and will
update the resource statement accordingly.
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While striving to meet its key production and
financial targets, the Company also endeavours
to ensure:

• Continuous improvement in safety, health and
environmental performances towards the goal
of ‘zero harm’.

• It addresses relevant issues regarding corporate
responsibility and that it is acknowledged as a
good corporate citizen in the communities and
countries in which it operates.

Published concurrently with the Annual Report,
a comprehensive Sustainable Development
Report (formerly the Corporate Citizenship
Report) is prepared in line with the the
principles of G3 guidelines of the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI). It provides further
information on the South African operations
managed by Aquarius through its subsidiary
AQPSA and on its Zimbabwean subsidiary,
Mimosa. The report may be found at
www.aquariusplatinum.com, or a printed copy
may be requested from the company.

The following is a summary drawn from that report.

Approach to sustainable development
While Aquarius is committed to operating
efficiently and profitably, the company
simultaneously makes every effort to ensure the
well-being of all its employees, be they employed
directly or indirectly through contractors. The
Company engages with and is considerate of the
communities in the areas in which it operates,
and every effort is made to preserve and
conserve the environment of which it is a
custodian. The consumption of scarce resources,
such as water and power, is monitored and
measured, and Aquarius participates in
discussions around and the response to the
global challenge of climate change.

As its primary operations are located in South
Africa, compliance with the targets set in the
Broad-Based Socio-Economic Charter for the
South African Mining Industry (the Mining
Charter) and its accompanying scorecard is
critical. These targets were developed in
alignment with the Mineral and Petroleum

SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
– A SUMMARY

Aquarius’ commitment to responsible and ethical behaviour underpins all its activities and dealings with
stakeholders, be they shareholders, employees or local communities, and whether they are in the local or
global environment in which the company operates. Aquarius abides by the laws of the jurisdictions in which
it operates and respects human rights as defined by national and international organisations.
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Resources Development Act (MPRDA, 2002). 
In terms of each operation’s Social and Labour
Plan (SLP), the Company submits reports annually
on progress made in meeting these targets to the
DMR. These plans, which are revised every five
years, were developed to ensure that the
operations meet these targets and comply with
their Environmental Management Plans (EMPs)
and Mine Works Plans (MWPs).

The safety, health, environmental, risk and
quality (SHERQ) policy at AQPSA was revised
recently and commits AQPSA, the unions and
its contractors to the establishment of a
sustainable foundation for growth and to
creating value for stakeholders and society,
while reducing the safety and health risks and
the adverse impacts of operations on our
employees and the environment. 

Code of conduct
Aquarius has a Code of Ethics, developed by
the Board, which provides ethical and legal
frameworks within which all employees are
expected to conduct the affairs of the Company.
The Company maintains its obligations to
shareholders, the community, contractors and
suppliers, fairly and impartially. A summary of
the Code of Conduct is available on the
corporate website, www.aquariusplatinum.com. 

There are areas in which the Company must
develop detailed policies in accordance with the

requirements of local authorities and to comply
with local laws. To this end, the Code of
Conduct is a set of principles developed by the
Board to guide employees so that they may
behave with integrity and make informed
choices when communicating or acting on
behalf of the Company. In addition, the
Whistleblowing Policy supports the Group’s
governance initiatives. 

Risk management
Aquarius has in place a review process whereby
strategic risks are continuously identified,
monitored and actively managed through the
allocation of appropriate resources. The Board
has overall responsibility for risk management and
the system of internal control and for reviews of its
effectiveness. Internal controls are designed to
identify, evaluate and manage the significant risks
associated, whether negatively or positively, with
the achievement of the Company’s objectives. 

Currently, though not exclusively, the focus
continues to be on the strategic risks outlined on
page 111. For additional information on risk
management and internal controls, refer to
pages 110 to 119 of this report.

Safety and health
A principal focus at all Aquarius operations is
ensuring the safety of all employees, be they
directly or indirectly employed. To achieve this, it
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is essential to develop and entrench a culture and
awareness of safety among all, as well as to re-
inforce behaviour with positive safety outcomes.
Allied to this is the promotion of the shared
responsibility for safety among all employees,
from the most senior to the most junior.

Most regrettably, there were eight fatalities across
Aquarius group operations in FY2011 (FY2010:
three): five at Marikana, one at Kroondal, one at
Mimosa and one at Blue Ridge. The five fatalities
at Marikana, caused by a rockfall, were reported
on in detail in last year’s reports. The other
fatalities were as follows:

• Kroondal: The accident on 13 August 2010
at Kroondal’s Kopaneng shaft in which 
Mr Vasco Manuel Macoma lost his life, involved
two LHDs on surface at the start of a shift.

• Blue Ridge: On 2 November 2010, Mr V.M.
Cossa was fatally injured in a blasting accident
caused by failure to follow ignition procedures.

• Mimosa: A single fatality, Mr Innocent
Ndlovu, occurred as a result of a drilling
accident in September 2010.

Despite the increase in the number of fatalities,
overall safety performance improved with a
decline in the group disabling injury incidence
rate (DIIR) to 0.50 per 200,000 hours worked
from 0.55 in FY2010. 

Creating employment
As at 30 June 2011, Aquarius employed
10,024 people (1,738 employees and 8,286
contractor employees) (100% basis), a decrease
of 9% on the previous year (FY2010: 11,072).
This was largely a result of the cessation of
operations at Blue Ridge during the course of the
year, although the numbers employed declined
at most operations. The exception was Everest
where employment increased as that operation
continued its ramp up.

AQPSA – DIIR
(per 200,000 hours worked)

FY2009 0.86

FY2010 0.84

FY2011 0.75

AQPSA – FIFR
(per 200,000 hours worked)

FY2009 0.03

FY2010 0.03

FY2011 0.05

Aquarius – number of fatalities

FY2009 3

FY2010 3

FY2011 8

Aquarius – DIIR
(per 200,000 hours worked)

FY2009 0.60

FY2010 0.55

FY2011 0.50
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In all, 8,228 people were employed at the
South African operations (AQPSA) and 1,796 at
Mimosa in Zimbabwe (FY2010:  9,270 and
1,802 respectively). 

In order to minimise job losses, every effort
was made to find alternative employment
elsewhere within AQPSA or the contractor
companies for those employees affected by the
cessation of operations at Blue Ridge. Similarly
with the ramp up of operations at Everest, a
significant majority of those employed there
currently had been employed at Everest prior
to its closure in December 2008.

Aquarius complies fully with the labour relations
laws of the countries in which it operates and
with their respective constitutions. It operates in
compliance with the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights of the United Nations and the
International Labour Organization’s Fundamental
Principles and Rights at Work. Aquarius prohibits
and prevents child or forced labour,
discrimination on any grounds and actively
encourages collective bargaining with
recognised employee representatives. Aquarius'
employment policies and procedures comply
with internationally accepted standards.

AQPSA has a specific Human Rights Policy in
place, which has been communicated to all
contractors and employees. Freedom of

association is enshrined within the constitutions of
both South Africa and Zimbabwe and
employees, if they so wish, may belong to
labour and trade unions of their choice. This
applies to contractor employees who work at
Aquarius’ operations as well. The Company
notes with regret that, in terms of legislation in
that country, employees in the Zimbabwean
mining sector may not withdraw their labour.

Labour relations in South Africa are governed by
national legislation, industry agreements and
company- and mine-based recognition agreements.

Unions represent at least 47% of employees in
the respective bargaining units at AQPSA
operations. Such recognition allows for
comprehensive collective bargaining rights. This
is the case for the National Union of
Mineworkers (NUM) and Solidarity. Although
53% of employees on average are not members
of recognised unions, they are catered for
through collective bargaining agreements.

AQPSA spent a total of R25.2 million on training
and development in FY2011. An additional 
R20 million was paid to contractor Murray &
Roberts Cementation (MRC) who oversaw the adult
basic education and training (ABET) programme at
the new training centre at Kroondal, and for the
management of the learnership training and
bursars’ programme during the year. 

Total number of employees at Aquarius

Employees Contractors Total

Operation FY2011 FY2010 FY2011 FY2010 FY2011 FY2010

Corporate office 26 24 6 4 32 28
Kroondal 23 22 4,845 4,508 4,868 4,530
Marikana 12 10 1,516 1,894 1,528 1,904
Everest 16 22 1,665 1,041 1,681 1,063
Blue Ridge 8 14 25 1,651 33 1,665
Treatment plants 86 59 – 21 86 80
Mimosa 1,567 1,578 229 224 1,796 1,802

Total 1,738 1,729 8,286 9,343 10,024 11,072
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Community development
Aquarius acknowledges its responsibility to the
communities in and around its operations:

• In the short and medium term, to provide
meaningful developmental, financial, technical
and other support to improving the lives of
community members, and to eliminate or
minimise any negative impacts that mining may
have on communities; and

• In the medium to long term, to make a
contribution to the sustainability of those
communities and the development of their
members, that extends beyond the lives of
our operations.

A total of R7.5 million was spent on corporate
social responsibility (local economic development
initiatives and corporate social investments) by
AQPSA in FY2011, largely in the areas of
formalising and improving informal settlements
(infrastructural development) and education. The
major projects in South Africa for FY2011 were:

• Ikemeleng residential area: R3.07 million
was spent on the continued formalisation of
this community settlement, including
infrastructural development and most recently
the installation of a community-wide water
reticulation system. 

• Tirelong Intermediate School: R1.6 million
was spent on a water reticulation project at
the school to ensure it had access to sufficient
water in case of a fire.

• Nutritional facilities: R1.1 million was spent
on nutritional facilities at the following schools:
Rustenburg Primary and the Kroondal and
Kloofwaters Farm Schools. 

• Early childhood centre: A contribution of
R387,000 was made towards operating
costs at this centre.
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• Chemical toilets: 200 toilets were supplied to
Ikemeleng at a cost of R1.35 million to assist
the community.

Mimosa spent $2.04 million in total on
corporate social investment projects in FY2011.
The five key projects for the year were:

• Mtshingwe Primary School: $1.27 million
was spent on the upgrade of the school, the
provision of text books and a once-off
purchase of uniforms. 

• Shabanie Primary School: Mimosa invested
$600,609 in the restoration and
refurbishment of the school as well as the
provision of a water reticulation system. 

• Matenda Clinic: The refurbishment of this
clinic at a cost of $60,396 included the
installation of a diesel water pump.

• Copota School for the Blind: Mimosa
donated goods worth $92,009 to this
school, the only school for the blind in the
country. Items included, among others, a
vehicle, Braille equipment, computers,
hardware and accessories.

• Vukuzenzele Irrigation Scheme: Mimosa
assisted with the purchase and installation of a
new water pump and related infrastructure to a
value of $12,747 which as a result has
enabled the local community co-operative to
increase its output of produce significantly. 

Environment
Environmental management and compliance are
governed by the SHERQ policy and code of
ethics which apply equally to the Company’s
management, its employees and its contractors.
They address issues such as compliance,

prevention of pollution, training, and education,
as well as management principles and the
setting of targets.

The three most important environmental risks at
Aquarius are:

• Availability of clean water and in particular
the potential to contaminate clean water
resources and failing to optimise the
consumption of dirty water.

• Energy supply and carbon emissions (the
extent of our carbon footprint).

• Adequate land rehabilitation.

All Aquarius mining operations and processing
plants either received their ISO 9001 and
14001 certification in FY2011 or are working
towards this. 

As a minimum, the Company complies with
legislation, regulations and environmental
permits. Approved EMPs are in place at all
operations and annual performance assessments
are undertaken and submitted to the DMR, in line
with the Company’s mining licences. Three
amendments to AQPSA’s various EMPs are being
sought in the next two years and four integrated
water use licence applications were submitted to
the relevant authorities in the past two years of
which two have been approved. No significant
environmental incidents were reported at either
AQPSA or Mimosa during the year under review.

At Everest, a significant rehabilitation project is
nearing completion. The historical open pits here
have been backfilled, topsoiled and grassed. Re-
vegetation is in progress to re-establish lost bio
diversity and therefore a plant nursery has been
established to promote the rehabilitation and
restoration of biodiversity in the area of the
mining operation. 
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Because of the limitations inherent in any system
of internal control, this system is designed to meet
the Company’s particular needs and the risks to
which it is exposed rather than eliminate risk
altogether. Consequently it can only provide
reasonable and not absolute assurance against
material misstatement or loss.

The Board has delegated its responsibility for
reviewing the effectiveness of these controls to
the Audit and Risk Committee. In terms of its
Charter, the Audit and Risk Committee is
responsible to the Aquarius Platinum Board for all
its operations and responsibilities. A copy of this
Charter is available on the Company website
(www.aquariusplatinum.com). With respect to
the Company risk profile and the management
thereof, the Audit and Risk Committee has
appointed an Operational Risk Management
Oversight Committee (ORMO Committee),
chaired by a senior management executive,
independent of direct line operations
management. The ORMO Committee meets on
a quarterly basis to review and update the
Company risk profile, which receives input from
line managers across the Aquarius business. The
ORMO Committee reports directly to the Audit
and Risk Committee on a quarterly basis. 

Strategic risks facing the Company are
identified, monitored and actively managed
through the allocation of appropriate resources
to address the risks identified. The day-to-day
responsibility for managing risk and the
maintenance of the Company’s system of internal
control is collectively assumed by the AQPSA
Executive Committee in South Africa and by the
Management Board of Mimosa in Zimbabwe.
Key risk and control issues are reviewed
regularly by the Board.

On behalf of the Board, the ORMO Committee
has established a process for identifying,
evaluating and managing the significant risks
faced by the Company. The Company has also
adopted a risk-based approach in establishing
the Company’s system of internal control and in
reviewing its effectiveness. To assist in managing
key internal risks, it has established a number of
Company-wide procedures, policies and
standards and has set up a framework for
reporting matters of significance. The Audit and
Risk Committee is responsible for reviewing the
effectiveness of the Company’s risk
management, internal control systems and the
interim and annual financial statements before
their submission to the Board.

The Board has overall responsibility for the Company’s system of internal control which includes risk
management and reviewing its effectiveness. The system of internal control is designed to identify, evaluate
and manage significant risks associated with the achievement of the Company’s objectives. 

RISK
MANAGEMENT
AND INTERNAL CONTROLS
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The allocation of resources currently focuses on
the alignment of an organisational strategy that
will ensure:
• Continuous improvement in safety, health and

environmental performance towards the goal
of ‘zero harm’.

• The requisite resources, skills and structures
are in place to deliver on production
objectives, as efficiently and cost-effectively as
possible, in line with the Group’s stated
strategic plan.

• The Company attracts, develops, retains and
motivates the requisite management,
operational, technical and business skills.

• Organisational diversity and improved
employee engagement and participation in all
business activities.

• The most efficient management of the Group’s
mineral resource base, to maximise the value
thereof to the Group and its business partners.

• Maintaining the safe, efficient and productive
use of contractors on the Group’s key
operations.

• Sustaining unit production costs in the lowest
quartile of the industry.

• Maintaining effective project management
processes and skills to ensure successful project
implementation and delivery on our operations.

• Protecting and maintaining the security and
reliability of physical assets.

• Retaining process, systems and management
technology competitiveness.

• Continually reviewing, evaluating and
developing growth opportunities for the
Group through acquisition, organic growth
and exploration.

• Retaining permission to operate, on a fully
compliant basis, within a dynamic legal and
regulatory environment.

• Managing the uncertainties that affect the
Zimbabwe operation.

• Addressing relevant issues regarding corporate
responsibility, and being recognised as a
good corporate citizen in the countries and
communities in which the Company operates.

• Ensuring that impacts on the business in terms
of utility supply disruptions are minimised.

• Ensuring that risks associated with suppliers
and logistics are minimised.

• Managing through appropriate health policies
the impact of HIV and AIDS on employees.

The Board has, through the ORMO Committee,
AQPSA Executive Committee and the Audit and
Risk Committee, reviewed the effectiveness of the
Company’s system of internal controls. As a result
of the continual review of internal control
procedures several key elements have been
established within the Company to ensure a
sound system of internal control which is
described in detail below. These include:
• Regular review of risk and identification of

key risks at the operational management
level which are reviewed by the Audit and
Risk Committee.
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• Clearly defined organisational and reporting
structure and limits of authority applied to
subsidiary companies including monitoring
and reporting on the regular board meetings
held at the Company’s key subsidiaries.

• Clearly defined information and financial
reporting systems including regular forecasts
and a rigorous annual budgeting process with
reporting against key financial and
operational milestones.

• Rigorous investment appraisal underpinned by
the budgetary process where capital
expenditure limits are applied to delegated
authority limits.

• Clearly defined treasury policy monitored and
applied in accordance with pre-set limits for
investment and management of the
Company’s liquid resources.

• Internal audit by the Finance Directors of the
Company’s principal subsidiaries, AQPSA
and Mimosa Holdings (Pvt) Limited who
monitor, test and improve internal controls
operating within the Company at all levels
and report directly to the Audit and Risk
Committee and the Board.

There are a number of components to the system
of internal controls within the Company which
facilitate the control procedures and these are
detailed as follows:
• A risk matrix has been developed and is

monitored and reviewed by the ORMO
Committee and the Audit and Risk Committee.

• A framework of transaction and entity level
controls to prevent and detect material error
and loss.

• A budgetary and periodic reporting review
process performed by the management of the
Company’s principal operating subsidiaries.

• A documented structure of delegated
authorities and approvals for transaction and
investment decisions.
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Investment proposals

A budgetary process and authorisation levels
regulate capital expenditure. For expenditure
beyond specified levels, detailed written
proposals are submitted to the Board for approval. 

Risks to Aquarius’ business 
All businesses face risks, and risk in mining
operations is particularly endemic. The
Company faces several risks to its business and
strategy, and management of these risks is an
integral part of the management of the
Company. The Company’s ORMO Committee
has put in place a formal process to assist it in

identifying and reviewing risks. Plans to mitigate
known risks are formulated, and the effectiveness
of and progress in implementing these plans is
reviewed regularly. 

The list of the principal risks and uncertainties
facing the Company’s business that follows below
is based on the Board’s current understanding.
Due to the very nature of risk it cannot be
expected to be exhaustive, and in keeping with
best practice reporting standards, the list has
been limited to those risks that have been judged
most material by the Board. New risks may
emerge and the severity or probability associated
with known risks may change over time.

Kroondal Marikana Everest

AQPSA
Board

AQPSA
EXCO

Ridge Mining
Board

Blue Ridge
Board

Blue Ridge Mimosa

Mimosa
management

Mimosa
Board

CTRP Platinum
Mile

ASACS

Audit and Risk Committee

Operational Risk
Oversight Committee

Aquarius Board

50%

50%

50% 50%

Internal control structure of Aquarius Platinum Limited – as at 30 June 2011
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Risks relating to the Company’s operations 

PGM prices and market

1: Description
The Company’s business is dependent on
price developments in the market for PGMs
and their by-products. These prices depend
predominantly on the prevailing and expected
level of demand for PGMs, mainly from
industrial end-users such as automobile
catalytic convertors. The demand for
automobiles is cyclical and outside the
Company’s control. 

2: Impact
Fluctuations in PGM prices as well as demand
may negatively impact the financial result of
the Company.

3: Mitigation
Developments in the market are closely
monitored by management and by the Board in
order for the Company to be in a position to
react in a timely manner to changes to PGM
prices and demand. The Company recognises
the importance of cost control in the mitigation
of this risk.

Mining risks and hazards 

1: Description
The Company’s operations are subject to risks
and hazards, including industrial accidents,
equipment failure, unusual or unexpected
geological conditions, environmental hazards,
labour disputes, changes in the local
regulatory environment, weather conditions
and other natural phenomena. Hazards
associated with hard rock underground mining
include accidents involving the operation of
mining and rock transportation equipment and
the preparation and ignition of large scale
blasting operations, falls of ground, flooding
and gas accumulation. In FY2011 the
Company had 8 fatalities, compared with 3 in
2010 and 3 in 2009.

2: Impact
The Company may experience material mine
or plant shutdowns or periods of reduced
production as a result of any of the afore-
mentioned factors, and any such events
could negatively affect the Company’s results
of operations.

3: Mitigation
The Company is dedicated to a zero harm
objective and the mitigation of mining risk is one
of the primary operational goals of the
Company. However, given the nature of mining
operations there is no guarantee that accidents
and fatalities will not occur in the future, despite
all the safety initiatives undertaken and
processes put in place.
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Risks particular to the South African operating environment

1: Description
The majority of the Company’s operations are
located in South Africa. The operating
environment in that country is subject to factors
such as labour union militancy, substantial
electricity price increases due to historical
under-investment in generating capacity by the
State, limited absolute availability of electricity
and water for mining operations (in particular
new projects) and high levels of cost inflation
generally in Rand terms. In addition, the South
African government has levied additional taxes
and royalties on mining companies and there
can be no guarantee that these will not be
increased in the future. 

2: Impact
Increased labour and electricity prices will
affect the Company’s costs and, if electricity
supplies are disrupted or strikes occur in future
for any substantial period of time, this may
have a detrimental effect on the Company’s
ability to conduct its operations. Any changes
in legislation, particularly as they relate to
Black Economic Empowerment, may also
have a detrimental effect.

Changes in costs of the Company’s mining
and processing operations could occur as a
result of unforeseen events and consequently
result in changes in profitability or the
feasibility and cost expectations in mining
existing reserves. Many of these changes
may be beyond the Company’s control, such
as those input costs controlled by South
African state regulation, including energy
costs and royalties.

3: Mitigation
The factors having an impact on the Company’s
future cost structure are closely monitored and
cost reduction initiatives are planned and
reported to the Board.

The Company cultivates good relations with the
Department of Mineral Resources and the
relevant labour unions and pursues power-
efficient mining methodologies.
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Risks particular to the Zimbabwean operating environment

1: Description
One of the Company’s operations, Mimosa, is located in Zimbabwe. The Zimbabwean
government has levied additional taxes and royalties on mining companies and there can be no
guarantee that these will not be increased again in the future. Zimbabwe has also promulgated
an Indigenisation law which calls for all companies valued at more than $500,000 to be 51%
owned by black Zimbabweans by 2015. Regulations in this regard were published during the
2011 financial year, and while negotiations continue with the Zimbabwean government, there can
be no guarantee that it will not be implemented as currently drafted.

2: Impact
Increased taxes and royalties in Zimbabwe, if
implemented, will have a detrimental effect on
the profitability of Mimosa.

To the extent that the Indigenisation law is
enforced, it will reduce the Company’s level
of equity holding in the Mimosa mine, which
will negatively impact the revenues and
profits of the Company. Some form of
indigenisation is inevitable, but the exact
level remains to be determined.

3: Mitigation
The factors having an impact on the Company’s
future cost structure are closely monitored and
cost reduction initiatives are planned and
reported to the Board.

The Company proactively pursues social
investment programmes at and around the
Mimosa mine, which may serve to minimise the
effects of the Indigenisation law. Mimosa
management is in active dialogue with the
relevant Zimbabwean officials in relation to the
final implementation of indigenisation.
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Licences and BEE

1: Description
Mining companies operating in South Africa
are required by law to have 26% ownership
by Black Economic Empowerment (BEE)
entities in order to be granted New Order
mining rights or to achieve licence conversion
of their Old Order mining rights. The South
African government is also continuously
reviewing the Mineral and Petroleum
Resources Development Act (MPRDA), and
changes to that legislation could have a
detrimental effect on the Company’s business.

2: Impact
The Company’s only operation without a
converted mining right or a New Order
mining right is Blue Ridge, which was
acquired in 2009. Although Blue Ridge is
fully empowered (with a 50% BEE partner)
and is therefore eligible for the granting of a
New Order mining right, until it is granted
some licencing risk remains. If BEE thresholds
are increased as a result of the review of the
MPRDA, this could have a detrimental effect
on the Company.

3: Mitigation
The Company completed a BEE transaction with the Savannah Consortium several years ago,
which exceeded the full BEE ownership requirement and enabled it to convert all its licences. The
Company also complies fully with the BEE legislation in respect of Blue Ridge, acquired since. The
Company cultivates good relations with the Department of Mineral Resources.

Exchange rate risk

1: Description
The Company receives the majority of its
income in South African Rand, but PGM sales
are made in US Dollars. Profits are therefore
exposed to the variation in the exchange rate
between the US Dollar and the South African
Rand, as a large proportion of the Company’s
costs are denominated in South African Rand. 

2: Impact
Variations in the exchange rate can have a
significant impact on the profitability of the
Company. In addition the Company funds its
South African operations through US Dollar-
denominated loans which can cause the
Company to incur unrealised foreign
exchange gains and losses when marked to
market for reporting purposes.

3: Mitigation
The recent strength of the South African Rand compared to the US Dollar has resulted in cost
pressures to the detriment of operating results. However, the South African Rand has recently
depreciated against the US Dollar and is forecast by market commentators to remain weaker in the
medium and long term. The Company does not enter into any foreign currency hedging agreements.

Risks relating to finance
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Delays to the ramp-up or cancellation of major growth projects

1: Description
Mining for the platinum group metals is a
complex activity and delays to the ramping-up
of new projects are commonplace throughout
the industry due to factors such as difficult
geological conditions, operating conditions in
South Africa and Zimbabwe and the volatility
of the Rand-US Dollar exchange rate and
international PGM prices. In addition,
persistent low Rand PGM prices can result in
the cancellation of growth projects and the
mothballing of existing operations.

2: Impact
A delay to any substantial future increase in
production by more than 12 months may
cause the Company to lose material potential
future revenues. However, the closure or delay
of projects in a low price environment can
increase the profitability of the Company.

3: Mitigation
Rigorous project planning and capital
expenditure approval processes are in place in
order to ensure that growth projects can be
developed as quickly and reliably as possible.

Acquisition risk

1: Description
The Company has a stated strategy of
pursuing growth through the acquisition of
other companies and assets. 

2: Impact
New assets are by definition not as well
understood as those in an existing portfolio
despite any precautions that might be taken, so
some financial and operation risk attaches to
any acquisition. In addition, fees for advisors
can be substantial and are payable even in the
event that no transaction materialises.

3: Mitigation
The Company conducts comprehensive due
diligence assessments on prospective
acquisition targets and engages the services of
reputable financial and legal advisors to advise
it on all aspects of such potential transactions. 

Risks relating to the Company’s strategy
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MATERIAL CONTRACTS

Description:

• Kroondal concentrate off-take agreement
• Marikana concentrate off-take agreement
• Everest concentrate off-take agreement

Counterparty:

• RPM
• RPM and IRS
• IRS

P&SA1

1: Description
The Kroondal pooling and sharing agreement
(P&SA1) reflects an arrangement whereby the
parties have contributed funding, infrastructure
and in situ PGM resources to the Kroondal
unincorporated joint venture structure which is
operated as the Kroondal mine by AQPSA.
All production, costs and profits or losses are
split equally.

2: Parties
• AQPSA
• Rustenburg Platinum Mines Limited (RPM)

3: Materiality
• Highly material
• The P&SA1 arrangement remains in place

for the entire life of the Kroondal mine

P&SA2

1: Description
The Marikana pooling and sharing agreement
(P&SA2) reflects an arrangement whereby the
parties have contributed funding, infrastructure
and in situ PGM resources to the Marikana
unincorporated joint venture structure which is
operated as the Marikana mine by AQPSA.
All production, costs and profits or losses are
split equally.

3: Materiality
• Highly material
• The P&SA2 arrangement remains in place

for the entire life of the Marikana mine

As with all substantial enterprises, Aquarius relies on several key material contracts for the conduct of its
business. In keeping with best practice reporting standards, a summary of the most material of these
arrangements is provided below.

PGM concentrate off-take agreements

AQPSA also has concentrate off-take agreements in place at each of its mining operations which are
highly material to the business of the Company. Each of these off-take agreements is a life-of-mine take-
and-pay arrangement.

Mimosa has an offtake agreement with Centametal AG of Switzerland, but delivers the concentrate it
produces to IRS in South Africa for toll processing and refining prior to delivery of metal.

2: Parties
• AQPSA
• RPM 
• Impala Refining Services (IRS)
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Aquarius Platinum Limited: Executives 
Stuart A. Murray 

BSc (Chem.Eng), AMI ChemE 
Chief Executive Officer 
After obtaining his degree in Chemical
Engineering from Imperial College, London,
Mr Murray began his career with Impala
Platinum Holdings Limited in 1984. Following
a 17-year career in the South African platinum
industry, Mr Murray joined Aquarius Platinum
Limited in May 2001 and was appointed
Chief Executive Officer.

Willi M.P. Boehm

BBus (Acc)
Company secretary
Mr Boehm joined Aquarius in June 1995.  He is
a member of CPA Australia. Mr Boehm has been
involved in the management and listing of several
companies in Australia, the UK and South Africa.
He is responsible for the Company’s Corporate
Affairs and Group Finance. Mr Boehm sits on the
Boards of Mimosa Investments Limited, the
Group’s 50%-owned Zimbabwean subsidiary and
Aquarius Platinum Corporate Services (Pty) Ltd in
Australia. He has 31 years’ experience and has
been with the Company since the commencement
of its involvement in the platinum sector.

Gavin Mackay

BA, LLB, LLM (Tax Law)
Executive:  Business Development and Communications 
Mr Mackay joined Aquarius in February 2010
to head up its investor relations and corporate
communications function and to assist with
business development. Mr Mackay had
previously been at Ferrexpo plc, where he had
had a similar role since August 2007. Prior to
that, Mr Mackay was an investment banker for
JPMorgan Chase & Co. and later JPMorgan
Cazenove Limited in London for four years.
During this time he was involved in many M&A
and equities transactions, primarily in the mining
sector, including the IPO of Ferrexpo plc in June
2007. Mr Mackay is a qualified Attorney of the
High Court of South Africa, and had worked as
a lawyer specialising in commercial and tax law
in Johannesburg and London before joining
JPMorgan in 2003. 

Jean Nel

CA(SA), CFA (AIMR)
Executive:  Corporate Finance
Mr Nel joined Aquarius in 2011. He obtained
his CA(SA) qualification on completing his
articles at Deloitte & Touche in 1998 and
obtained the CFA (AIMR) qualification in 2003.
Having completed his articles, Mr Nel worked in
the corporate finance department of Investec

EXECUTIVE AND OPERATIONAL

MANAGEMENT
AS AT 30 JUNE 2011
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Bank Limited for approximately four years,
focussing primarily on the South African mining
and resources sector. Mr Nel left Investec in
2003 to consult in the resources sector for,
among others, Aquarius. Mr Nel has 12 years’
experience in resource corporate finance and
commercial work.

South Africa: Operational Management

Anton Lubbe

BSc (Mining), GDE, MBA
Managing Director*

Mr Lubbe joined AQPSA in October 2008 as
Operations Director Western Limb Operations.
Mr Lubbe has 28 years of mining experience,
with exposure to gold, platinum, chrome and
copper. He has 10 years of experience as
General Manager, three years as Divisional
Director New Business for DRDGOLD, and three
years contracting experience as Operations
Director of JIC (Mining). He also served on the
boards of DRDGOLD and its subsidiaries, and
Westdawn Investments (Trading as JIC Mining).

Hélène Nolte

BCom (Acc) Hons, CA(SA)
Finance Director*

Ms Nolte joined AQPSA in July 2008 as
Finance Director. She began her career at

KPMG where she spent 10 years providing
services to predominantly mining industry clients,
her last position being that of Senior Audit
Manager. She was involved with AQPSA from
1999 in an auditing capacity and from 2004 in
a consulting capacity.

Mkhululi Duka

BSocSc, P.G.D. HRM, Cert. Advanced OD, Cert.
Financial Management 
Director: Human Resources & Transformation*

Mr Duka began his career as a Human
Resources professional at Eskom in 1994 after
graduating in a Bachelor of Social Sciences
and Humanities degree from the University of
Cape Town. Mr Duka acquired and shared his
experience and HR expertise in various
industries such as energy, government,
banking, mining and oil and gas. He was
Senior Human Resources Manager at the
Petroleum Oil & Gas Corporation of South
Africa (Pty) Ltd (PetroSA) before joining AQPSA
in June 2008 as Group Human Resources
Manager. Mr Duka was subsequently
appointed as General Manager: Human
Resources & Transformation in August 2008
and promoted to Director: Human Resources &
Transformation on 1 August 2010.

* Director of AQPSA
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Abraham van Ghent

BSc Mining Engineering
Senior General Manager: Operations 
Mr van Ghent joined AQPSA in July 2009. A
mining engineer with 25 years’ relevant mining
experience, Mr van Ghent was previously
employed by Murray & Roberts (MRC) as senior
project manager at the Kroondal and Marikana
mines. He started his mining career in 1985 as
a learner official at the then Elandsrand Gold
Mine and worked for AngloGold Ashanti Limited
for 20 years before moving to MRC.

Graham Ferreira

BCompt, (Hons) BAcc, CPA
General Manager Group Admin and Company Secretary
Mr Ferreira has been with AQPSA and its
forerunners since May 1998. Mr Ferreira was
appointed General Manager Group
Administration and Company Secretary in
2001. He began his career with Ernst & Young
in 1976, servicing mostly the mining industry
clients and later gaining experience in the retail
and trade exhibition industries.

Radesh Sukhdeo

Dip Elect Eng. Dip Management 
Group Manager – Processing
Mr Sukhdeo started his minerals processing career
at Minopex in 1999, as an Instrument Technician
at the Kroondal K1 concentrator. He was then
transferred to the Marikana operation for the
commissioning and ramp up phase and was
appointed Plant Superintendent. He was then
transferred to the Everest Plant as the Plant
Manager. After the plant was commissioned, 
Mr Sukhdeo was appointed Area Manager

looking after the K1, K2 and Marikana
Concentrators. He was then appointed Group
Manager – Processing at AQPSA in March
2010. Mr Sukhdeo resigned on 30 June 2011.

Wessel Phumo

NHD (Mining Engineering) BTech 
(Mining Engineering)
General Manager Operations: Kroondal
Mr Phumo began his career as a learner official
at Saaiplaas Gold Mine in January 1988 and
held various positions in the Harmony Group
until May 2007 when he joined AQPSA as
Mine Manager. Mr Phumo was promoted to
General Manager Operations: Marikana in
December 2007 and was subsequently
appointed General Manager: Kroondal on 
7 March 2011.

Jenkins Kroon 

BEng (Mining Engineering)
Acting General Manager: Marikana
Mr Kroon started his mining career in 2000, as
a Learner Official with Anglo Platinum. After a
year’s experience at Rustenburg Platinum Mine,
he studied mining engineering at the University
of Pretoria, graduating in 2004. On gaining
experience in conventional narrow reef mining at
Anglo, he joined Xstrata Chrome in 2006 as
Projects Overseer, in a low-profile mechanised
section. He progressed through the ranks to
Mine Manager, a position he held until August
2009. He joined AQPSA as Mine Manager of
Kwezi Shaft at the Kroondal operations in
September 2009 and was subsequently
appointed as Acting General Manager:
Marikana on 7 March 2011.
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Gus Simbanegavi

BSc (Mining), MBA, MAusIMM
General Manager Operations: Everest
Mr Simbanegavi joined AQPSA in May 2008
as mine manager for Marikana operations. He
was then appointed General Manager Everest
Mine. Prior to this, Mr Simbanegavi was
employed by Zimplats in 2001 where he held
several senior management positions for both
open pit mining and mechanised underground
mining. He has more than 10 years’ mine
management experience in both gold and
platinum mining.

Jan Hattingh

NHD (Electrical & Mechanical Engineering), GCC
Electrical, GCC Mechanical
General Manager: Engineering 
Mr Hattingh started his career as an Apprentice
Electrician at Anglo Coal in May 1988. He
became a Junior Engineer in 1994 and
obtained his GCC Electrical and Mechanical
Certificates of Competency in 1995. After
various appointments as Section Engineer in
coal, chrome and platinum, he joined AQPSA as
Engineering Manager at Kroondal Mine in
December 2009. He was subsequently
appointed General Manager Engineering in
January 2011.

David Starley

BSc (Hons) (Mining)
General Manager: Projects
Mr Starley joined Aquarius/Kroondal Platinum
Ltd in March 1998 and has in excess of 30
years’ experience in the mining industry
(asbestos, gold and platinum) both in Zimbabwe
and South Africa. The larger, latter part of his

mining career has been in platinum which
commenced at Lefkokrysos’ Platinum Mine in
1988. He held management positions at
Lonmin’s Eastern Platinum and the Hartley
Platinum Project in Zimbabwe prior to starting at
Kroondal.  He is also an Associate of the
Camborne School of Mines.

Zimbabwe: Operational Management
Winston Chitando 

B.Acc.
Managing Director
Mr Chitando was appointed Managing Director
of Mimosa with effect from 1 October 2007,
having been an Executive Director since 2002.
Up until 30 September 2007, he was also
Commercial Director of Zimasco. On leaving
college in 1985, Mr Chitando joined Wankie
Colliery Company. From 1990 he worked for
Anglo American Corporation Zimbabwe, until
joining Zimasco in 1997. 

Herbert S. Mashanyare 

B.Sc. (Chem), MPhil (Applied Research in
Metallurgy), M.Sc. Eng., Diploma of Imperial
College, (DIC)
Executive Director
Mr Mashanyare was appointed Technical
Director in July 2004 and was responsible for
growth and other major projects, research and
development and the implementation of best
practice at Mimosa. He was appointed
Executive Director in August 2011. Mr
Mashanyare was previously the Metallurgical
Executive responsible for process projects and
improvements. His prior work experience
includes eight years at Rio Tinto Zimbabwe, six
years at the Institute of Mining Research and
13 years at Union Carbide. 
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Peter R Chimboza 

B.Sc. (Physical Science)
Resident Director
Mr Chimboza joined Mimosa Mining Company
in August 2004 as General Manager and was
appointed Production Director in January 2006.
He was appointed Resident Director in January
2010 with overall responsibility for operations at
Mimosa Mine. Prior to joining Mimosa, Mr
Chimboza worked for Zisco Steel and Zimasco
in senior management positions at their
metallurgical processing operations.

Fungai Makoni 

B.Com. Accounting, CTA, Part II FQE ICAZ
General Manager Finance and Administration
Mr Makoni joined Mimosa in December 2004
as Finance Executive in the Harare office and
was appointed Company Secretary in April
2005. He was subsequently appointed to the
position of General Manager Finance and
Administration on 1 October 2007. On leaving
college, Mr Makoni trained with Deloitte and
Touche in Zimbabwe before joining Zimasco in
July 2002.

Nathan Shoko 

B.Comm., Post-Graduate Diploma in Applied
Accounting, Diploma in Management Accounting
General Manager Planning and Commercial Services
Mr Shoko joined Mimosa in August 2003 as
Finance Executive with responsibility for finance
and administration at the mine. In January 2008,
he was appointed Commercial Executive with
responsibilities in procurement, projects and
estates administration. He was subsequently
appointed to the position of General Manager
Commercial Services in January 2010. He was
appointed General Manager Planning and

Commercial Services in August 2011. Prior to
joining Mimosa, Mr Shoko was the Finance
Manager for Zimasco. After college, Mr Shoko
trained with Deloitte & Touche in Zimbabwe
before joining Zimasco in 1999.

Tapson Nyamambi 

Certificate of Competency in Mine Surveying
General Manager Mining Services
Mr Nyamanbi was appointed Mining Executive
in February 2006. He was subsequently
appointed General Manager Mining in August
2008. He currently focuses on mining services
with particular emphasis on mining best practice
and continuous improvement. Mr Nyamambi
joined Mimosa in 1998 as a production
superintendent and was promoted to Mine
Manager in 2002. Prior to joining Mimosa, he
worked as the Chief Surveyor for Zimasco’s
Shurugwi Division for seven years.

Admire I. Makuvaro 

B.Sc. Engineering Honours (Mechanical)
General Manager Technical Services
Mr Makuvaro joined Zimasco in 1996 as a
Projects Manager, a position he held until joining
Mimosa as a Projects Engineer in 2001 during
the Phase expansion III project. Upon completion
of the Phase III project, Mr Makuvaro was
appointed Materials Handling Manager. He
was subsequently appointed Projects Manager,
a position he held until his promotion in July
2008 to the position of Engineering Executive.
Mr Makuvaro was appointed to the position of
General Manager Engineering Services in
January 2010. He was appointed General
Manager Technical Services in August 2011.
He has previously worked for Mobil and
Zimbabwe Phosphate Industries as a design and
projects engineer prior to joining Zimasco.
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